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■ WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Washington, Feb. 6.
are
The indications for New England
slightly warmer, clearing and fair weather,
sonthweBt winds becoming variable.
Higher

/

barometer.

Cautionary signals are ordered for Eastport
Section 7, Block Island and Point Judith.
METEOROLOGICAL

REPORT.

[11.27 P. M.]
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LATEST MARINE NEWS.
Notice to mariners.
New Yore, Feb. 5.—The light house establishment baa assumed control of the light on
the southern eud of the breakwater at the
month of the Connecticut river
It is a white
light shown from a lantern on a stake and will
be exhibited whenever practicable.
Mariners
are cautioned not
to rely implicitly on this
light as the difficulties of reaching it cannot at
all time be overcome.

INDUSTRIAL MATTERS.
Troubles in New Orleans.
New Orleans, Feb. 6.—William Lewis,
foreman of a coal yard, was shot last night by
Frank Porter, a striking coal wheeler.
Porter
fired three shots, all of which took effect, but
Lewis’s wouuds are not dangerous. The police who arrested Porter and others were fired
at.
A squad of police was sent and made otter arrests.
Rioters were imprisoned.
Henry
Johnson, another non-union coal yard foreman, was shot at last night by an unknown
party. This morning, while a squad ol men
were going to a coal yard, they were fired
upon
by negro strikers, and Frank Ware, a white
man, wounded in the leg.
H. A. Hill, engineer at the Macquinis cotton mills, was shot
Saturday by Ed. Knight, acting superintendent, and is not expected to live. His dying
declaration was taken last
night. Conrad
Hope aged 50 years, was shot and mortally
wounded by Henry Ferguson yesterday, during a difficulty about business matters.

NEW

YORK.

The 11 arl-Townsenil

Sait, -—_
New Yore, Feb. 5.—In the snit for libel,
brought, by Joseph Hart, of “Truth,” against
George Alfred Townsend, to recover 820,000
damages, which was on trial for the past week
in the Supreme Court, the jury todav rendered
a verdict in
favor of Hart, for $55. Motion
for a new trial on behalf of defendant was denied.
Suicide at Sen.
Richard Campbell, aged 45 years, of the firm
ui

V

v«in|'ui:i

a.

Libel

ouiiiii, paper manmactnrers of

Nos. 110 and 112 Nassau street, committed suicide on Sunday, in bis stateroom on board the
steamship Britannic, which arrived at this
port yesterday, by hanging himself with a
strap to a towel roller.
The deceased was rated as worth over 51,000,000.
He left for Eutwo
months
rope
ago for the benefit of his
health, and it is supposed he committed the
act in a fit of despondency, brought on
by his

sickness,

A NEGRO FIEND.
Two Murders Committed for th« Killing
of a Dog.
St. Louis. Mo., Feb. 5.—W. F. Newry. a
negro, has confessed that
he killed Henry
Depugh and another negro named Ross and
then set fire to their house in March last near
Alton, 111. He says that two or three years
ago Depngh killed a favorite dog of his, and
from that time he had a feeling of the bitterest
enmity toward him. On the night of March
27th he was at Depugh’s house, and while the
letter was preparing something for him to eat,
he shot him three times witli a pistol. Ross
was sleeping in the house at
the time, and for
fear that he would reveal the crime Newry
shot him also. Then rifling Depngh’s clothes
of a small amount of money and taking a pistol
and shot gun, he fired the bouse and fled.
Newry was removed to Edwardsville Monday
night to prevent the possibility of lynching as
great excitement existed among the negroes at
Rocky Fork, by whom Dupugh was held in

high

esteem.

WORK OF THE FLAMES.
Burned
a.

to

Beulh.

Wheeling, W. Va., Feb. 5.—The dwelling
of William Morrison, of Pocahontas county,
was burned last night, and two little
girls,aged

7 and 11 years, were horned to death.
Oil Works Burned.
Chicago. Feb. 6.—The works of the P. C
Hasford Oil Company at Englewood, were
partially burned early this morning. Loss

540,000.

Reported Elsewhere.
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 5—Fire at Lonoke,
Ark., this morning, caused a loss of 543,000.
Mt. Pleasant,' Ont., Feb. 5.—J. P. Crocker’s general store was burned this morning.
Loss 530,000.
Jackson, Miss., Feb. 5.—Half a block of
buildings were burned at Kosciusko this mornLosses

ing.

Loss

526,000.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Contest Over Gen. It oil is Will.
Dover, Feb. 5.—In the Probate Court today
counsel for t' e widow iu the case of Gen. Almou

iioiv'
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ujnui

aim UUUIO*

stead be set off from the estate of the deceased. Gen. Hoitt made the will in 1864, and
some of the heirs petition for its disallowance.
Today counsel for these objected to the widow's request, and after a hearing the court decided that Mrs. Hoitt’s request be continued to
the March term of court, when the contest
over the wilt commences.

U. S. SENATORS.
Settled in Kentucky—Blackburn Nominated.
Frankfort, Feb. 5,—Joseph 0. S. Blackburn was nominated for Senator tonight ou the
first ballot, receiving 65 votes against 57 for J*
S. Williams.
The Contest

_

Suit Involving millions.
Pittsburg, Peno., Feb. 4.—This afternoon,
in the United States Circuit Court, William
Longhriddle, a resident of Baltimore County,
Md., filed a bill in equity against the Weslinghonse Air-bre ke Company to restrain them
from further infringement on patents of which
he claims to be the inventor and patentee, aud
which constitute the whole stock in trade of
the company named, as they embrace all the
patents used in manufacturing the air -brakes
which have made the firm wealthy and famous
The statement of the complainant is that he
invented the improved mode of operatiog car
brakes now used by the Westinghouse CompaThe other
ny before the 12th of April, 1864.
inventions to which he lays claim are as follows: An improved method of applying steam
te car brakes, patented April 19, 1864; an improvement in steam and air brakes, patented
February 11, 1872; improved pneumatic air
brake for railroad cars, issued to Charles R.
Peddle, aud an improvement in the pipe coupling, issued to Tbomas Smith, both of which
last inventions the complainant alleges were
assigned to him. The suit involves millions of
A

dollars.__
Judge Killed by Bobbers.
5.—A despatch from
Coliacan Chihuahua, Mexico, says that Judge
States Senator
United
Henry Cooper, formerly
for Tennessee, was killed by robbers near that
city yesterday.
He was manager of the famous Polk silver mine.
A

Nashville, Term.,Feb.

Dover—A
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Brilliant

Reception by the Douty Guard..
Dover, Feb. 5.—The Douty Guards, Company F, M. V. M., held their anunal ball and
reception to Governor itobie in Central Hall
this evening. Beside the l overnor there were
present General George L. Beal, Inspector
General John L. Richards, Surgeon General
A. C. Hamlin, Colonel F. D. Pollen, Lieut.
Colonel C. Burrill, Lieut. Col. A. B. Nealley,
Lieut. Col. W. A. K. Boothby of his staff;
Colonel and Assistant Adjutant General H.
M. Sprague Captain A. H. Planted of Brig.
General John Marshall Brown’s staff; Colonel
H. L. Mitchell, Lieut. Colonel N. C. Stowe,
Adjutant A. B. Bridges of the Second Regi*“““*)

•Too small to measure.
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Meeting in Boston—The Dingley
(Shipping Bill Indorsed*

Boston, Feb. 5.—A meeting of the New
England Ship Owners’ Association was held
this afternoon at the office of the Pilot Commissioners, Merchants’ Exchange building, to
consider the shipping bill presented in Congress by Representative Dingley of Maine,
with a view to taking action to secure the passage of the bill.
Mr. W. H. Lincoln, of the firm of Thayer &
Lincoln, presidod, and spoke of ex-Gov. Dingley’s interest in American shipping, and of a
similar bill presented by him last year, which
was defeated. He thought that the time had
now come when something should be done to
further and build up the shipping of the counA committee appointed at a previous meeting presented the following resolutions:
Whereas, The shipping interests of the country
have been in a most deplorable and depressed condition for the past twenty years, so that our ship
yards have in many cases passed out of existence,
and others have become comparatively idle, and our
flag upon the great highways of commerce, in the
principal commercial ports of the world is rarely to
be peen; and,

Whereas, During this long period

of decline not
of relief has been passed by the government, though the desired legislation has constantly
been urged upon Congress; and
Whereas, Representative Dingley of Maine has
prepared a bill, entitled, “A bill to remove certain
Burdens on the American Merchant Marine, and to
thereEncourage the ‘American Carrying
a measure

finely decorated,

and the occasion was the
brilliant ever occurring in Piscataquis

county.
Instantly Killed by a Fall.
Lewiston, Feb. 5.—Mrs. Maria Koowlton of
Middletown, Conn., 70 years of age, who has
been visiting in Livermore Falls, fell down a
flight of stairs iuto the cellar last night, killing
her instantly.
Arrested for Alleged Theft.
Bangor, Feb. 5.—J. L. Schoffield, of New
Castle, N. B., was arrested hero today on a
charge of sterling §000 in money and two
horses in New Brunswick. Schoffield is interested with other parties in lumbering operations, and running behind he proposed to take
the concern out of the woods, upon which he
here as stated.
It is believed that the
matter will be settled between the patties.

came

BANGOR.

Gov. Robie, together with Gen. George L.
Beal, Gen. John T. Richards and Lieut. Cols.
W. A. R. Bootbby, A. B. Nealley and C. C.
Burrill, of bis staff, and Major H. M. Sprague
Cadtaiu A. H. Plaisted, of General Brown’s
staff, were at the Bangor House last Monday

Trade;’*

fore,

We. the Now England Ship Owners’ Association,
and all of those who this day unite with .us in the
interest of Amei ican shipping, do most earnestly
resolve that the thanks of this association are due
to Mr. Dii
for the introduction of the bill
Resolve
tat this meeting hereby approves and
iimwiovo omu

uiu

m

no

uiuiu

lomiUiCD,

luav

10, however, resting to advance wages to
should limit the application of the section
of

Iq the afternoon the Governor held a public
reception, and in the evening there was a
grand reception to iuvited guests, followed by
a grand ball.
The hall was brilliantly lighted,
most

Their

the United States.

ccuiuu

seamen,
to ports

Resolved,

That the liability of owners of vessels
should be limited to the proportion of their interest, so that one owner shall not become liable on
the obligations of others.
Resolved, That we urge upon Congress the passage of these measures, and that a copy of this preamble and resolutions be sent to Congressman
Dingiey and to tbe members of Congress from this
State.

Capt. Cl. C. Goss, of Bath, Me., said that the
bill, as far as it goes, is well. The burden
must be so placed that capital will be willing
toinvestin shipping, He considered that the
limited liability act hid much to do in frightening off capitalists.
Mr. D. B. Kelly, of East Boston, explained

at length the bill of Mr. Dingiey, whose previsions he believed would result in benefit
alike to the owner and the sailor; the only
trouble is that it does not go far enough, but
the owners should be thankful for at least a
little. If you can do one little thing to stimulate our declining commerce, it is the duty of
every man who ever had an interest in a ship
to do it. He did not believe in any. subsidies;
let every tub stand on its own bottom, said he,
and if we can’t do that, why then let us sink.
Our principle should be to get all we can, ask
for all that we want, and take as much of it as
we

can

get.

Mr. J. E. Burtt fully indorsed the bill, except that portion relating to advance wages,
aud 6poke strongly against the existing laws on
the liability of owners.
The resolutions were then passed by a unanimous vote, and the meeting adjourned after a
short explanation by Mr. Horace E. Morse of
what Stata legislation was desired for the protection of sailors.

night.

The trial of tho Italian murder

oases

WASHINGTON.

will

probably be set down to commence in two
weeks hence, as the Attorney General has expressed a wish to the County Attorney that
that day be set, on account of previous engagements.

An International Copyright Bill.
Washington, Feb. 5.— The House judiciary
committee has agreed unanim usly to report

Mr. Dorshoimer’s bill for au international
copyright. It gives to foreign authors the
Monday afternoon a little girl named Julia same rights as native writers enjoy, provided
Haley, living in Biddeford, while hanging out their government grant reciprocal privileges.
Its benefits are limited to one year from the
ciotliCB iu the door yard, fell upon the ioe and
time of publication
This idea has been of
sustained internal injuries, from she died
She came from Ireland to this
long standing, but no bills has ever before
Thursday.
been
reported by a committee. The feeiiug in
country with her parents only a few months
in its favor is now very general. Mr. George
ago.
Parsous
Lothrop has been here in tbe internals
The blacksmith shop at James Smith’s granof the movement, and is confident that a bill
ite quarry, off the Alfred road, about three
will
pass.
miles from Biddeford, caught fire Saturday
Investigating Southern Outrages.
night and was completely destroyed.
There
was a keg of
At a meeting of the Senate committee to-day
powder in the 6hop, which exploded with a tremendous report. Thero was the following sub-committees were selected for
no one about the place at the time.
investigations under the Sherman resolutions:
For the Mississippi branch investigation—
BBCK8PORT.
Senators Hoar, Cameron of Wis., Frye, SaulsMrs. Snowman, widow of the late Captain
and Jones.
bury
Joseph Snowman of pnghspast- died snddenly
For the Virginia branch—Senators Sherman,
■Saaday-giMlffou her w~ay home from Ctraveh,,.,
and Vance.
During the services she rose from her seat and I.iyplpi.rp
RinublUitii Congressional Committee.
left the church, when a neighbor, noticing her
Edward McPherson of Petmsvlvanra has demanner, followed her out of church to see her
fall and immediately expire before reaching
cided to accept the secretaryship of the Repubher house.
lican Congressional committee.
BIDDEFORD.

CALAIS.
vm
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LISBON.

Mrs. Benoit, of Lisbon, has confessed
she killed her child by smothering it.

that

NORRIDQKWOCK.

Mississippi River Convention.
The Mississippi river convention assembled
this afternoon at Lincoln Hall in this city with
about five hundred delegates present. The
chairman of the executive committee. D. B.
Wood of New Orleaus called the convention
to order Gov. W. D. Washburn of Minnevavs/uvv.

Hon. S. D. Lindsey is again
second attack of pneumonia.

suffering from

a

NORTH BERWICK.

On Friday afternoon, as David Hanson was
cleaning machinery in the woolen mill at
North Berwick, he was caught iu a working
machine and crushed in a frightful manner,his
chest and back being crowded into a space of
less than four inches.
The doctor reports a
chance for his recovery.
VASSALBORO.

The obnoxious

overseer

of

the Vassalboro

Woolen Mills has been discharged, and the 40
striking weavers have retarned to work.
Mr.
Thos. Valentine, an old band, has been placed
in charge of the weave room.
YORK.

There is a farm in York which has been in
the same family name (Baynes) since the year
1640, and an adjaoent estate which has descended to its present proprietor by inheritance
from the first-alluded-to source, and has never
been transferred by fee simple.
IN GENERAL.

On Monday afternoon Prof. C. C. Rounds, of
the State Normal School at Plymouth, paid a
visit to the Haven school in this city, and expressed much pleasure with the workings of
the several school* and the ability shown by
the scholars. In the evening Prof. Rounds addressed the teachers’meeting, his subject being “Discipline,” and his remarks being listened to with the closest attention.—Portsmouth
(N. H.) Chronicle.
The financial statement of Aroostook county
for 1883 will show an excess of resources of
over 81,000, against an excess of liabilities in
1882 of about 81,600. Gain during the year,

82,500.

A letter from Paris, France, says the church
of the American chapel has been fortunate indeed iu securing such an efficient and acceptable pastor as Rev. Dr. A. F. Beard, who was
race pastor of the Central church, Bath.
He
only preached his first sermon as minister in
charge last March, but in six months has won
a re,nulation for pulpit ability and wise executive management that more than justifies his
selection for that pest—a position that can ofter uui a pastoral auu
precarious Sttpoorr.

Wendell Phillip’s Fnnernl.
Boston, Feb. 5.—The funeral of Wendell
Phillips will take place tomorrow in this city.
There wil' be services in the Hollis street
church at 11 o’clock, conducted by the Kev.
Samuel Longfellow. From the church the
body will bo carried to Faueuil hall, escorted
by the colored company, the Robert G. Shaw
Veteran Association, which has tendered its
services. At Faneuil hall it will lie in state
from one o’clock until four, and will then be
privately interred lu the family tomb in the
Granary burial ground. There will be no addresses or remarks in the church except by Mr.
Longfellow, and there will be no formal services at Faneuil hall.
Thp services iu the
church are intended to be for the relatives and
friends of Mr. Phillips.

England Agricultural Society.
The largest gathering for years assembled at
the annual meeting of the New England Agricultural Society today.
George K. Loring
presided. Much interest is being taken in the
New

earnest over the lvcatiou for holding the next
fair between Manchester, N. H., and Worcester. Total receipts for the year $5,462; expenses $833
Trustees were elected.
After passing resolutions ou the death of ex-Gov. Head
discussion arose as to the piace where the next
Without deciding this
fan should be held.
point it was unanimously voted to stop the sale
of liquor at future fairs. The society then adjourned till afternoon.
The selection of the place for holding the
next, fair of the Society was finally left to a
In the
committee appointed for the purpose.
asternoon the animal dinner was held, at
which the proceedings were private.
Admiral Timcher’s Will.
Judge Charles Allen of the Supreme Court
gave a decision today in the matter of the contested clause of the will of the late Admiral
Henry Knox Thacher. After making specific
beqaeets Admiral Thacher provided that the
residue of his estate should be distributed
“equally to the authorized agents of the Home
and Foreign Missionary Societies to aid in propagating the holy religion of Jesus Christ.”
The residue amounted to about $31,000, and
the claimants were the American Board of
Commissioners of Foreign Missions, the Home
Missionary Society, the ^Massachusetts Missionary Socieiy and the Methodist Episcopal Society. Judge Allen finds that all but the Methodist Episcopal Society is entitled to the money
ami a decree for distribution will accordingly
be made.
A

Cyclone in Idaho.
Feb. 5.—A cyclone struck
Idaho Springs today and demolished several
bouses and damaging hotels and mills. No
lives were lost.

Pcesuo, Cal.,

vuauuiau

auu

delivered an address setting forth the importance of improving the Mississippi.
E. C. Stannard of St. Louis was elected president with a vice president from each State

represented.

Repart of the Reconstruction Committee.
Mr. Morrill introduced in the Senate today
a joint resolution,
which was referred to the
committee on printing, to authorize the printing of the journal of the committee of fifteen
on
reconstruction, appainted in 1865. This
journal, Mr. Morrill said, had been recently
found among the papers of the late Senator
Fessenden, in Portland, Me., and would be
found interesting.
Nominations by the President.
The President sent to the Senate to-day the
nomination of Francis A. Osgood, to be collector of customs of the district of Marblehead,
Mass.
Miscellaneous.
The House committee on expenditures in
the department of justice to-day began examination into the alleged irregularities in the
office of Marshal R.M. Douglass of the Western
District of North Carolina.
The irregularities
are paid to
have been in the offices of deputy
marshals.
In accordance with the request of the governor of New Hampshire, Lieut. Col. Loomis L.
Langdon of the 2d Artillery, has been detailed
to act as inspector and instructor at the meetiog of the commissioned officers of the New
Hampshire National Guard to be held in
Manchester, N. H., commencing on the 26th
and closing the 29th.
The Hoots committee on naval affairs today
rtcommended an appropropriation of 816,500
by the appropriation committee for publication
of the records of the navy during the late war.
The Illinois Pr-ss Association called at the
White House this morning in a body, and
were presented to the President.

ALABAMA

CLAIMS.

Judgments Announced Yesterday.
Washington, Feb. 5.—In the court of commissioners of Alabama claims to-day judgments
were

MASSACHUSETTS.

luiujiumij

annonuced

as

follows:

No. 1806, Frauklyn Reed, Edwin Reed and Andrew F. Reed, executors of the estate of Thomas M.
Reed 53663, with interest from December 1861.
No. 4364, Charles Cushing 575 with interest from
April 12, 1862.
No. 43G2, Thomas H. Weston 502 with interest
from Feb. 22, 1863.
No. 4359, ilenry Hutchins 525, with interest
from Dec. 7, 1861.
No. 4344, Simmett Orr, $113, with interest from
Dec. 31, 1864.
No. 1928, Frank 0. Moses. 5395. with interest
irom dan. 7, I8b&.
No. 1028, James T. Morse, $56, with interest
from Jan. 7, 1866.
No. 1286, Samuel D. Bailey $625, with interest
from May 8, 1663.
No. 1286—Samuel D. Bailey, administrator of the
estate of Bernard C. Bailey, deceased, $250 with
interest from May 8. 1863.
No. 1197, George "Woods $485, wi h interest
from Jan. 30, 1864.
No. 11*93, Win. Bookstaver and Samuel Titcomb,
executors of the estate of Silas Leouard, deceased,
$462, with interest from April 1,1864.
No. 909, Charles Payson $64, with Interest from
Aug. 14, 1864.
No. 908, Henry M. Payson, $395, with interest
from Oct. 9, 1864.
No. 906. Horatio N. J03e $341 with interest from
April 5, 1864.
No. 907, Dennis W. Clark $395, with interest
from Oct. 9,1864.
No. 842, Edwin A. Morton, $578 with interest
from Dec. 22, 1863.
No. 842. Orville G. Boyd, administrator of the
estate of Peter Grattan, deceased, $265, with interest from Dec. 22, 1863.

The House Judiciary Committee has favorably considered the bill extending the time for
filing claims in the Court of Alabama Claims
until December 31, 1884, and authorizing the
President to further extend the time of year if
he deems it advisable. The bill also provides
for the immediate payment in full of claims of
the first class, and of the 25 per cent of claims
of the second class, which have already been

adjudicated.

Transit Company’s Suit.
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 4.—A very important case, that of the Northern Transit Company against the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, will be called by Judge Dyer in the United
States Court tomorrow. The case was tried in
this court nearly two yeais ago, and a verdicl
was rendered, giving the plaintiff damages to
the amount of $114,000, but the defendants,
being far from satisfied, secured a new trial
and the case will be entirely gone througt
with again. The amount of damages claimed
by the p aiutiff is $300,000, which damages, it
alleges in its complaint, it suffered through the
failure of the Grand Trunk Company prompt
ly to handle freight for it, in accordance with
certain traffic arraDgemants between them
In the answer the defendant claims damages
to the amount of $50,000.
The trial will be s
long one, undoubtedly, as the case is a complv
A

cated

one.
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Swept

ef I,umber

Already

Away.

Cincinnati, O., Feb. 5.—The liver at 0
o’clock this morning was 52 feet and risiDg an
inch an hour. Serious damage will undoubtedly follow.

9 a. m.—The river is risiDg rapidly and now
stands 54 feet 2 inches. At the present rate
gas will be'shat off by tomorrow night and the
water works will be stooped by Thursday, business in the lower part of the city has been
practically suspended and all energies are bent
on saving property.
So far no damage has
been done to river craft nor te properly along
the shore except that cansed by the overflow.
All trains are running regularly tonight except on the Cincinnati Southern.
Cleveland, Feb. 5.—At Findlay the gas
works and streets are„under water. Arlington
in the same conuty is deluged and great quantities of lumber and ship t.mber have been
swept away.
Madison, Ind., 8 p. m.—The river bids fair
to be as high as last year.
People living along
the river are prefaring for the worst and all
factories along the river have shat down.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Feb. 5.—The Susquehanna river rose three feet today and unless
cold weather follows a heavy flood is antici-

pated.
Cincinnati, Feb. 5—Midnight—The

river
has risen nine inches since 10 o’clock.
At JLawreuceburg, Ind., people are abandoning their homes.
Wpimmpn
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CONGRESS.

1ENATE.

Washington, Feb. 5.
Mr. Sherman called up the bill recently introduced by him to suspend operation of the
sectiou of the revised statutes relating to the
guano islands, and after debate the Senate
passed the bill, further suspending for five
years section 6574 of the revised statutes.
Mr. How ley offered a resolution which was
agreed to directing the committee on printing
to inquire into the expediency of publishing
an official gazette of the United States to contain advertisements for proposals for contracts
and general orders and announcements by the
heads of executive department*, directing that
in the report ef said committee the expense of
the present methods of publishing such information be given in detail.
The chair laid before the Senate a communication from the Secretary of War transmitting
an abstract showing the condition of the militia forces organized aud unorganized of the
United States.
Tbe Fitz John Porter relief bill received yes
terday from the House was referred to the
Senate committee on military affairs.
The following changes were made in the
membership of Senate commitiees to-day:
On additional accommodation for library—Senators Bayard, Morrill and Miller of California were
added and Senator Dalph retired.
On agriculture aud forestry—Senators Sawyer
and Gibson were added.
On commerce—Senators Dalph,
German and
Slater were added and Senator Farley retired.
On manufactures—Senators Pike aud Butler were

added.

On miucs and mining—Senator Bowen was advanced to the chairmanship.
On Territories—Senators Cullam and Jones of
Florida were added and made chairman and Senator Jones of Flo- ida retired.
On claims-Senator Fair was added, and Senator
Gibson retired.

The following were named as inert hara eS
the two committees created -by tire inftycode
of *5saate'ruies:
On expenditures of public moneys—Senators Wil-

(chairman,) Harrison, Plumb, Platt,

Beck,

fisheries-Senators Lapham, Sewell,
Dawes, Palmer, Morgan. Groome and Farley.
Mr. Wilson at his own request was excused
from acting as chairman of the committee on
mines and miuing and Mr. Lapham on a like
request was excused from acting as chairman
of the coaimiiteeou woman suffrage.
Mr. Butler’s resolution offered yesterday was
agreed to directing th9 Secretary of the
Treasury to transmit to the Senate the testimony taken at last summer meeting to the
performance of duly by Supervising Architec
Hill.
Mr. Burler offered and esked nuanimvs cbncon for immedate conversation of the resolution requesting the President to oommnnicate
to the Senate a record of proceedings, testimony and findings the connt of inquiry relating to the loss of the steamer Proteus, bnt on
objection the resolution went over till tomorOn fish and

row.

The Senate thin resumed consideration of
the bill for settling incomplete title s to Jands
acquired by the United States from Mexico,
and an extended debate enBued participated
in by Messrs. Garland, Bayard, Vest, Cali,ConConger, Plumb. Maxey and Dolpb.
Amendments by Messrs. Plumb and Conger
were voted down and without
reaching a conclusion on the bill the Senate went into executive session and afterward adjonred.
HOUSE.
Mr. Dockery of Missouri, offered a resolution
declaring vacant the positions of stenographers
of committees of the House and providing that
hereafter on the request of the committee the
Speaker shall employ a stenographer or stenographers'ai a compensation to bo filed by the
committee on account of the matter referred to
that committee.
Mr. Belmout of New York offered a resolution requesting the President to commuicate
to the House the correspondence of discrimination against the works of foreigu artists,together with such information as may be on record
in the State Deparlment
Adopted.
The chair laid before House a communication from the Secretary of War, transmitting
and showing the condition of the militia forces
organized and unorganized of the United
States
Mr. Burns of Missouri, from the committee
on appropriations reported back the House bill
for the paymeut of rebate n tobacco with
Senate amendments thereto, aud the amendments were concurred in.
Mr. Tucker of Virginia, from the judiciary
committee, reported the hill to extend the duration of the Court of Commissioners of Alaabama Claims. Committee of the whole.
Mr. Broatihead of Missouri, from the same
committee reported adversely the joint resolution proposing a constitutional amendment
for the election of postmasters, revenue collectors and United Slates district attorneys.
Laid on the table.
Mr. Hardman of Georgia, from the committees 011 territories, reported adversely the
bill for election of territorial governors and
secretaries by the people of the territories.
Laid on the table.
Mr. Curtin of Pi-Dneylvania, chairman of the
ftommittOA

on

fnrai?n affaira rgnnrtiul

hnnir

resolution calling on the President for information concerning the arrest of B. F. Lewis
and other American citizens, January 2d, 4th
and 6tb, 1883, by the Columbian government.

Adopted.

The House then tveut into committee of the
whole on the bill establishing a bureau of animal industry.
Mr. Hatch of Missouri, chairman of the committee ou agriculture, explained the provision
of the bill.
After some discussion the committee rose
and the House adjourned.

KNIGHTS TEMPLARS.
A

Superbly Drilled C'ouiiuitndery
York City.

of

the

in Sew

New VoxtK, Feb. 5—Ten thousand persons
jammed Madison Square Garden last night at
the Ivanhoe Commandery ball, and applauded
cont uuously for more than two hours, while
Monroe
Commandery Knights Templar,
guests of the Ivanhoe Commandery, showed
New Yorkers what Rochester can do in the
The drill beway of superb drill evolutions.
gan at 10.30 o’clock, and was the brilliant
the
of
Ivanhoe
opening
Commandery ball and

reception.

One hundred Knights of the Adelphic Commandery, plumed and uuiformed. first circled
the Garden on spirited unshod horses. Then
Ivanhoe, Merton, Clinton, Palestine, Cosur de
Lion, DeWitt Clinton, Constantine, York and
St. Elmo Commanderies formed a gigantic ellipse in the centre of the building, and the
Monroe Knights, with a full brass band and »
gorgeous drum major, marched down through
the ellipse, and assuming a bewildering quickstep, marched forward, backward, sideways,
aud in a circle, and then taking a fresh start,
formed anchors, triangles, squares, Greek
crosses, double crosses, and circles, and wound
up by constructing themselves into an altogether remarkable whirling star, the points of
which shot off and came back again in a way
that drew enthusiastic cheers.
When the cbeerH ceased the gorgeous drum
major^suddenly twirled his baton magnificently, and the hand, playing triumphantly,
marched and countermarched on its own responsibility witli tremendous success.
It wss
after midnight before the marvellous performance ended, and the
spectators descended to
the floors and whirled about to the music of a
Hungarian band. Mayor Parsons of Rochester occupied a box.

A Terrible Defeat

Baker Pasha.

The Story of the Wreck oa Told by Cop
toia Wright and Second Assistant Engineer Collins—The
Investigation to be

His Killed and Wonnded Amount to 2000

Krsumed Today.

troops were armed. In reply he received orders to try to force his way to Tokar, without
delay, and with the English officers connected
with the expedition, began to maroh expecting
defeat. Spies had falsely reported the roads
clear with the exception of some small bands
of rebels. On Monday forenoon a portion ot
the advance enconntered a body of Osman
Dignas' troops and a fight ensued which was
mors of a ront than a battle.
Later despatches reiterate previous reports
that Baker Pasha has met with a serious defeat. Baker Pasha had with him 13600 men,
The
and be was advancing when attacked.
losses in killed and wounded amount to 2000
Baker Pasha with the remnant of his
men.
force succeeded in reaching Trinkitat. Ba ker
Pasha intends to proceed
immediately to
Suakim in the gunboat Rougher. The Khedive
has received a telegram from Baker Pasha, reporting his defeat near Tokar.
His losses were 2000 men, four Krupp canThe Turks and
non and two gatliug guns.
Europeans fought well. Baker Pasha will return at once to Suakim with the remainder of
his forces.
foreign Nolen.
A London despatch states that America has
purchased the Dundee whaler Thetis for the
The Thetis
relief of the Greely expedition.
is two years old, 000 tons burden and the
of
the
Dundee
staunchest
whaling
strongest and
fleet.

Sustained by

City of Columbus.

Hen.
LIVELY DISCCSNION AT THE

OP.

ENIN® OF THE BRITISH

Boston,

Feb. 5.—The official investigation
into the causes whioh led to the wrecking of
the steamship City of Columbus off Gay Head,

Martha’s Vineyard, January 18th,

by which

97 lives were lost, begun this
morning before
Messrs, Burnham and Savage, constituting the
board of inspectors of steam vessels for the

PARLIAMENT.

_

A

Most Critical Situation in Vicuna.

Boston district. The examination of witnesses
was conducted in a catechetical form
by the

Vienna, Feb. 5.—Since the revolution cl
1848, Vienna has never passed through such a
crisis ofauxiety. The government is in posses*
sion of what is believed to be most trustworthy

inspectors.

evidence of

The witnesses were all Bworn.
The first witness examined was
Capt. S. E.
Wright of the unfortunate vessel. Mr. Burnham stated to Captain Wright, before
beginning the examination, that there were no alle-

gations of misconduct or neglect but the presumption was that, judging from the character of the wreck, there must have been such
misconduct or neglect.
In response to the interrogations of Inspector

Savage, Captain Wright

stated that he was 52
years old, bad followed tbe sea since he was
13 years old, had held a license as master since
1889, and had commanded five different ships,
ail of them belonging to the Boston and Sa.“

son

the Loss

Investigating

a

carred here, aud.uo train can arrive nor depart until the water subsides.
There are over
two feet of water in many houses.
Pittsburg, Feb. 5.—From judications at 11
o’clock tonight, Pittsburg and Alleghany City
are on the eve of the
flood witnessed for 19
years. The Monongahe'.a and Alleghanny rivers were rising rapidly.
Above River avenne,
School and Robinson Streets, Allegheny City,
is already partially submerged and two feet of
water covers the Pittsburg aud Western railroad tracks for miles while in this city portions
of Dnqu68na Way and South are inundated.
People living on low lands in the two cities
are moving out inantipatiou of a flood.
The water has reached the
(Midnight.)
taacks of the Pittsburg and Lake Erie and the
Pittsburg, McKeesport and Yougliioghenny
railroads, on the south side, and traffic on the
latter road is entirely suspended.
Trains on
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad were delayed
several hours by the Yuughiohenny river overflowing their tracks.

FORTY-EIGHTH^

FOREIGN.

ON DEVIL’S BRIDGE.

WATERS.

The Ohio and Susquehanna Rivers
Theaten an Overflow.
Great

1884.__PRICE
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City of Coinmhns at 3.30 on the afterJanuary 17tb, took the vessel by the
course to and around Cape Cod to Cross

the

noon

usual

Kips.

of

From there steered west by north half
Light until its bore north-

north to Nobski

“We were at Tarpaulin
west half west.
Cove," said the captain, “when I gave the
order to steer southwest by west and gave directions to the second mate to steer westsouthwest when Tarpaulin Cove bore west by
north. Then I went below.
I don’t know
whether second mate gave the man at wheel
I was sitting on the door in
this order or not.
mv room with my back against the heater and
with my head in the pilot house when I heard
It was the starboard watch or
a call to ‘port.’
more properly the captain’s
watch.
The second mate shares this watch. I left the second
mate in charge of the deck wheD I went below. I had a bow watchman on the lookout.
When I heard the cry of port, I sprang up and
cried ‘hard a port,’ thinking we were running
down a vessel. I could not see any vessel but
saw a buoy two and a half points off the port
bow, 150 or 200 yards distant. I think the vessel struck within twenty seconds after I gave
the order ‘hard a port.’ I did not signal the
Were runengineer before the vessel struck.
ning at the usual speed. After she struck I
signalled the engineer to reverse and back the
ship. The ship went back a full length and
then went ahead at full speed to tarn her head
off. In a minute I reversed and backed her
again when I found it of no use. Engineer
Morrison came to the port door and said ‘captain, there’s water in her.’ I then ordered the
quartermaster to leave the wheel, and directed the mate to get the boats ready. The vessel grounded hard and filled through her
hatches and after compartments.
The after
hatch was burst open, allowing the water to
fill her. The vessel then listed to port, giving
the sea a full sweep over her. I was in the
water to my armpits.
I went into the cabin
and aroused the passengers, ordering them to
on
life
There is usually a
preservers.
put
watchman in the cabin to look out for fire. I
don’t know whether he was there after the
Bbip struck. The bulkheads of the ship were
I knew the second
tight as far as I know.
He sailed
mate, Harding, for three years.
with me over a year. I employed tho officers
of the ship. Mr. Harding was 27 years old.
He had had experience on this course before I
shipped him. The Columbus had six boats
and boat drills about every time we made the
The mates had charge of
port of Savannah.
The Bhip filled forward from boles
the drills.
in her bottom. She filled aft, I judge, from
the after hatch, which must have been washed
off. God only knows how the ship came to
strike. The tide was slack at high water.
There is about two and a half feet of tide at
Gay Head. The wind was blowing fresh and
tue ship was making about ten knots against
it. SThe ship’s average speed w as twelve knots
vve were

not

excluding

our

average

speed.

It is not usual for me to' fltake a close shore to
Gay Head. I always give it a good respectable
berth. I gave it always a mils -berth in summer and farther in winter.
The're is a good
channel there of four miles.
I don’t think
could
be
saved
anything
by making, a close
shave of Gay Head. I do not recollect anywuuvvtuu

nua

mid

m
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vember 8th in relation to Mr. Harding’S conduct. I don’t remember that the bow watchman reported to me on that trip that he made
a call out to the pilot house and
received no
response, nor do I remember of having had a
bow watchman named Ames. Any one in the
pilot house conld easily have heard a call from
1 reprimanded Mate Harding
the lookout.
once before the occasion I spoke of for a trifling offence, still I bad the greatest confidence
in him. The ship moved with the action of
the sea after the engines Btopped.
We were
four miles from Nobski Light when I gave
the order to the second mate to steer southI told him to change the
west by west.
course to west southwest when off Tarpaulin
I gave
Covo so as to clear Nanshow Point.
this order before I left the pilot house. It the
vessel had continued on the sonthwe3t by west
course from where it was ordered, she would
have cleared Gay Head by two miles, and if
the coarse had been changed off Tarpaulin
Cove to west-southwest as ordered she would
have gone three and a quarter miles off Gay
Head. A vessel like the Colnmbns would not
be safe in less than five or six fathoms of
water. I do not know whether Mr, Harding
I tolk him to get one
had a license as a pilot.
J would
but I don’t know whether he did so
not have hesitated to sign his application for a
he
asked
as
he
was
a
license had
me,
competent man. Do not know that Mr. Harding ever
had a license.
Second Assistant Engineer Collins was next
called and'testified that: I was on watch till
midnight on Jan. 17tb, when I went to mv
room.
Was asleep in my room when the ship
struck; the shock woke me, and I hurried below to the engine room, aud helped reverse
her, and then returned to my room and finished dressing. Don’t know bow far the vessel
backed. The engine was reversed about half
a minute, when the next order was to go
ahead, and then to stop. I returned to the engine room after dressing, and the ergine was
not working then. I left the engine roam with
the chief engineer when the vesseljhteled over
The ship wrested
and the water rnshed in.
and wrenched badly. Tile steam gauge showed
70 pounds. I saw the main steam pipe bend
when the vessel heeled over. Engineer MorriI went to
son and I came on deck together.
my room again, and got two pairs of pants and
made for the main rigging on the starbotri
side. Water was rushing over the ship. I
saw the main hatches burst off before I took to
the rigging. The ship was then listed to pert,
nearly on her beam ends, aud her rti's wtra
under water. The sea was breaking over her,
and the hatches were forced up apparently
from a force below decks. Did not attempt to
clear away any boats; did not try to get on the
raft; it was w»3hed away before I could make
it.
Some of the boats
an attempt to reach
were hanging by the tackles on the port side,
and some were swinging from one davit.
I left the wreck at half past eleven in the
•vmiwiinnr
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taken off. Saw a steamer pass ns, aad I swung
my cap for twenty minutes to attract her attention. Have known Mr. Harding for a year;
be was of temperate habits. Do not know
whether he was on board the ship the night
beforo sailing or not; did not see him that
night. After the Bhip went on to her beam
ends I do not think any one could have
moved over the deck from forward to aft. I
was stationed to No. 4 boat, of which the chief
engineer had command; did not make any attempt to get No. 4 boat cleared away, and did
Do not remember
not see any attempt made.
when the last boat drill was had; think it must
have been a month ago when the last drill was
held in Savannah; I never helped in the drill
myself. It was about four o’clock when I took
to the rigging; the main rigging was thick
with people; did not see any oce in the fere
rigging after daylight. Witness spoke of the
joy expressed by passengers in the rigging
when a steamer passed by and of their subsequent despair when no notice was taken of
them. Saw the chief engineer; Re was on the
life raft with the mate, second mate, third assistant engineer, a pantry man and a waiter.
Adjourned till 10 o’clock tomorrow forenoon.
*

Frauds.
Lawyers Charged
Faego. Dak., Feb. 5.—It is understood on
good authority that the grand jury now in session has found indictments against a large
number of prominent attorneys in this territcry for frauds in land office cases.
with Land

GENERAL.

NEWS.

In the one hundred yard race at San Francisco ^Monday, between Kittleman and Harmon, for §3000 a side, the former won by three
feet.
The meat store of R. O. Isralls in Philadelphia was robbed Monday night of §635 in silver
and notes, a §4000 government bond and a
The bond and note were found
note of §150.
this morning in an alley where the burglars
had dropped them.
Workmen in the Shoenberger iron mill at
Pittsburg, Pa., having refused to accept 10 per
cent reduction the works have closed down.
Theluit of Charles W. Palmer of Pittsburg,
Pa., against the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has been settled by the company paying
§25,500. Palmer was formerly a baggage
master on the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne &'Cbieago Railroad, and in a collision he received injuries which crippled him for life.

plot to assassinate the Emperor.
dynamite cartridges found in the Opera
a

The
House are exactly similar to those found near
the body of Detective Bloch and in the murA large quandered money changer’s office.
tity of dynamite was recently ordered at a
Presburgjdynamite factory for the Arlberg
tunnel. The dynamite was sent, but, on its
arrival at the station in Vienna, one large case

_

THE DOMINION.
Opening of .Montreal's Winter Carnival.
MoNTBKiL, Peb. 6.—The second grand annual carnival opened here yesterday, at 2.30 p.
m., by the throwing open to visitors of all the
toboggan slides, and the out-door skating rink
on McGill College
grounds, where 'the grand
hockey tournament was inaugurated. The

of dynamite, weighing 150 kilogramB.was missing. The police made a thorough search for

it, but in vain. On Saturday night eight battalions of infantry stood in their barracks under arms, prepared for an immediate movement. Daring the whole night no officer was
allowed to leave the barracks, oven for a minute. Ball cartridges had been distributed to
the troops. A regiment of cavalry was also
held in readiness daring the night, and the
horses were saddled. The government considers the situation most critical.
Peaceful citizens are in constant dread of two terrible and
extremes—the
on
detested
one hand and
police
the Anarohists on the other.
During the last
few days 240,000 florins have been stolen from
the post office of Pesth, and 18,000 florins in
Vienna. Private letters are now opened by
the police at the pest office, and a constant
search for dynamite cartridges i3 being made.
The Emperor, the palace and all the public
buildings are gusrded, and the newspapers are
not allowed to publish anything about the
Anarchists unless it has been previously submitted to the police."
Opening of Parliament.
Loudon, Peb. 3.—Parliament was opened today by royal commission. The Queen’s speech
announces the continuance of friendly relations with all foreign powers. Correspondence
with France relative to Madagascar has so terminated as to confirm the cordial understandIn conjuncing between the two countries.
tion with the President of the United States, a
commission has been appointed, and is now
sitting in Paris, to discuss the regulation of the
Newfoundland fisheries.
An agreement with
Portugal respecting Cango and adjacent territory has been formed.
Diplomatic relations
with Mexico are in a fair way of being soon
resumed. A treaty of commerce with Turkey
is under discussion. A commercial agreement
with Spain has been signed and waits the action of the Cortes.
Revision of the commercial treaty with Japan is nearly completed,
and a treaty of commerce and friendship with
Corea has been formed.
Its aim will be to secare efficiency of aeministration and enlargement of the powers of rate payers, including
regulation of the traffic in intoxicating liquors.
A plan will be proposed for the extension of
mnnicipal government to the whole metropolist, and bills relating to security of life and
property at sea, for the suppression of corruption at elections, and for the promotion of education and morality will be introduced.
Lord Salisbury complained that England’s
Position towards Egypt was not defined.
The address was then adopted after a brief
debate.
The Duke of Richmond and Gordon introduced a bill to amend the act of 1878 regarding
the importation ct foreign cattle.
The House
then adjourned.
In the House of Commons Hon. Arthur R.
D. Elliot, member for Roxburghshire, moved
an address in reply to the speech, and Samuel
Smith, member for Liverpool, seconded the
motion.
Right Hon. Robert Bourke reviewed the late
events in Egypt and'asked whether the government was responsible for sending Baker
Pasha, who had no faith ’in the enterprise because the force sent with him was worthless.
Sir Charles Dilke, president of the local
government board, who was expected to reply
to a critical amendment by Mr. Bourke, was
absent, and nobody rising the speaker put the
question and the amendment was rejected by
a vote of 77 to 20.
This result was unexpected
and is sure to lead to trouble as it was the
government’s duty to have somebody ready
to reply and allow the debate to be continued.
The collapse of the debate on Bourke’s
amendment has placed the Conservatives in a
painfully riduculous position. Under the usual
arrangement between the government and opposition “whips” the speakers were to conti&ae successive debate until Friday when a
division was to take place, the Conservatives
expecting that the disaster to Baker Pasha’s
troops'would continue to the defeat of the gov-

ernment.
Marquis of Salisbury expressed surprise

Governor-General and suite arrived from Ottawa, and were received by the mayor and aldermen and a deputation from the carnival
committee. The line of procession was crowded with spectators. The vice regal party was
heartily cheered, bnt the grand ovation was
reserved for the passage under the living arch.
Here the crowd was so dense as to make it imjiusaiuie
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manned Dy upwards ol 200 snowshoers in picturesque costume, was literally a living arch.
The snowshoe men were disposed upon the
arch in lines and sections in a manner to show
off their white uniforms and many colored
stockings against the dark background of the
arch.
Crowds thronged Dominion Square in the
evening to witness the first illumination of the
ice palace and the display of fireworks in conThe palace was lighted by
nection with it.
sixteen arc lights of great brilliancy, which
of
caused the blocks
ice to sparkiellike crystal.
Colored lights were burned at intervals.
The other notable feature of the programme
of the evening was the formal inangnration
and illumination of tbe Montreal Toboggan
The Montreal is the veteran
Club’s slide.
club, and its hill is the one where the toboggan
sensation is most thoroughly taken in. The
slide grounds were brilliantly illuminated by
torches, placed a few feet apart, while colored
lanterns added variety of color to the Beene.
The rows of light extended over a quarter of
a mile in length.
A huge bonfire threw its
flickering glare over the scene. It is estimated that 3,000 persons were on the grounds.
The sports today were the inauguration of
the curling bonspiel, in which 30 clubs from
all parts of the continent took part, tobogganing, snow shoe races and trotting matches at
The trotting
the jjMontreal Driving Park.
races drew a
large attendance there being
many flyers from the States contending against
the Canadian horses.

THE CHINESE MUST GO.
Action of tbe Covernment of British Columbia.
Ottawa, Can., Feb. 4.—The British Columbia government have forwarded a petition to
the Governor General, asking that the Domin: ion government bring in a
bill to restrict Chii nese immigration into that province.
The address, which was received by Lord Lansdowne,
! sets forth the views of the Provincial government

in

a

very

positive manner.

The

growing

i evil of Chinese immigration is referred to,
j which they say can only be stopped by reThe Chinese population
strictive legislation.
j of the province is placed at 18,000, the majori; ty of whom were brought over by the Canadian
Pacific railway contractors in a state of
are
now
j comparative ofdestitution. They
employment and become a
j thrown onoutthe revenue
of the country. The
| charge
i influx of this nndesirable class of immigrant!,
j it is represented, works seriously against the
province being settled by a white population,
owing to the degrading habits and associations
of
the Chinamen. They are beyond sanitary
\
control, neglect their sick, an 1 defeat justice
by secret organizations. Such is the represen-

tation made to Lord Landsdowne of the condition of the Chinese in British Columbia, and
in asking for restrictive legislation the government of tbe province also asks that, as in the
case of the Provincial government and mu nicipal council they may be excluded from
employment on government works.
The Provincial government has taken the initiative with the view to driving the Chinese
oat of the country, but the power to prevent
immigration rests alone with the Dominion
government. A bill has been introduced by
the government in the Provincial legislature
making it compulsory for every Chiuese person over 14 years of age to take oat a license,
for which $100 will be paid annually, fail.
ing to do which a fine of $40 will be imposed.
Any one employing a Chinaman who has not a
license in his possession, will be liable to a fine

!
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the optimistic views of the maker and seconder
of the address in the face of the sinister news
taopiwAri todav.
The naravranh resnectinEr
Egypt was probably intended to create an impression that tlife. government did not hold itself responsible fof4be disaster in Egypt.
Baron DeWorms. wbo was the last Conservative speaker, askd<l_ Lord Edmund Fitzmaurice, under secretary" Tot- .the foreign department, to continue the debate Mr -tli? gov
The a men eft"
eminent, but elicited no reply.
ment would have been negatived without division if Sir Stafford Nortbcote had not challenged a division.
Toe Speaker allowed the Conservatives a
long time to marshal their forces, and whips
scoured the lobbies of the House, but could
The incident is uncollect only 20 members.
precedented in the history of Parliament. The
Conservatives accuse the government of trickery. Members of the Cabinet, however, state
privately that there was no intention to close
the debate. All the cabinet members were absent from the division, owing to a special Cabinet council on Egyptian affairs.
In political
clubs and the lobby the Conservative collapse
is attributed to the imbecility of the leadership and the absence of efficient whips. The
Liberals, while protesting that there was no
trick, are congratulating themselves on the
result.
The House of Commons were summoned to
the bar of the House of Lords and about forty
trooped in with much bustle.
When the House of Commons resumed its
sitting the floor and galleries were crowded
and presented a very stirriug 6cene. Charlas
Bradlaagh tat on ooe of the cross benehes, under the peers’ gallery.
Loud applause greeted Mi. Gladstone. He
gave notice that the franchise bill for the
United Kingdom would be introduced Friday
if possible.
Thursday Mr. Henry Chaplin, member for
Lincolnshire, will introduce in the House of
Commons a measure providing for the exclusion of foreign cattle.
In his motion regret is
expressed that adequate measures have not
been taken in consonance with the resolutions
of the last session to prohibit the landiog of
It is believed that the governforeign cattle.
ment will announce its policy on the subject
which will obviate the necessity of a division.
Marquis Tweedale moved an address in reply to the speech of Baron Vernon in scandalizing the address and said he trusted that the
policy iuEgvpt would be attended with good results and that it was founded on the Liberal
motto of peace, retrenchment and reform.
Alter the division Mr. Arthur James Balfour (Conservative) moved an adjournment ol
the debate. The motion was seconded by the
Hon. Edward Stanhope, who I accused the government of an nnparallelled attempt to evade

|
;
!
i
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BRUTAL MURDER.
Woman Shot

by Rough*—The Criminal*

Bridgeport, ConnTiTrwfr «.

Mrs. Mary Lewis, 58 years of age, was murdered at North Bridgeport, Conn., Monday
night. Three men, James Blake. Geo. Butler
and John Bishop, while nnder lhe influence of
| drink, called at the Twitchell hoase and at; tempted to feloniously assant Mrs. Twitchell.
Mrs. Lewis went to her assistance when one of
| the men shot her in the neck nnder the left
She died alear, severing the jugular vein.
most instantly.
The men have been arrested.
Bridgeport, Conn., Eeb. 5.—The three
men, John Bishop, George Butler and James
Blake, arrested for the murder of Mary Lewis
talk freely about the case.
are disposed to
Bishop, whose correct name is Bishoff, admits
that he flred the fatal shot but claims that it
was accidental. He said they went to Twitchell’s house by his invitation to have a good social time. Mrs. Lewis took the gun, pointed it
at Barker and snapped it several times and
He did not
afterwards pointed jit at him.
1
think it was loaded, and he took it himself,
Mrs.
! pointed it at Mrs. Lswis and shot her.
i Twitchell, at whose hoose the mnrder was
said
she
had
retired
with
her
huscommitted,
|
band, leaving Mrs. Lewis asleep in the
kitchen; the gang came to the door, broke it
open and began a drunken frolic. She ordered
them out when one of the gang grabbed her by
the throat, threw her over a trunk in the bedj room and attempted to outrage her.
She called out to Mrs. Lapis, who came to
her assistance, when Bishoff poshed her out
: into the kitchen and
grabbed the gun standing by the bed and shot her. She heard Mrs,
i Lewis exclaim, “Ob! I am gone!” The shoot| iug took place about 10.30 last night, and the
[ first intelligence was brought to this city by
Twitchell and his wife this morniug.
An inquest was begun this afternoon, and an autop
\ sy will be held tomorrow.

GENERAL NEWS.
City Electrician Barrett of Chicago has determined that the nnder gronnd telbgraph
! system is practicabie and all poles in the busi-

I

of that city will be removed.
Mrs. Catherine P. Pattison, mother of Gov.

ness centre

i residence of her sou-in-law in Washington,
Mr. Gladstone suggested that the House I aged 58.
must return to the position in which it stood
The Grand Chapter Royal Arch Masons of
before the division by raising the question at
| New York State began its annual convocation
issue on the report of the address.
morning in New York city; 200
yesterday
Sir Stafford Nortbcote thought the conduct j members were
present.
of the government very extraordinary.
The United States steamer Tallapoosa took
Sir William V. Uarconrt, Home Secretary,
said the affair was purely accidental. The de j 200 naval apprentices on board from the New
; Hampshire at Newport, R. I., yesterday, and
bate was then adjonrned.
last evening proceeded to New York.
Lieut. DeLong’s Remains and Those of
At Homer, N. Y., yesterday afternoon a
His Companions Coming Home.
resulted iu James E. Lines, a
Hamburq, Feb. 5.—The Hamburg Ameri- | family quarrel
carriage trimmer, shooting his wife twice and
can line steamer Frista, whloh leaves here to: himself through the head with fatal result.
morrow will bear to Amerioa the remaius o
Van Blumenthal, suspected of murdering
Lieut. HeLong aud comrades of the Jeannette
Krauser, was lodged in jail at St. Albans, Vt.,
which reached here yesterday under the esyesterday. He admits indncing Kranser to
cort of the American naval officers Lieuten
cross the lake with him and go to Lapham
ant G. B. Harber and Master W, H. Schultzs.
Bay and admits also other cironmstauces called
The coffins are lying at present in the waiting
to his attention by the officers, but denies that
Funeral serroom of the steamship company.
he killed Krauser.
held
vices will
to-day, which will be attendee
The wife of Robt. P. Porter, of Rockford,
by the Hamburg Geographical Society aud bj
111., ex-secretary of the tariff committee, was
Burgomaster Petterson, representing the Git'
granted a divorce yesterday on the ground of
Senate.
desertion. She was awarded 810,500 alimony.
Signs of Revolt in the Spanish Army.
Thomas Kinsella, editor of the Brooklyn, N
London, Feb. 5.—A Berlin despatch report 1
Y., Eagle, Is expected to live but a few hours.
that advices have been received there Iron 1
The circuit conit at Towson, Iud., yesterday,
Madrid, to the effect that dangerous symptom!
begau the trial of Lowery Albert, owner, and
of disloyalty are manifesting themselves in the
Frank Debilus, lessee of the Tivoli, for manSpanish army and that another revolt ii 1 slaughter. The indictment charges that defeared.
fendants, through negligence in making secnre
Baker Pasha’s Defeat.
the pier at the Tivoli, with causing the death
5.—A
Feb.
portion of Baker Pasha’, 1 of Go persons on the night of July 23d last.
Cairo,
Trinkitat
left
and
threw
force,
Saturday,
uj
At Trenton, N. J., the House has passed
entrenchments on the shore of a lagoon, fou
in
a bill abolishing the contract labor system
miles distant and the rest of the troops fol
prisons.
On
Baker
ti
states
that
Pasha intended
the port of
lowed.
Monday
A St. Thomas dispatch
advance to the well of Teb, fiyo miles furthei
Mirago mo is open to foreign commerce.
and halfway to Tokar.
The civil rights bill ia the Ohio Legislature
Nothing was heard
It is the same as that deafterwards of his movements until there came
has become a 1 iw.
news of his defeat. This disaster was rathe:
dared unconstitutional by the United States
expected as his force consisted of raw and bad
Court,
Supreme
ly equipped recruits, some of whom were sent
to the front without armes aud some with on
Matthew Arnold deprecates- the tendency of
ly old muskets. The gloomiest rumors have
American yonth to "flock to the cities anil to
prevailed since ths start of his expedition.
from
the
Baker Pasha began his advauce
seek an education that will fit them for cleriHi!
entrenchments at Trinkitat, Sunday.
cal rather than manual labor. This is bad," lie
The troops had sen ;
force consisted of 3000.
said. An opinion like this, and coming as it
to Cairo an urgent appeal for rifles to replaci
does from a laboring man like Matthew Arnold
a
number of th<
old muskets, with which
should have great weight with our young men.
criticism.

j
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NOTES PROM

WASHINGTON.

Society Events—'The Charity Ball—A Bury
Theatre.-.niM
Socially—The
Week
Chit
Blaine's Theatre Party—Capital
Chat.

[Special Correspondence of the Press.]
Washixotom, Feb. fi.
This week does not promise as great things
to the social world as were given by last week.
The reception at the White Honse this (Tuesday) evening, the Diplomatic dinner ot Thurs-

day and the usual Saturday reception ol Mrs.
McElroy ou Saturday promises to make the
week very busy and very agreeable at the
White House. There are also many pleaaant
social events for the week in private and official circles, but no such succession of brilliant
events as lest week. There is but one Charity
ball a year, and but one or two hops at the
British Minister’s, in the course of the season.
The charity bail was a great success financially, the returns showing that it surpassed in
this regard any event of the sort known to
Washington for a long time past. The dressing at the British Minister’s ball was Buperb,
not surpassed at any event of this nature during the present season.
Yet the fact that the week promises to be
rather a quiet one should not be interpreted as
indicating that it is to be devoid of social
events. It will be a busy one In a social way.
Instead of several more important social occurrences as last week, there are to be many of
leas general interest bnt probably quite as enjoyable. I.ast evening there was a dinner par
ty at the residence of ex-Secretary Robeson,
very enjoyable to those who were so fortunate
as to be present. Robeson is a good entertainHe lives in elegant style in bis handsome
house on Sixteenth street, and knows how
to bring together people who will like each
other. His wife is a beautiful woman, and a
tastes.
Their
dinof
elegant
lady
and
not
not
frequent
ners,
though
marked by any special display, are very much
enjoyed. There was also last evening a rather
novel event at the National Rifle’s armory, in
er.

new

the reception to the Illinois Press Association.
Tbe association is having a very enjoyable
visit here. Yesterday its members were driven
about tbe city, to the soldiers’ home and to the
more
interesting points in town, trotted
through the departments, and in the evening

given a grand reception, which was attended
by a large number of people of prominence and

respectability,
Today there are the usual Tuesday afternoon
receptions by the wives of the supreme court
justices, except that one or two of them have
announced their reception seasons at an end,
and their doors todav are cloeed.
They find
these dnties verv fatiguing, and many of them
time
that
when
the
comes
are really glad
they
can end them. Quite a number of ladies have
Toannounced the close of their receptions.
night there is to be tbe public reception at the
It is the ooly public reception
White House.
except that of New Years, that the President
is to give daring the season.
Everybody is InTbe companies attending on tbeBe ocvited.
casions are decidedly mixed, and a curious
There are some diplomats:, some
study.
senators and members of Congress, some very
prominent society people, and some that are

not. The wives of the cabinet officers are to
assist tbe President in receiving, and of coarse
the cabinet and all prominent department
Then there is a receppeople will be there.
tion at Senator Sherman’s, for the Senator and
his wife have announced Tuesday evening receptions for the month. There is to be also a
fancy dres3 ball at Senator Millers this evening, in which a good deal of interest Is felt.
Tomorrow is Cabinet reception day, and if
the weather is as good as that of last week the
receptions will be largely attended. Washington hss bad a great deal of bad weather this
winter, as indeed it has had for several years
past, but some of the weather of last week was
superb, and was thoroughly eojoyed. No
place is so beautiful in fine weather as Washington. Its drives and walks are unsurpassed,
the atmosphere is
absolutely innocent of
smoke and the sky the bluest of blue.
On tothe Illinois editors are to
morrow evening
attend the National Theatre, which somebody
termed in conversation “a national disgrace.”
It is a carious fact that Washington has not a
single theatre building that would make a respectable barn. It would seem too that of all
places in the country Washington, with its
large transient population, many of whom are
anxtons to "kill time” while waiting for this
or that measure to come np in Congress or in
the Supreme Court or the departments, and
its large population of salaried persons who
naturally spend their money freely, would be
Bat the
the place whe^e theatres would pay.
bailding are certainly wretched, and a surprise to all who come.
On Tbnrsday evening Miss Blaine and a
large party of yonng ladies give a “theatre
party” at the National, being a leap year
event. There are to be forty young ladies who
are-to take their forty young men and accompanied by ten older persons as "chaperones”
making a party of ninety in all. After the
r" ‘J-J
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dence of Mr. Blaiue for a sapper. There is
also to be ou Thursday evening the diplomatic
dinner at the White House, which will surpass in noiut ot attendance any yet given by
President Arthur, the number of dipiomatee
requiring the state dining room table to be extended to permit fifty persons to sit. There Is
also to be the usual Thursday evening reception by the Secretary of 8tate, a “hop” at the
National on that eveniag. and a reception In
honor ot Mrs. McElroy at Justice Blatcbford’s
Ou Friday there will be the usual reception
by the Russian Minister, at whichjhe will not.
set out the deceptive “vodka,” the Russian
iir'rV—made, it is said, some of his
a
“hop” atguests drunk Tvo WeflH
Villards.
Oa Saturday there is to be
at Secretary Chandler’s.

a

card reception

NOTES.

The marriage of Commander Frederick
Pearsou, of the navy, to Miss Ayer of New
York, touay, is a social sensation of considerable magnitude here. ‘Some titled Englishmen
visiting this country within the pa<t two or
three years, learning that Miss Ayer was to be
worth at least ten millions in her own right,
That a
set to work to capture her, but failed.
naval commander should have won the prize
and carried off the millions is a subject of
Miss Ayer is
congratulation to Pearson.
daughter of the late patent medicine man of
Lowell, Mass.
Mrs. Judge Bartley goes this week to Panama, to join her husband, who is engaged upon
the HeLesseps canal works there.
Mr. Blaine, it iB said, does no work on his
book in the evening, contenting himself with
about a thousand words a day. There are
newspaper men here who grind out from five
to ten thousand words a day.
Miss Noguieras, the daughter of tbe’Portuguese Minister, added to the attractions of a
“tea” which she gave recently, by a thoroughly artistic musical programme, given by members os a choral class of yonng society ladies,
which she formed some months ago for mutual
improvement and pleasure.

The Fitz John

Porter Case.

Reflections Vpon the Conditions and
of the Effort to Reversa
the Verdict of the Court Martial.

Some

Consequences

To the Editor of the Press:
Twenty years from today, no man will care
to have it known that he took sides in favor ot

reversing the judgment of Abraham Lincoln,
Edwin M. Stanton, William Pitt Fessenden,
Lot M. Morrill, and a host of men just like
them, all of whom iu their life time, again
aud again declared their belief in the guilt of
L iu. uuuu

A

unci.

The most surprising thing in connection
with this matter is the willingness with which
officers of the regular army have fallen into
the trap set by the friendiof Porter. The
members of the court martial before which
Porter was tried have been assailed, slandered,
abused, and made to appear as if they were
tools and moot men. It Porter’s friends hare
given tho true interpretation of that phase of
the case, then no longer are regular armyjofficers or courts martial composed of Bach officers
entitled to the regard in which they have heretofore been held.
If, on the other hand, the respect for such
officers and courts, hitherto held, was just,
then Porter and bis friends have obtained his
vindication (?) through mystification and other
tactics well known to human skill. Wbat are
tnese men, who havo so ardently labored to
prove that the court martial which tried Porter was mistaken and vindictive; that it arrived at an erroneous finding,

and

consequently

unjnst sentence, going to say so
lire fathers and mothers, whose jboys were shot

pronounced

an

by sentence of other coarts martial
the war? If the Porter coart blundered,
who shall Bay that the courts' which found the
fathers of some of our yonug boys and girls,
now growu to men and women, gnilty of crime,

to

death

daring

did not also blunder, and consequently cause
all such victims to have been murdered?
Ah! well.
Fitz f John Porter bad wealth,
high social positioo, powerful friends, and he
Had ho been lower in
was a major general.

rank, without social standing or influence, it
would have been woe to the one who had dared
to cast reflections upon thoso who tried th
case.
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believing

We do not read anommous
letters an.Seoimuuni
eations. The name and address of the writer are
in
all cases Indispensable, not
for

necessarily

tio» but
We

as a

caunot

m annul ions

which

Mayor

the street

on

yesterday

that the

was

The order In’roduce.l into the board

Mr.

Weed, and wiih whom he was intimate.
carefully kept by Mr, Weed among
his va'uabie papers, together with a letter
It was

of

AldermeD Monday night for creating a commission on public grounds, and passed
by

from the gentleman above referred to, in
which reference is made to it.

that branch met a deserved fa e in the Common Council.
We have a notion that such
a board, unauthorized
by the Legislature,
would not accomplish much before
running
against an Injunction. The honorable Mayor is not strong on the
subject of legal

The

objection which has been made ’.hat a
Senator would not be iikelv in
on in.
production to the British minister through
the British consul at New
York, when he
might have obtained it much more easily
through some channel at Washington, Mr.
Barnes answers by showing that tbe.Briiish
minister, at the time this letter was written,
was not in
Washington, but in Canada, accompanying the Prince of Wales on his lour,
and that be did not return to the
Capital

rights.

Billy McGIory, the notorious New York
rumseller, who was recently sent to jail for
liquor selliug, professes great penitence and
the other night sent a temperance socielv
flo accompanid with the announcment that
aa soon as he got out he was
going to lecture

until November. It is also shown that at
about tbe date of this letter Lord
Lyons had
succeeded Lord Napier as British minis-

temperance. The temperance folks believed him and are now trying to
get him
out. Such gullibility is astonishing. There

on

ter to this
critics of

ate, which Henry Wilson in his work on the
‘“Rise and Fall of the Slave Power in America” describes

“wild, extravagant and
meaningless rhapsody.”

them. The better sense of the ComCouncil prevented the consumaiion af
this ridiculous business.

All this is valuable evidence to show that
Benjamin might have written the letter,
but none of it has a very strong tendency to
show that he did write the latter; and the
latter is the fact which it is incumbent on
Mr. Barnes to prove. This is not a cast in
which a man alleges that a letter, apparent-

an-

ly signed by his

they
will

difference of

P.

Benjamin’s, not only that Mr. Benjamin
might have written it, but that he actually
did write it. Mr. Barnes has fallen far short
of doing that. In a court of law such evidence as he presents would not have a far-

“light

brilliant and so steady that all obstacles which political train wreckers
so

fly. But

It is to be run

a)

may
seen.”

distinctly

thing’s value again*t
Mr. Benjamin.

is expressed that

glow worm or fireby steam aud “dash, A

the cowcatcher of truth full
upon minor obstacles and fling them from the
track,” besides occasionally using a snow

fear would

to he groundless.

seem

plow, that

only select

from

the

commission furnish
him.
Perhaps
the clerks obtained in this way will not always be the best that might be found, but
are

likely

to be better than those

necessity
us

picked

recommended them might

which

may

hope

more

tion is installed.

motionless,

not

appointing S'dcu counsel
^is
ever-appointed. It would have been
nice little plum to give away before election, but the common council knows its
business and the city’s business better than
that.
a

No one who has followed he evidence in
the murder trial at Saco can fail to be convinced that the jury rendered a verdict in
accordance with the evidence. To be sure,
the principal direct evidence against Mrs.
Barrows came from Blaney, and therefore
was exposed to the suspicion which
always
attaches to the testimony of accomplices.
But his testimony was fortified so strongly

by circumstances, and corroborated to such
au extent by the
acknowledged acts and
words of Mrs. Barrows tierself, that there
escape from the conviction that it
was*lrue. The penalty of the crime of which
Mrs. Barrows has been convict.oi is doail>
was no

and if there ever was a case in which a murderer deserved to suffer that extreme punishment, this is one, for the murder of
Thomas Barrows was of the most deliberate
and heartless character. There is, to be
sure, something peculiarly repulsive in the
idea of hanging a woman, but it will be difficult to find any sufficient reason, even if
the disposition exists to search for one, for
commuting the penalty in this case, if it is
ever to be enforced.

Portland, calling

if men

were

coming

to a recog-

nition of the important fact that the health
of the community is really the fundamental
condition of prosperity and happiness. This
exhibition to be held in London is one which
must be of great advantage, and we suppose
there is no doubt that it will he the most
complete and useful exhibition of the kind
ever made, and it is almost novel in its kind.
Nor will its usefulness be confined to Great
Britain. The whole world will profit by it;
and all nations, and all men who are able,
will do a work, not only of business enterprise, but of real philanthropy by contributing to its success. While in some points of
sanitary science England is unquestionably
in advance of us, it is
equally certain that in
some respects we can do her
people a service
by taking part in this exhibition.

its fins

barely stiiring the water

cut

quired.

time;

this opening if in the rear of a garden or adjacent field, moy be obscured from
light by
planting sunflowers on its banks. Here is a
practical answer to the always vexed question,
“What shall he done with the rubbish?”

SHORT

ON

in tlm sale we propose to
give every
8“a11 be one of the most

Jth>8

luuc

niiu

ueen

Alfetto

found by his comrades a few
snapping of the line. He
was picked up' insensible, with several holes
punched in the metallic parts of his diving6
suit.
was

minutes after the

_

House and Home

Papers.

BY MBS. SALLIE JOY WHITE.

[This department

of the Press is designed to be
way of practical counsel and suggestions concerning things which promote
comfort,
:ast«, cheerfulness and refinement in homes. All
lepartments of housekeeping will receive attention,
he purpose being to furnish mothers and daughters
vith helpful hints in domestic economy. Mrs,
Yhite is willing, so far as may be practicable, to
onsider inquiries and suggestions from those inerested in this department. Communications for
1 ter should be addressed to the Press office.!
iseful in the

I think many housekeepers will thank the
for the following suggeswhich occupies a house of
ts own, the members of which desire neatness
ibout the premises, is often puzzled to know

Country Gentleman
ion. Every family

1 iow to get rid of all sorts of
rubbish, such as
iroken glass, rusted 6tovo pipe, brick
bats,
iroken crockery and
lamp chimneys, old hoops,
tc., etc., which are often thrown in unsightly
j leaps behind fences and
outbuildings. The

|

inly satisfactory oblivion to which they can be
onsigued is burying. They may thus be made
| o subserve a useful purpo e
by forming a porI ioa of the filling of ditches. If farm drains

thesis months’

THE

wadding
diamonds; when

intervals to form
through
this is complete cover this on b.th sides with
your tapestry, plash or cloth. Tie on with
with ribbons, making prolty bows of the
ribbon.
AN ATTRACTIVE TOILET SET.

Pretty toilet sets consisting of five pieces,
that is, a scarf for covering the onrean, a
square covtr for a pin cushion, and two
smaller squares as mats for bottles, with sometimes a long piece for covering a comb and
brash box, are made of the Bheer fine linen
batiste now used for embroidery. A pretty all
over design is wrought on it in
Kensington
stitches in Florence embroidery silk of pale
bine or deep red shades.
Each piece is then
lined with silk or silesia of a color to suit the

ish, it will greatly assist in improving the
looks of rusty stoves.
Brooms will last longer and sweep bsttar by
wetting them in boiling suds once a week, and
when not in use bang them up or invert them.
To purify the air of the cellar, and to

destroy
roll brimstone in-

parasitical growth, put some
a pan, set fire to
it, close the doors aud windows as lightly as possible for two or three
hours; repeat this inexpensive operation every

to

three months.

Knives with ivory handles, which have become loosened or have fallen out
entirely, can

bo ceu-.ented at home, and with small
expense,
by using this cement: Take four parts of rosin,
one part of bees wax. one nart, nf nlnsir-r
Paris: fill the hole in the handle with
cement,
then heat the steel of the handle, and
press it
firmly into the cement.
If yoor hands chap and trouble you
scraps
a cake of brown Windsor
soap until it is all as
fine as powder; mix it with an ounce o{ coof lemon ju'je. Stir
this thoroughly together, shape it int&
cakes,
let it harden, and use when you wash
y;ur
hands. For some skins this
ointment, or soap
rather proves quite efficacious.
It is not diffian ounce

cut to make and is well worth

Eastman
GREAT

6s

Deering

4g

Ohio County and City
Portland Water Co.. 1st and 2d mort.,
Wakefield, Mass., Water Co., 1st mart.,
Maine Central R. R. Bonds—all issues.
Northern Pac. R. R. Land Grant,
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds.

6s
(ig
6s
6a

SWAN & BARRETT
186 Middle 8tf eet.
PORTLAND,

eodtf

ME.

HOME INVESTMENTS
Portland

due 1887.
Portland.6s.
1907.
Portland Water Co.
6s.
1888.
6s.
1891.
Portland & Ogdensburg
6s.
1900.
Bath Municipal
6s. 11 1897.
Maine Central Consol
6s.
1912.
6s.
Androscoggin * Kennebec
1891.
T.eeds & Farmington
6s. •' 1896.
Also Safe investments jlelding 6 percent, interest for sale by
Gs.

Sale to

morning,
seats

of all kinds will be sold this week at half the cost to close.
goods and good styles.

$12.00 Velvet Shawls

as

early

in the

day

HEN ¥

CLEWS & CO.

No. IS New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. T.
(NEXT BOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers

Commission

and

Merchants.

Securities and Products bought and sold

on

com-

J. M. DYER & C0„

511

J!y23

Company

RECEIPTS.

For
For

CongressSt

Premiums.$1,507,896.08
Interest, Rents &c 463,567.50

DISBURSEMENTS.
Claims by death. $602,412.71
Matured endowments.... 67,680.00

3,971,463.58
$9,866,202.01

Advertising, printing,
supplies

1

insurance, office
furniture, etc.

Fire

Premium notes, secured by policies, etc. 663.297.15
i.oans on collaterals, etc.Boi,suo.dt>
Home office and real estate bought to secure
loans
831,207.95
Cash in Trust Companies and on hand....
149,443.64

TT

Railroad and other Stocks

I

**

1

Assets, January 1.$9,011,898.58 !

Death claims

Surplus on

We invite the attention of the public to our stock of Fine Table But- I
ter which contain* the makes of a number of the Best Dairies and
Creameries in New England. We receive it fresh every week and can
guarantee our customers the most delicious Butter it is possible t(
j
procure.

383,931.14

urns.
Market Value of Securities over cost.

131,015.70

ME.
dlw

:

1 6i 3.28

ASSEMBLIES

70,3 1.09

Every Thursday Evening

janlO

680,220.31

—

Mabwick.Proprietor.
Honday Evening, Feb. 4, 1884,
and every evening during the week,

\ First-Class Minstrel and Variety Show.

regard* S'olicy

For rates of Ins urance and

Change of Bill every Thursday. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, at 2 30. Prices as Usual
janU
dtf

4,74 7,729.56

Stoekbridge Course.
si

—AT—

Olty Hall,

L'omtuencing Wednesday Evening, March
5th, with a

ST.,

Grand
Boston

All

ME.

To be followed by

Residence,

5
itt'ording

Policies Non-Forfeitable Binder

I will begin a clearing out sale next Saturday for CASH.
The following lots of FIRST-CL ASS good to continue 20
pairs Ladies’ Dongola Boots at
30
Front Lace, Cloth
Top.......
25 pairs Ladies Front Lace, Kid
36

••••••..•

.•••••

*3.76,....^LOO!
2,60— 4.60 f

To^

3.60....

5.00

Top Curacoa Bad Foxed, Fat, Tip,

W.SG..
7.00
4.60....
25 pairs Ladies Side Lace, Fr. Kid 3.00.... 6,00
15..
Goat. 2.60.... 5.00
70
Curacoa K:\ Box
Toe. 2.50
3.60
GOpairs Ladies’Glove Top. Curacoa
........

.........

_

30
30

pairs

Ladies’American Kid,

But.
Curacoa

1.75.!!!

days.

pairs Ladies’ Fr. Straight Goat 2.50.... 4.00
60 pairs Burt’s Serge Button. 2.00.$4.00
20
.2.75— 4.00
25
Sergo Button Smith make.. 1.25.... 2.60
60
French K1d, Cousins. 3.60... 6.00
75
Pebble Goat Button. 2.00_ 3 50
75
Misses’School Boots, Button.1.26
1.76
ca
,,
i<
1 ....
,i
Childs'
0
cmids
1.50
1,00....
2B
Gents Water-proof Bals...
4.60.... 6.90
32
Grain
WaterEng.
proof Bals. 3.50.... 6.00
30

!

_

;

The Union Mutual Reserve-Dividend Plan

5L60 !

Cloth Top,
KidFoxed, W. & G. 3.50..,. 6.00
20 pairs Ladies’ Cloth Top, Curacoa
J
Kid Foxed, Cousins. 2.50.... 4.50

4<!,1>“^s Gents

ilaud

Sewed

Cong.

6.00...
120 pairs Gents Congress and Bals.. 2.25....
"

3.00

Boots.... .3.50...

4.25

&0

Pure Gum

7'00

Rubber

Some of the above lots

M. a.

are

broken sizes but

and commercial letters of
credit issued, available in all the
pri icipal cities of Europe.

Investment securities bought and sold.
jan31

eodtf

ao>3xrr>s s.
Gardiner, Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,
Portland Water Co.,

4s
4s
4s
Bs
6s
6s

Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & 5o. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. R. R.)
Maine Central R. R.

6s
7g
7g

Cleveland, Ohio,
FOR

SALE

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
Exchange

Corner
“"S1

&

Sts.

eodtf

BONDS

FOB

Rockland. Cs&4?.
Newcastle.6s & 4s.
4b.
Anson.
Portland &

middle

SALE,

Bath.68 &
Waldoboro.6s

4s

Maine Central.. 7s & 5s

J

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
Jay. 1, 1884.
janldtf

i

a

polpayment of

He may receive the amount of the policy whenever
the reserve on policy and accumulated dividends
equals that sum.
The reserve-dividend policies are entitled to the
benefits of the Maine Mon-Forfeiture Lose,
They
contain no restrictions whatever upon travel and residence. After three years, they are unrestricted in
respect to occupation, and incontestable. They are
entitled to no dividends in case of lapse or death
prior to the expiration of the reserve-dividend period.
This plan is fully and clearly described in the
Company’s publications, which will be furnished
upou application to the home office, or any of its
agencies. It will be found, upon examination that
It possesses especially
advantageous features, and
covers all desirable forms
of insurance, being particularly adapted to meet the preciso wants of the individual insurer.
gy in the hands
active, energetic, industrious
agents, therefore, it cannot fail to bo prod ctive of
a large and profitable business.
The Company is ready to negotiate with, and will
make liberal contracts for good
territory with,
agents who will energetically Push for Huai,

ment). FUR LINED CIRCULARS and
DOLMANS, MUFFS nnd COLLARS in
all fashionable fnrs, I offer them at a
GREAT SACRIFICE, and have marked
them down to much below COST OF
MANUFACTURE.

These are all of my own manufacture
ami I can warrant them the best style
and choices goods in the market in
quality and workmanship.
If you wish a great bargain call
early.
Sealskin Saeques and other fur garments
made to order in the most elegant manner and at lowest
prices.

T. G.
488

widmer, Practical Furrier,

Washington St., up one flight,
nearly opposite Temple Place,

^an7

Boston.

schools, and the

Saturday Afternoon,

Mar. 22

AVARICE* G. RICHARDS,
his inimitable entertainment, 'Fuunv Folks
assisted by CARL PIERCE, Child
Violinist;

The Boston Guitar and Banjo Quartette,
A. CAMPBELL. Om
BARK^jF. A. FOSTEK

Having decided to positively close out

withiu the nest few weeks my entire
serve-dividend period.
He may continue to
stock or SEALSKIN SACQUES. SEALpay his premiums, and receive
m cash the amount
of surplus which has beou credit- SKIN HOLMANS, ULSTEITS, AMERICAN
ed to his policy.
He may, if
insurable, convert the cash value of the \ SABLE SACQUES and Double Paletots
'the most elegant and practical fur garolicy into fully paid up insurance,

lit may convert this value into a
life-annuity,
jje may convert the surplus apportioned to his
icy into an annuity to be applied to the

nur

2 d Matinee

Saturday Afternoon Apr. 5tb.

3

[IRTH,

MAGIC AND

,

i

r

rofessor gives

WONDER,

PROF. H. U. MOHR.
a special programme for
children.

3 d Matinee
1 ioston

Saturday Afternoon, Apr.

miniature

Ideal

Company,
In

19.

Opera

Gilbert and Sullivan's Comic Opera

“IOJLAATBIE.”
s peclal Scenery, Complete Chorus and
Orchestra 36

people.

eodlm

'N

ness.

_____

KfelVIUVAL.

NEW STORE!JEW GOODS!

Algernon Stubbs
can

be found at his

mw ART

STORE,

Farrington Block.
New Goods just received.

A com-

plete stock of Pictures, Frames,

Materials, Pottery

and all the novelties
found in an Art Store.
Cabinet Frames, no end to the va
riety. Fine Gold, Bronze, and
Plush Frames made to order. Everything warranted; if not as
represented can be returned,

Ogdensburg.6s.

SHURTLEFF,

perfect.

PALMER,

(

ARETAS

all

S3 O MicldLXe Street.
eodtf

Artists’

BY

are

Al^YTIXElTS,

speoial opportunity for Ladies, Oat.
Re»ident«, School Teachers, with

1st Matinee

This is an endowment at 85, Issued at regular
rates. The reserve dividend period is 15 or 20
years. At the expiration of this period, provided
I all the premiums have been
regularly paid, the in! sured may have either of the following options:—
i
Be may withdraw in cash the entire reserve on his
policy With his share of the surolus reserved tn the
policies issued upon the same plan
during the re-

j

all fume premiums.

a

ho bright lads and lassies of
leneral pubUc to enjoy.

Tilt MAINE NON-FORFEITURE LAW.

MONEX WANTED.

PERFORMERS,

MRS. E. HUMPHBBS ALLEN, Soprano.
HERR GEORG HENSCHELL, Conductor.

Incontestable Policies,
Restriction* Upon Travel,
or Occupation.

—

Symphony Orchestra,
60

Auiis Orel* Six million Hollar*

No

BY THE

—

Purely mutual.

•.

Festival Concert

Me.

feb2_eodlw

JOHN E. Pew ITT, President.

Entertainments,

One Concert and Five Matinees

DEWEY,

Portland,

1LGM0SS

111

iii^uivrucy.
the Countv of Cumberland

Court of Insolvency for
State of Maine,
In

case

of

January 29th, A. D. 1884.
WILLIAM H. PENNELL, doing busi-

under the name and style of WILLIAM H.
PENNELL & CO., Insolvent Debtor.
ness

a

was issued by Henry C.
Peabody, Judge of
Insolvency for sail County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

solvency

the Court of

WILLIAM H. PENNELL, of Portland,
doing business under the firm name and style of
William H. Pennell & Co. adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of said debtor, which petition was tiled on the twenty-ninth day of January A.
D. 1884, to which date interest on claims is to be

eodt

uovS

POBTIiAiVD, ME.

That tho payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to he holden at Probate Court room in said Portland, on the eighteenth day of February, A.D. 1884
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.

K. SARGENT,
| Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
H.

_

S. It.’

jan30&feb(l

SIIH'S.

Advertising Agent,
RONTON

Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in a
elites ami towns of the United States »»■.’ tt
British Provinces

4 ih Matinee Saturday Afternoon, Apr. 26

is iiebeby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed
Executor of the Will of

REBECCA-T. C. MORSE, late of Brunswick,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased and
has taken upon himself that trust as
the law
directs.
All persons
having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit
the same: and all persons indebted to
said estate
estate
are called upon to make
payment to
ZEBULON It. HARMON, of
Executor
Brunswick, Jan. 15,1884.

Portland,

jau30dlawW3w*

that the
NW.T!£,VVI!:RE,RV
subscriber has been
duly appointed and taken
himself

the trust of Administrator of the

upon
tate of

Portland,

•\TOTICJE

IN

Sso^Se°»VBbe6n
in the

HARMON, Adm’r
jan30dlaw3wW*

IIEKEB

that the

dU'y

GEORGL WILSON, late of
Dceriug,

County

of

Cumberland, deceased, and have
that
trvuat by giving bonds as
Sj®
a^, jLAfCtB'AP Persons having demands upon
the estate
of said
the
are

deceased, are required to exhibit
and all persons indebted to said
estate
called upon to make payment to

same:

ADAM W. WILSON,
MARCIA B.

IVlLSok

)

(

heir

Executors.

Deering, January loth. 1884. ’ian23dlawW8w'

Charming .Tin,lent Comedies,
FOIK-IN-HA.M) BELL RIAGERS,
[andolin Duets, Vocal and In.
struniental Ducts.

1%,?dyes[

(BEFORE.)
(AFTER.)
T7LLCTRO-VOLTAIC BELT and other ElectRTO
-L4 Appliances tire sent on 80 Days’ Trial TO
HEN ONLY, YOUNG OR OLD, who are suffering from Nervous Debility. Lost Vitality,

Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses and
n
<’aube-h.
Speedy relief and complete
x
iv.to Health,
Vioor and Manhood
d.
Send at once for Illustrated
free. Address
ri;.
V«V.
0 BliLT CO., Marshall, Mich.

Two Hours of solid fun.

wastin’a

nov23

es-

ELIZABETH N. KENT, late of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law
directs; ‘All persons Laving demands upon the estate of said deceased arc
required
to exhibit the same, and all persons indebted
to eaid
estate are called upon to make payment to
ZEBULON K.
Jan. 25, 1884.

MR, and MRS. HARRY F.I IXIE,

eodtt

computed.

!i5© WASH! «TO.\ NT.,

IBS.

J. F. FERRIS
Manager for Maine & N. II. Agencies,

is to give notice, that
Notice
tho twenty-ninth
THIS
day of Jauuary. A. D. 1884. warrant in inon

✓

ppi.rui i r tl!V)

COmiSTINB OF

General Agent,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Thirty-four Yea's ©1

Six

Agencies in Maine, apply

30 EXCIIAME

at 8.30
dtf

LYCEUM THEATRE.

'nAS. E.

J

and Connecticut Standard...
By Standard of New York and
most other States.
Number of Policies in force Jan.

A. G.

___

WALTZIISG

M. AUSTIN, Gcfl’i Ageufc,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

g o. c. Thaw & go,
585* 587 fagre sand 2% Simile Streets,

a*

at 7.46 p. m.

Class at Gilbert’s every Itlouday
Evening at 8 o’clock.

■Bolder*, by Massachusetts

1,786,808.05 j

|

Good Butter and Cheese are indispensable, and with the care given
this department of our business we are able to suit the most particu-

from Agents.
accrued Dec. 31,
1883.
Premiums in coarse of Collection_
Quarterly and Semi-Annual Premi-

Surplus

commence

rr

dard-V4.Vi.i*l*4,33!»,S3r.43

9,011,898.68

To

(market value

! Losses and Dividends not due
and all other Liabilities....

___

includes Gorgonzola, fioquefort, Edam, Swiss Gruyere, English Dairy,
Grated Parmarsan (in Bottles), Cheddar and Stilton.

*45,000,000.00).13,959,000.21

Collaterals

Number of Policies in force.. 16,483
6,200,000.00
Amount insured thereby.41,521,075.00
I
1,1884.... 60,354
SAMUEL C. HUEY, President.
Paid Policy Holders to Jan. 1,
El)WAKDM. NEEDLES,)
Vice
!884.
I
51,948,020.06
HORATIO S. STEVENS, /Presidents.
J. J. BARKER, Actuary,
The
rEtnn furnishes insurance on all desirable
HENRY C. BROWN, Secretary.
; plans at unusually low rates. Those are still fur: ther reduced by surplus annually. The
ability of
; the Company to continue to pay the liberal diviit has paid In past years is shown
the large
j dends
by
[ and increasing Surplus. Safe and Productive In80 Exchange Street,
I vestments and low ratio of expense to income.

| A.

Our Cheese department contains selections from the best Vermont,
New York and State of Maine Dairies and Factories, also Norton’’
Pineapple and c noice Young America, Our stock of Foreign Cheese

open at 7.

Tickets can be had at A. S. Hinds'
store, cor. of
Brackett and Pine streets, and Burbank St Douglass, Middle street.

5,423,111.31

Gross Assets Jan. 1,1881.
LIABILITIES.
Reserve for Re-Insnrance(4 per)
cent Massachusetts Stan-1

reported,
due.$ 130,5^4.07

cent Penna. stan-

Thursday, Feb. 7th, “San Francisco to Hawaii and
the Volcano.” Wednesday, Feb. 18th, "Hawaiian
History, Character, and Habits of bile.” Thursday, Feb. 21st, “California, Pike’s Peak, and the
Total Eclipse.” Tickets for the Course, 50c. Children under 16, half price.
Single Tickets, 26c
Doors

m

Balances due
Interest due and

416,624.35

..

REV. Id. II. IIAI.I.OCK. will deliver a
Three Lectures in Williston Church,

Course of

784 21
1,743
Ck*-o
-n

by Real Estate

Re

35c.

TO CALIFORNIA AND HAWAII

*765,766.00).
654,093.31
on Personal Security.
20,724.09
on existing Policies (valued at
ovor *6,600,000.00).
2,343,786.78
Cash

!

Surplus at 4V2 per
dard, estimated

on

60c; gallery

dlw

; Loans
Loans

-Reserve at 4 per cent to
reinsure risks.7,423,606.00

BUTTER.

secured

(valued at

Loans

46,570.95

life rate en
dowments and unreported policies, &c
150,066.46
Surplus,4 per cent basisl,307,702.05

served seats 76c and

87,500.00
89,819.88

1

State, County, City
Mortgages

Ledger Asset», > s
abovA
.88,406,379.48
Net deferred and unreported premiums.... 142,323.80
Interest due and ac-

but not

Sale of seats commences Thursday, Feb. 7.

(cost). 1,343,614.13
and Town Bonds

■

V

WITH

Rich & Harris.Proprietors and Managers.

Bonds

(cost).

Not

crued, etc.
Market value of stocks,
bonds, &c., over cost..

ana

^

ELEVEN COMEDY CHARACTERS.

Estate.S 447,200.79

on hand and in Banks
« Ti/Mnlo on/4 ftontr Clnnlr

unequaled organization

Comedy Company
^

ASSETS.
Real
Cash

the medium of their

ATKINSON’S

git,441> 4I9~JC

City Loans, R. R. and
water bonds, bank and
other stocks.$4,126,328.65
Mortgages and ground
rents, first liens..,. 1,976,995.73

BUTLER, 247 Middle Street,

PORTIjAIMX),

His Pa and the Grecerymao,

By

464,321.22

penses.

Dividends on Stock (earned in Stock
Department).
Taxes, Re-Insurance, &o.

Manager

PECK’S BAD BOY,

OKBUBSE.’tlElVTS.

14,996.10
-1,453,822.53

and

troducing
EVERYBODY’S FRIENDS,

Death Claims.31,254 872.70
Matured Endowments, Dividends, &c.
paid Policy Holders. 1,632,955.46
Commisions and all executive ex-

15,607.44

..

THEATRE

.Proprietor

Messrs. Rich & Harris take genuine pleasure in in-

..

d3t

.

do.,

1,767,09b’

medical fees
and office expenses
82,285.26
Commissions to Agents,
Rents, etc. 123,768.05
Agency and other expenses,.
79,302.42

Salaries

•........

am.

ONE NIGHT ONLY,
Saturday, February 9 th.

Assets Jan. 1, 1883. at cost.$2G,756,06t c
Premium? received in 1883
2,721,289.2 8
1 /
Interest, & received in 1883.

LIABILITIES.

A. B.

POIITLAAD

dent.

paid policy-holders.$1,099,826.83
Taxes and legal expenses.
44,037.43

DOW,

Chairman (

Frank Curtis,....

J. C. WEBSTI K, Vice President.
J. L. ENGLISH, Secretary.

Total

MKAL

febdd.it

MORGAN G. BVLKELEY, Presi-

Surrendered Policies.... 111,720.05

Gross

ble rates.

Traveling

on

Mechanic’s Hall, Friday Evening, Feb.
8, 1884, at 7*4o o’clock. Admittance
free.
J. B. COYLE, JR.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

Surplus to members.... 315,917.41

»

Street.

aud Continental
Exchange
bought nnd sold at most favora-

LEVEE,

fic, by

OF

2,095.66

Re-Insurance.

We have secured from recent Auction Sales 4000 yards Amoskcag A
C. A. Ticking, and although the regular retail price of this Qualify is 25 cents, wc shall Oder this lot at 15 cents per yard.
Also lOOO yards Wide Striped Blue and White tricking which w< ;
offer at 6 1-2 cents per yard, regular lO cent goods,
And 1500 yards Ticking at lo cents per yard, regular 15 cent quality
These prices are lower than ever heard of for these goods.
Also 3000 yar s Heavy fast colored shirtings in nice desirable styles >
At 8 1-2 cents per yard, regular 12 1-2 cent goods.
Also IOO yards TarbcPs plain Indigo Bine, Scarlet and Blue mixe< L
Flannels at 30 cents per yard; this is the best make of Flan-liels in the market. Sold regularly at 50 cents.

BANKER

Sterling

AND

OK Hr.

Assets, January 1, 1883. $7,894,738.43

Net

All good

eodtf

Middle

jT1

-r-

“POLITICAL ECONOMY,”

Life Ins nrauce

[OF PHILADELPHIA.

PROM- ^.UOTIO

J. B. Brown i Sons,
218

THE

Lecture

1ETNA

Net Assets, January 1,1884.$8,406,379.18
ASSETS.

...

Deposits. Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y.
Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches ) 963 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by [ Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
on

TO

M. O. M. A.

possible.

as

Report

Animal

Life Insurance

.....

Former
eodtf

are

Ike. reed Meat. 33c.
at Stockbridge’s, Wednesday
Jan. 23'1, at 9 o’ckx*.
Only about COO
reserved for each eveiflng.
jan21 (V.1

Elegant Chamber Set to be given away. Music
and lots of fun for old and young.
Admission 16c.
Hot Supper 26c. Good Stabling for horses.
Barge
leaves City Hail each evening at 6.46
sharp. Fare
round trip 60cts.
feb6d3t

PENN MUTUAL

to close these out at once.

BANKERS.
oc31

titBLLLIUN,

commence

PAIR

NO GOODS TO BE CHARGED.

OF THE

$ 5.00
62 1-2 cent Wrapper Flannel ....
37 1-2 cents
$1.25 White Quilts ......
$ 1.00
25 cent Hemstitched Handkerchiefs.
12 1-2 cents
Peckham’s 35 cent Garnet and Scarlet Wool Yarn
20 cents
“
“
“
35 “ Blue and Broun
17 cents
“
“
“
«
35
Drab
12 1-2 cents
“
“
White Saxony 20 cent
12 1*2 cent*
Blankets from
$2.50 to $10 0C
If you want to buy goods cheap now is the time, as we arc determined

CO.,

32 Exchange Street.

1.1.

At New Casco Hall, Falmouth Foreside, Wednesday and Thursdny Kve’gs, Feb. ti and 7.

1

H. M. IM YSOI &

■

GRAND SLEIGH RIDE

Bancroft.

Thirty-Sixth

lar.

-for sale by-

f>i

Admission 33c.

—

&

BARGAINS.

CHEESE.

Portland Municipal,

1.1-n

!HL

oUNlia

ROOM

Bros.

JLot Misses’ Fancy Woolen Hose,
Lot Dress Buttons,
Cloakings and Ulster Cloths,
Fancy Cassimeres and Beuinants,

P1NANSII-AL.

.

VIIS*

and the important relation to it of the Liquor Traf-

trying.

B O KT D £3

rtr

Illustrated

Experience at former sales will convince our patrons of the importance of being present
Store will be opened at 8 o’clock.
No goods sold until 8.30 sharp,

TRIFLES.

pol-

5th, 6th, 7th & 8th,

FLOOR

CLOAK

HALL,

TELE

proposition.

our

FIRST

the room, and an odgiug of linen
added, such as torchon iL the new

Oxalic acid wili
almost always
remove
stains left by mod which cannot be removed
with soap aud water.
If a little kerosene is mixed with stove

our interests
miitnal.
ever held, and that it may tar eclipse any

ft rtkl A A

o.

logne water and

business, considering

have

we

PLEASE REMEMBER THIS IS T# RE A STRICTLY CASH SALE.

strip

de3I

ot

CITY

H.3EH33
33AT.
re'IO-TXEl.ES
Our busiLess is conducted strictly on the one-price basis eyery article being marked in plain figure’.
For this sale we shall use RED FIGURES to indicate the reduced
price.

in two months.

two or three inches wide is
required for the
tide and depth of the cushion.
Pin this and
the edges together to keep the wool in its place
until you sow it on, and then tie the

tt

Feb.

Shawls, Cloakings, and all Winter Garments.

TO DECORATE STRAW CHAIRS.

upholstery

sort of dividend

OUR

IN

Place upon this perforated top
about four inches of charcoal chopped into
small pieces, and over this put a layer of sand
six inches deep. Clouded water poured into
the cask, on top of the sand, will become clear
and sparkling after a little while, or as soon as
all flue particles are worked out of the charcoal and sand. This filter will not need re-

at

a

7th.

departments will be found Silks, Velvets, Dress Goods, Hosiery, Fancy
Goods,3 Mourning Goods, Woolens, Domestics, Linens, Housekeeping Goods.

perforated top.

of these sizes; allow a good margin for seams.
Two inches over this material lay your waddiug with which yon are going to pad it, and
over that the second piece of hollaud.
A

deelO

Iii the various

casK, anu witn a small bit bore boles all
it, then place four clean bricks or blocks
of wood on the bottom, and on these rest the

BUYING BUBBISH.

,

patrons

FEBRUARY

GENEROUS RECIPROCAL CLEARANCE SALES

ON

over

The modern straw chairs, or the old fashioned splint bottomed ones, may bo made
very
pretty and ornamental by the following treatment. First paint the wood work frame the
color required and then varnish it. Then line
the back and scat with ebintz, serge
cloth,
silk or any material you prefer.
Cutan exact
paper pattern of the size of the seat of the
chair, and then a pattern for the back. Cat
out of common brown hollaud two
pieces, each

ROTS.

03333

BY OUB BEGORO LET US BE KNOWN.

former effort, we shall not hesitate sit reductions of
any magnitude.
The prices will be conclusive
proof that we are thoroughly in earnest in

me

once

Open every Afternoon and Evening. Music in the evening by Chandler. Sessions
from 2 to 4.30 and 7.45 to 10.15. Juvenile assembly every Saturday Afternoon.
The elevator will run from 7.30 to 8.30
every evening. None but the celebrated
Winslow skate used at this rink. The
management reserve the right to refuse
admission and skates to all objectionable
persons.
GEO. H. WHITNEY, Manager.

Cash Sale of

AND

THURSDAY,

remove

newing oltener than

MM Roller Skallng Rink.

will bring oat, in

It often becomes necessary to filter water before it is fit for use for the table or for cooking
Rain water thoroughly filtered is
purposes.
paid to bo most healthful for general use. Fil-

the head and put a faucet very near
the bottom to draw off the clear water. To fit
it for the filter take the removed top head of

IjEKTCiTHS

AN OPPORTUNITY FOB EVERYBODY.

AN INEXPENSIVE FILTER

ters are quite expensive when one has to
buy
taem, but they may be made at home so as to
be quite efficient and not at all
expensive.
Take a spirit or a wine cask, place it on end,

BANCROFT.

REMNANTS !

long enough

to receive all the rubbish reThe next year another portion may be
added, and so on. By this arrangement there
need be only a small opening at a
and

WTEKTAiHIMEUW.

14th Grand Semi-Animal

as

and my head seemed ready to burst
with pressure, while the monster’s teeth
kept crunching and grinding away upon my
harness. Then I felt the cold water
begin
to pour in and I heard the bubble,
bubble,
bubble, as (he air escaped into the creature’s
mouth. I began to hear great guns and to
see fireworks and rainbows and sunshine
and all kinds of pretty things.
Then I
thought I was floating away on a rosy summer cloud, dreaming to the sounds of sweet
music. Then all became blank. The shark
might have eaten me at his leisure, and I
never would have been the wiser.
Imagine
my astonishment then when I opened my
eyes on board this boat and saw you fellows
around me. Yes, sir, I thought I was dead
and ate up, sure.

tention to

seems as

suddenly feeling
impelled to flee

snapped

his at-

I'he Health Exhibition to be
opened on the 1st of May next in London in
the building recently occupied bv the Fisheries Exhibition. The Exhibition is to continue
for a period of not less than six months
and the principal objects to be exhibited are
comprised in the following classification,
“Food, Dress, the Dwelling, the School,
and the Workshop, as affecting the conditions of healthful life, and also the most recent appliances for
Elementary School
Teaching and Instructions in App'.ied Science, Art and Handicraft.” The consul will
gladly give any necessary information to
parties intending to^xhibit.
This communication relates to a matter
of great concern to every civilized
people.
Never before was so much attention
paid to
sanitary matters as at the present time. It

at

I felt

a.ii

Health Exhibition in London.
Governor Itobie has received a communication from Hon. A. A. Anneslev, Her Britannic Majesty’s consul for the State of
at

a

it was, but to add to
the horror, the pressure of water upon
my
head made it appear as if pouring flames
from its eyes and mouth, and every movement of its fins and tail seemed
accompanied by a display of flrewoiks. I was
etlre
the fish was 30-feet
4®ijg, and so near that I
cotllti See its double row of white teeth. Involuntarily I shrunk closer to the side of the
vessel. But my first movement betrayed
my presence. 1 saw the shining eyes fixed
upon me; its tail quivered as it darted at
me like a streak of light.
I shrank closer
to the side of the ship. I saw it rush on one
side, its mouth open, and heard the teeth
snap as it darted by me. It had missed me,
but only for a moment. The
sweep of its
mighty tail had thrown me forward. I saw
it turn, balance itself, and its tail
quivered
as it darted at me again.
There was no esIt
turned
on
its
back
cape.
as it swooped
down on me like a hawk on a sparrow. The
jaws opened and the long, shining teeth
grated as they closed en my metal harness.
It had me. I could feel its teeth
grinding
op. my copper breastplate as it tried to bite
mein two, for, fortunaiely, it had
caught
me just acroks the
middle, where I was best
protected. Having seized me it went tearing through the wa’er. 1 could feel it
bound forward at each stroke of its tail.
Had it not been lor my copper helmet mv
head would have been torn off by my rush
through the water. I was perfectly conscious, but somehow I felt no terror at all.
There was only a feeling of numbness. I
wondered how long it would be before those
teeth would crunch through, and whether
they would strike first into my back or
Then I thought of Magmy breast.
and
the
gie
baby and wondered
who would take care of
them and if
she would ever
know
what had become of me.
All these thoughts passed
through my brain in an instant, but in that

have the pleasure of

Maine, residing

shadowy bedy moving

about its gills.
It was a monster

arise after the new,
sensible, administra-

Mayor Deerlng may

With

from something, I knew not what. A vague
horror seemed grasping after me. such as a
child fancies when leaving a daikened room.
By this lime the shadow had come nearer
and taken shape. It scarcely needed a
glance to 'how me that it was a man-eater,
and of the largest size.
Had I signalled to
be drawn up then it would have been certain death. All I could do was to remain
sti'l until it left. It lay off 20 or 25 feet,
just outside the rigging of the ship, its body

The Mayor aimed an insult at the City Solicitor by the proposition to employ
special
counsel to defend the city in a case where
no assistance was asked for.
The animus
was all the more
apparent from the fact,
which was developed when the order from
the aldermen reached the common
council,
that the case iu question will not come to
trial during this administration, and there
will be ample opportunity to provide for any
and let

a

of terror seized me.

up in the old way, about whom little was
known excent what snmp Rpnroc*mtatiTT«

Senator who
choose to tell.

Adventure

my firBt thought was that it was the shad w
of a passing boat: But
a

the

they

Diver’s

distance above me and toward me. In
a moment every fish had
disappeared, the
very crustaceans lay still upon the sand, a-,d
the cattle fish scurried away as fast as thev
could. I was not thinking of
danger, and

which

names

Those who are cutting and filling ditches late
in autumn, or early in the
spring, before the
gardening season begins, may easily get rid of
all the accumula ion of rabbish of the intervening months. To prevent such accumulation a short ditch of good breadth may be begun at the lower eud of the garden, and be

mSCELLANEO(7».

_

EASTMAN BROS. &

while at the 6ame time they will contribute to
the discharge of water above into the drain.

lace is

some

and call upon the commission for more names to select from. But
while the present civil service law is in force

__

patterns.

when I noticed

discharge them

can

denial of

Alfetto, the Spanish diver, who has been
at work on the wreck of the Atlanta, near
Morehead, thus speaks of an adventure hai
by him a few days ago: At the time I was
a' the bottom of the sea.
I was just about
to signal to be drawn up for a moment’s rest

mission or go without clerks. There is no
other way. If the clerks he selects
prove
Incompetent after six months probation he

he

the positive

Shark.
(Panama Herald.)

The only thing for Secretary Chandler to
do is to select his clerks from the names
submitted to him by the Civil Service Com-

can

in his own hand-

therefore, upon Mr. Barnes to he able to
prove, before he paraded the letter as Judah

in the office of the
“Heallight,”
the new Greenback
paper, as to the amount
of illumination it is destined to furnish
the
world.
In one place in the
paper it is stated that It proposes to throw a
so

in its way may be
In another place the fear
it may be mistaken for a

name

but says this is not his name, to the British
consul at New York. It was
iucumbent,

opinion

throw

own

writing, is a forgery, where the burden of
proof is on the person who alleges foigery.
This letter is not signed Judah P.
Beujamin,
nor is it in Mr. Benjamin’s
handwriting. All
it purports to be is a copy of a letter from
a persou who signs himself
“Benjamin,”

carry the State with any candidate. We
have no doubt that Mr. Foster thinks
any
candidate’s chances would be improved in
Ohio if an Ohio man were given ihe'second
place on the ticket.

clear,

as

Mr.

Ihe Ohio Repub'icaus in Congress do not
agree with ex-Govcrnor Foster that President Arthur, if the candidate of the
Republicans in the next election, will be defea'ed

some

and

that it is no more foolish or worse constructed than many speeches he made in the Sen-

mon

to be

Benjamin
minister,

the British

was

jamin's ability and attainments would not
have been likely to write so foolish aud badly constructed a letter, Mr. Barnes replies

want

seems

the assumption of tbe

therefore not in need of any introduction.
To the objection that a man of Mr. Ben-

Who but Mayor Deering would have
imagined that the cliv government had the
power, by passing an order to that effect, to
require a private company to whom certain
privileges hid been extended to serve the
city for nothing? The next thing to bs expected is an order requiring licensed hackmen to give members of the
city government
and their families free rides whenever
they

There

fact which Mr. Barnes

the letter that Mr.

acquainted with

ing zeal.

in that Slate.
Most of them think that
other candidate w ,<uJd he
stronger, but

country,

a

thinks disposes of

several more indictments
pending over
him, which perhaps accounts for his reformare

Republicans

grandfather, Thurlow Weed,
Benjamin. The

low W**ed’s

a

express confidence that ihe

that the let ter signed “Benjamin,”
published in the volume of mebis

cut, they may be made to occupy a foot of
space next above the tile at the bottom, and
the two feet of earth above them will place
them where they will never be seen again,

are

letter to
reasons for
a

among Mr. Thurpapers and was in the handwiaing of a member of the family, who for
a long time acted as
Mr. Weed’s amanuensis. It was
endorsed, “Cony of a letter
from Mr. Benjamin 10 the English Consul
in New York; original sent to Lord Lyons.”
It was ascertained
by investiga'ion that
the letter catne into Mr. Weed’s
possession,
soon after the
war, through an eminent English gentleman, who lived for a time near

com

ill is supposed to have arisen
presumption that an undelivered veto
caused him some suffering
Probably it will
disappear by absorption.
from

Letter.

is the work of Judah P.
lctier, he says, was found

The Boston Post’s testimonial for Lieut.
Rhodes has be“n closed. It amounts to $2,001. The money will be worthily bestowed.
The report

is

moirs of

publlcit-

guarantee of good faith.
undertake to return or preserve
that are not used.

“Benjamin”

Mr. Thurlow Weed Barnes, in
the New York Tribune, gives bis

PRUSSIAN
FOR GARGET

r,

Ol

ecdly

REMEDY
IN COWS.

i-ifflMATINE

article of intrinsic value, which will meet a want
all dairymen and farmers for its entire
cure.
It is safe and reliable. Will reduce swelling
in udders, remove bunches, cure bloody and stringy
milk, &c. In fact, GARGET in every form has
been cured by this remedy. If taken in time—before
the cow comes in—it will many times restore blind
teats to their full extent. It is prepared expressly
to relieve certain glands that are always inflamed
when a cow is suffering from this cause. Cuke

*

Saturday Afternoon, May 10.
Cvvmicl. Concert
by the following:

*

•$

*11!.

An

co

long folt by
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GEOliGE SWIFT, Pianist.

trt
Mt
be
pc
4

Warranted.

Sample packages (for 12 doses) sent on receipt of
5* 1 .©O, or will send C. 0.1)., Express paid.
PR IS 9 IAN AIW1Y OIL CO.)
novl2dly WS Wushinj'ton 8i., Ilostou.

b Matinee
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EUKBISH.

ERESS.

"THE
WEDNESDAY

MORNING, FEB. 6.

PRESS
May be obtained at « oe Periodical Depots of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodscon, Bober t
Costello, Gilpatrick, 47 Middle street and 22
Spring street,v/ewett, McFarland, Merrill, strange
Gould, Lanagan, Boston & Maine Depot, an |
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of th >
city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co,
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Banker News Co.
Bar Harbor. F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
TH«

Biddeford,
“

F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersoo.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verriil.
Damartisootta, E. w. Dunbar.
Freeport, W, A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoo.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Hallo well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A.
riorwoj)

Q. JLJ‘ v^» UVBOH,

At

V.

Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0. S. Aedrew§9
S;ibattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, If. B. Kendrick & Co.,
Springvale. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vmalbaven, H. M. Roberta.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
fir^" Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

Thomas.

U>CB.

L. JelUeoa,

wooden

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.10,8.2C
and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.0<
m., 6.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Main
Railway—Arrive at 1.10 and 8.20 p. m. Close a

Dry Roods Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected dally by Peering, Milliken Sc Co.. 158 Middle street:
U2TBLKACHED OOTTONS.

Heayy 36 in. 7i @
Med.

36

T.lorti*

9ft In

Fine

AOJin.

in.

>
1

tickings, etc.
Drills....
Corset Jeans.

ffiMlflHH

Tickings,

Best.
Medium...

Ducks.
"

Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 p
Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 12.00 m. and 4.4(
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway

Fancy

Bating..

m.

@30

9

.6%8%
Satteens.
@
Cambrics. 5@ 6%
Silesia?.10% @18
Cotton Flan) Is. Brown
7@14%

Bleached. 8@1«%
8@9@10 §ilO%@ 11 %@12ya

Warps.?7£23
■

ing

uplands

I

IIidet* aud Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hide?
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides90 lbs weight and over 7c
lb
Ox an«l Steer Hides under 90 ibs.Cc
& lb
Cow Hides, all weights. 0
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4c
p lb
CalfSkins.
& lt»
Sleep Skins.75c:®$l each
Light and Deacon Skins.25 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.
7Vac$> !b
Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks
daily by telegraph:

received

are

BOSTON STOCKS.

A.T.&S. F..
76%
Boston & Maine....102
Flint & Pere Marquette common.
20
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 99
L. R. & Ft JFmith. 17%

Marquette, H«gh ton & Ont. common,
.22
New York & New Eng.
13
Mexican Central 7s.
64%
Bell Telephone Company.152

European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Feb. 5.—12.30 P.M—Cotton market
—moderate inquiry and freely supplied; uplands at
6%d; Orleans 6d; sales 8,000 bales;speculation and

export 1,000 bales.

What is it that gees up bill and down
hi 1 and yet never moves?—the road.
Horsford'a

Phosphate

At'ii.

NEW
Denver & R.

YORK

STOCKS.

G...

Missouri: Pef.

22

92%
Omaha common. 32%
Wabash preferred....
..
29

Omaha preferred.,
94
Northern Pacflc prefew c»t.
47%
N orthern Pacific common... 22
Mo. K. & Texas.
22%
Central .‘Pacific..
64%
Texas Pacific.
21
Louis & Wash. 48%

FROM

Two boys quarreling: ‘‘My pa is a preacher
an’ will go to heaven.” “Yes, an’ my pa 19 a
doctor and can kill your ole pa.”
The treatment of Rheumatism and Neuralgia through the blood, by the expulsion of the
poisonous acids therefrom, has brought relief
and cure in those supposedly incurable cases
known as chronic, and where age was eaid to

defy ordinary

treatment. Mr. W. L. Seymour, of Williston, Vt., write’: “Sand three
bottles of Athlophoros as soon as this is received. My father, aged 87, has for weeks
been badly affected with Rheumatism. He
relieved of all paiu in less than 24 hours
after he began taking the remedy.”
was

A little six year old orphan, upon being
asked to name the loading festival in the
church replied, “The strawberry festival.”
Giles t.inimcfet lodidide Ammonin Cures
neuralgia, face ache, rheumatism, gout, frosted
feet, chilblains, sore throat, erysipelas, bruises,

aud wounds of every nature in man or animal
The remarkable cures this remedy has effected
classes it as one of the most important acd
valuable remedies eves discovered for the re'
lief and cure of pain.

Sold by W. F.

Phillips

“No,” replied the teacher to the quizzical
youngster, “the man after whom our continent
named

was

not

was

he was so full of
name.”

called ‘Americus’ because
fun—that was simply hie

Capital.$50,000,000

Loans.145,970,600
Specie.
6,502,600
Legal tender notes. 5,891,500
Five percent fand. 1,321,000
Due from reserve agents. 14,255,600
Due from other banks.
9,476,300
Due to other

banks..31,015,000

Deposits...
Circulation.

....

66,508,800
25,196,800

York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Feb. 5.—Money‘easy at l%@2per
mercantile
cent; prime
paper at 4@5y2. Exchange
weaker at 485% for long and 488% for short. GovNew

ernments firm. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds are
stroDg. Stocks strong during the early part of the
afternoon, closing irregular and lower.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat

ed 275.300 shares.

The following are to-day’s] closing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bondB, 3s
I00y2
do
do
do
4%s, reg.113%
do
do
do
4% s, coup.114%
do
do
do
4s, reg.123%
do
do
do
4s, coup.....123%
Pacific 6s, ’95.
129
The following aro the cloeingquotations Stocks;

Chicago & Alton. ..139
Chicogo & Alton pref.150
Chicago, Burr& (Quincy... .125%

Erie.
26%
Erie pref.
i»9
Illinois Central.. ,.,, ..137%
Lake Shore.
100%
Michigan Central. 92%
New Jersey Central.
87%
Northwestern.
.120%
Northwestern pref.146
New York Central..1156/»
..

Rock Island..... .119
St. Paul.
91%
St. Paul pref.<17
Union Pacific Stock.
81%
Western Union Tel
77%
Adams Ex. Co.128
American Ex. Co.
Boston Air Lino. 81%
Canada Southern. 64%
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.109%
Del. & Lackawanna.123
Bur. & Cedar Rapids. 75
Metropolitan Elevated. 92
..

Manhattan Elevated. 61%
New York Elevated.105

Essex.123"%
Pittsburg & Ft. Wayne.
133%
Pittsburg.138%
Pullman Palace Car Company.112%
Morris &

Ten Years before any of the baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresss Yeast Powder had a large sale
throughout New England.

Fargo Ex.106
United States Ex. Co.
60
Wells

I'aiifornJa

mABRIABfiH.
In this city, Feb. 6, by Rev. A. K. P. Small, Jas
B. Sommers and Miss Sadie D. Murray, both ol
Portland.
In Bremen, Jan. 23, Augustine H. Miller and Mis*
Mary E, Simmons.
In Saco. Jen. 30, Geo. H. Baker and Miss Ella
M. Rice.
OJEATEfl*.
In this city. Feb. 4. Emily Blanche, daughter of
John and Emily Gresley, aged 1 year 10 months and
24 days.
[Funeral this Wedn«sday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
at No. 212 Danforth street.
In this city, Feb. 6, Mrs. Mary J. Balkam, widow
of the late John A. Balkam, aged 80 years and 5
months.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at her
late residence, No. yf) Pleasant street.
ln^this city, Feb. 4, Annie May, youngest daughter of John and Mary Abbott, aged 8 months and
14 days.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, at No.
34 Adams street.
In this city, Feb. 5, Mary W.. daughter of W. F
and Mary A. McClintock, aged 9 years 10 months.
In Ileering, Jan. 6, at St. Joseph’s Home, Mrs.
Ann McGee, aged 65 years.
[Funeral service this afternoon at 1 fo’clock, at
the Horae.
In Westbrook. Jan. 31, James Parker, aged 81
years 7 months 26 days. [Western papers copy.]
In Brunswick, Feb. 2, Capt. Robeit H. Bowker,
aged 43 years.
In Belfast, Feb. 4,suddenly, cf heart discaee, Capt
Robert Limeburner, a retired shipmaster.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
fl*ortlanri
There is
et.

nothing

E lour is

ures.

Wiiily Wbelesale Market.
PORTLAND, Feb. 5.

a

Provisions

advance.

Eggs

are

are

in the

position of

the mark-

active at unchanged figfirm and in fair demand at the

more

quite

firm at

yesterday’s prices.

all grades exceptjfancv, which
are steady.
Fresh Beef very dull but steady; we
quote sides at 8%@9%c p lb, hind quarters 11%
@12%c, fores at 7@7%c, rounds with flanks at
Butter is

weak

new

little

9%@l(Jc,

on

rounds at

11c,

rumps and loins

13@15c,

rumps lie,loins 14@18c, rattles 6%c, backs 8@9o,
chucks 6V'2@7c. short rib cuts 12@13c.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of

Flour. Grain. Provisions, /fee.
tour.
old H.M.Corn.car lots.75
Superfine ana
low grades. .3 50@4 6C new do, car lots.65@68
1 Com, bag lots.... @7 5
X. Spring and
XX Spring..6 00@6 0( I Oats, car lots..
@45 %
Oats, bag lots.48
Patent Spring
.72
Wheats.7 60@8 OC I Meal
CottonSeed.car lots 28 «jC
Michigan Winter straights6 26@5 76 I Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Do roller.... 6 26@6 60 (SackedBran car lot,
St. Louis Win@20 00
ter straight.6 00@6 25 I do bag lots.23 00
Do roller. ..6 60@(5 76 jMids.car lots.
Winter Wheat
$24% @25Ya
atents.8 75@7 26 ! do bag lots.- ...26 6o
Produce.
i*rovi«iouH.
bbl—
I Pork—
Maine.... 12 00@13 00 I Backs. .20 00a 20
Cape Cod,12 60@14 OC i Clear.19 00fti9
Pea Beans
2 90@3 16 j Mess.17 00@17
Mediums..,.2 70@2 8C Mess Beef.. 11 60a 12

Cranberries, ^

German med2 35 a2 6C

Yellow Eyes 3 25@33/a
Onions $>bbl. 2 25@2 60
40 @4 E
Irish Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes! 75 @5 OC
&
doz.34@35<
Eggs
lb .21 @22c
Turkeys,
Chickens.. 16@17<
Fowl...12@14<
l»a2(
Ducks

50

60

60
00
I Ex Mess..12 60ft 13 OU
!
Plate.14 60@15 00
Ex Plate.16 60a 16 00
Hams
13@13%c
Hams,covered 16 ft 16c
Lard—

9% @10
9%@ 9%
Pail...10% @10%

Tub, ^fb
Tierces..

Weed*.

Red Top.2 75(a3 0C
Croamery.34@3F> Timothy.1 65@2 0t
Gilt Edgo Yor....33*34 II Clover.... .10
@12’
llaiitiuH.
Choico.22@23<
Good.16@16< I Muscatel.2 00@2 7 c
Hntlsr.

_

Store..12@14.
Clheese.
11
Vermont.
@36
N Y Fact’y..11 @16

Lay’r.2 10@2 6c
Ondura.. .9%@10V->
Valencia.7@ 8
London

OraugcM.

4 50@5 Oi
Valencia
ApplfM.
Fating p bbl..3 CO@6 0( ;Florida..,.4 00®6 0( 1

Kraporaied p lb l(3@l'i
Dried d pples... .0 Vs@lC
Sliced

Messina.2 60@3 d.

|Palermo.2 60@2

7.'

JLcihou*.
...30@10Va
Messina.5 00@5 5
(ingar.
Falormo.
ClruLU’.hito-? p ib
@4 C<
HVi
Extra C..7%
....

j?

utuiiiTS—The demand for tonnage
►lack; rates remain about the same. The

is

ratue

followinj

are

recent engagements:
Schr Albert T.

$1.50.

Stearns Wiscasset

to

Mobile, to

is

6
6
7
7
7
7
7

Pavouia.New York.. Liverpool.Fob

SKiN

.....

Eczema, Psoriasis,Tetter, Ringworm,
Baby Humors, Scrofula, Scrofulous Sores, Abscesses, and Discharging Wounds, and every specie, of
Itching, Scaly, and Pimply Diseases of the Skin and
Scalp are most speedily and economically cured by
or

1.05 p.

IT IS A PACT.

GREATEST ON EARTH.

WASHDT GAHS BLE AOHIN G
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and give3 universal satisfaction.
So family, rich or poor should be without It.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
a’ ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
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WOLFE’S

MINIATURE ALMANAC.FEBRUARY 6.
Sun rises.6.63 [ High water, (p n).. 6,46
Sunsets.,..
4.67 i Moon sets......
2.47

MARlISTSf

Milling

2

Gould! & Curry. i%
Hale 6c Norcross.
1%
Mexican.
2%
Ophir
l%
Yellow £ Jacket
2%
.Sierra Nevada.2%
Union Cod.
2%
Belcher.
1
Savage.
80c
Best & Belcher have levied an assessment of 60c
share and Savage one of 60c; Bonanza King has
declared a dividend of 2oc.
Holton Market.
Boston] Feb. 5.—The following were tc-day’s
o
quotations
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter We quote Western and Northern cream
cries at 33% 36c for choice, and 24%30c for fair to
good: New York an a Vermont dairies 24%30c $> lb
for choice, 18%22 for fail* and good: Western dairy
at 20@23c and Western ladle packed 17@20o
tb; demand fair and prices steady.

Cheese firm at 12%@14c for ctioice, ll@12c for
fair and good; 6@9c for common.
Eggs unsettled at 35%36c for Northern, Western
Southern and Eastern.
Potatoes—Eastern, Houltcn and Aroostook Rose
at 45@48c
bush, Northern Rose 45%47c. Prolif-

ics 45(S)48c.

Beans—choice Northern hand picked pea at 2 70
^ bush; choice New York small hand-picked
85(5)2 90; common to good at $2 40%2 50;
small hand-picked pea, Vermont, at $2 95@
choice screened Co 2 30@2 60; hand-picked
med 2 70@2 75, and choice screened do 2 60%2 65;
common beans 2 25@2 40; German mediunTbeans
at 2 35%2 45; do pea 2 50%2 60; choice improved
yellow-eves at 3 36@3 40; old-fashioned yellow-eyes
at 3 2o@3|30.
Apples—Wc quote No 1 Baldwins at'; $3 25'63 75;
No 2 do 2 25%2 50; Western $3@3_26 ^ bblTfancy
eating at $4 00@$5 50.
Hay—Choice prime hay is quoted at $16@.$17
ton
medium to good at $14@$15; choice Eastern
fine at $13(5)814; poor at $1*(S:S13. with Eastern
swale at
Rye straw at §13 5u@$14 00 and oat
straw $9,210 & ton.

@2 76
do $2
choice
3 00;

Chicago I/ive Block market.
(By Telegraph.}
Chicago, Feb. 5—Hogs—Receipts 17 000 head;
shipment* 7500 head; 10jhl5c higher; rough packat 6 00(26 60; packing and shipping at G 65®7 10;
light at 6 76@0 60; skips at 4 40^ 6 75.
Cattle—Receipts G500 head; shipments 2400 hd;
easier; exports G 25.27 00; good to choice shipping
steers at 5 60(26 10; common to medium at 5 00(2
6 60.
Sheep—Receipts 5500 head; shipments 2,100 hd;
steady; inferior to fair at 3 00@1 00; medium to
good at 4 0024 76; choice to extra 6 C0(25 76.
Watertown Cattle market.
(By Telegraph.)

Watertown, Feb 6.—The market advanced
on best
grades; much of the large oxen
from Maine were of fine quality.
Market Beef ^Choice 9 752; 10 00; Extra 8 50(2
at 7 00(27 75; second
9 25; first
quality at
5 00,2:6 75; third quality at 4 00(24 75; receipts of
700
Cattle
Store Cattle—Work Oxen
pair at $100@$200;
O'iich Cows and Calves at $20,a;$48; Farrow Cows
$18 2$32; fancy $50(2880; Yearlings at $l2(2i20;
two years old $14(2$30; three years $24;2$3<\
Swine—Receipts 10,000 head; Western fat Swine,
live,6>/2@' V*c; Northern dressed hogs 8&8ViC» '*
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 3,000; prices in lots
at 2 50^4 00 each; extra at 4 502} 5 60.
Spring
slightly

quality

Lambs 6(26Vs; Veal Calves 3L/2@7Y2C.
Oomeatic market*.

(By Telegraph.)
New York,
Feb. 6.-JFlour market—receipts
3049 bbls; City Mill extra spot
bbls;
exports
20,933
firm; other grades dull and still in buyers favor;
and
demand light; sales 11,900
local
trade
export
bbls.
No
2
2
at
1022
Flour,
80;Sup. Western and State

at’ 2 7o;23 80; common to good extra Western and
State 3 3623 70; good to choice do at 3 75@6 60;
common to choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 65(26 GO; fancy do 6 60@6 75; common to good
extra Ohio at 3 85@6 00; commo to choico extra
St. Louis at 3 35(26 25: Paten
Minnesota extra
good to prime 5 60(26 50: choic to double extra
do 6 80(26 85, includinz 1,400 bbls City Mill extra
at 6 20(25 30 000 bbls £0 2 At 2 10@2 80;000 bbls
Superfine at 2 8i\2;3 35:1200 bbls low extra at 3 85
@3 60 2600 bbls Wintor Wheat extra at b 352}
6 60; 3,4 O bbls -Minnesota extra at 3 35(2.6 80.
Southern tlourvteady; common to fair 3 35@4 65;
good to choice 4 70(a;6 50. Wheat—receipts 15,000 bush; exports
132,773 bush; speculation very

slack; spot lots Va@l higher, closing strong; export
inquiry very moderate; sales 145,000 bush on spot;
No 4 Red 85c; No 3 Rod at 99@99c in elev; No 2
Red at 1 1QH@1 lOVsc in elev; No 1 Red State at
18; No I Whuo State at 1 18. Rye is firm. Barley quiet. <Raru Va@%c higher; export inquiry
only moderate and speculation limited; receipts 38,-

II

NE'WR

SCHNAPPS.

TUESDAY. Feb. 5.
Arrive,!
Steamer City of Portland, Thompson, St John NB
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Lake, Johnson, Boston.

Asa general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

Steamer Eleanora, Bragg, for New York-J B
Coyle, Jr.
Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Ponce, PR—Nutter.

as

Kimball & Co.

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

Sch Superior, Adams, Wiscasset—N Blake.

other alcoholic preparation.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

A public

Feb 4-Sld, sch 'CiV Minott,

saltr of over 30 rears duration iu every

SACO, Feb 6—The cargo of sehr Ximena, consisting of 1,000 bushels corn and 300 bbls dour, has
been discharged in good condition. The tug failed
to get near enough to-day to assist her off, on account of the heavy sea.

section of oar country of Udolpho Wolfe's

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uneqnaled

Ship Bombay, Peterson, from Philadelphia for
Orleans, in ballast, is 36 days out, and is supposed to have been blown off.

by auy other alcoholic distillation havo

New

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

Lfrom merchants* exchange.!
Ar at Halifax 6th inst, barque "Scioto, Duncan.
Maceio.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre prev to 4tk lost, brig Morancy. Wass, New York.
Sid fm Queenstown 4th inst. sbip^Fannie Tucker,
Greenleaf, Havre.
Sid fm Liverpool 2d inst, ship Sintraro, Woodside,

come off if the weather should
e favorable for a
few days so that the cargo can be removed. The
sails and running rigging have been taken off. Part
of the keel and shoe are gone. The Eliza Ann
registers 196 tons and hails from New York.
Brig Goodwin, Meyer, from Philadelphia for Cien«
fnegos. with coal and locomotives, went ashore .Jan
22d, off Castle Isle, and remained. Two officers,
the sleward, and four seamen, arrived at New York
4th inst on steamer Alene, from Aspinwall.

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Dutch Island 3d, sch Elsie M Smith. Jewett
from Fortune Bay, NF, for New York, (and sailed.)
Ar at St John, NB. 4th, schs M J Sewall, Wallace
and Nellie Florence, Stone, Portland.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO -In port Jan 27, ship Norris,
Barstow, for Puget Sound, to load for a direct South
American port.
ASTORIA, O—Ar Jan 25,>hlp Sea King, Getcbell,
Portland for Queenstown.
GALVESTON—Ar 4th, brig Cbas Dennis, Connacher, Boston.
«11_

Boston.

PENSACOLA —Cld 4th, sch L A Lewis, Warren,
New York.
BRUNSWICK—Old 1st, schs Jas T Morse, Tupper, New York; M K Rawley, Spaulding, for ProviGEORGETOWN—Ar 4th, sch
Putnam, Guadaloupe.
WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 4th,
Sheppard, Now York : schs F
Charleston; John S Ingraham,
mouth.
Cld 4th, sch J P

Hattie McG Buck,
brig Addie Hale,
Tower, Wilson,

N

Drinkwater, Wey-

Wyman, Torrey, Port au Prince.
ALEXANDRIA—Sld 2d, sch H C Higginson.Fales

Havana.

BALTIMORE—Cld 4th, schs Nina Tillson, Acborn
Merrow, Chase, Boston.
WILMINGTON, DEL—Ar 2d, sch Mary D Wilson, Gott, New York.
Passed up, sch Fannie A Milliken, from Mobile
for Philadelphia: Carrie A Norton,
Hodgdon, from
Charleston for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, barque Stillman B
Allen,
Eldridge, lloDg Kong 124 days; sch Ida Francis,
Francis, Apalaehicola.
Cld 4th. bug Merriwa, Adams, Perth
Amboy; ech
Georgia, Coffin, Cardenas; Florence Leland, Aaarns,
Havana: John F

Matanaas.
Passed the Gate
from Hoboken tor
for Providence.

testimonials, received irom tlie
Druggists of the United States:

MURDQlK’SUqUID

Trains Leave Boston

1,000

mer; Heleu Sands. Loiing; Ada Gray, Plummer,
aud ICenuard, Peters, une; brig
HarrySmith,Weeks
for New York, ldg; sells Mattie W
Atwood, Newcomb. and Martba N Hale, Robbins, une.
Arat Aspinwall Jan 1«, sell Mary A Dyer, Bradley, Boco del 'lore.
Sid fm Santa Cruz Jan 14tb, sch Clara
Fletcher.
Sargent. New York.
Arat Lagmyra Jan 14, seb AlfarettaS
Snare.

Smitb, Fernandma.
At St Mare Jan 13, sch Lizzie
Major, Foster, for
New York, ldg.
Ar at Havana Jan 27, seb Isaac Carlton, Drisko
Calais 16 days.
At Caibarien Jan

2U, barque Tatay, Gorman, fm
StJago, ar 25tb, wtg; Georgietts, Wallace, from
Portland; Henry A Bnrnham, York, for Delaware
Breakwater, ldg; BCh Eben Fisher, Reynolds, from
New York, a- 25tb.
Sid fm Matanzas Jan 28tb, schs Arthur
Burton,
Crockett. Savannah; 30th, barque Jose E Moore,
York; Feb 1. barque Nellie E RumPew
ball. Ocnm, New York; sch A D
Knight, Drmkwater, <lo.
In port let, barque Charles
Loring, Thestrup, for
North of Hatteras,
I vans,
ldg; brig Giles
do; schs V ictor Peters, do; Lizzie Loring, Peters,
Dewey,
& **llcn,
aiufF L

by
physician.

successfully without an

cough

wuuvi-u

us

wav

stages of Phthisis, and

ouro u nniu

ouu

supporting
a

up

Mans

a
so

umj ujr

herself by the banisters.
She remained
month; cough left her; had gained nine pounds,

and returned to her former labors of 12 hours daily,
and has been at work one month,
Mrs. S.—Been sick for 23 years and under treatment the most of the time, suffering badly from
neuralgia and uterine troubles, and had been treated by some of the leading specialists of Boston and
Massachusetts for the same, but no relief.
When
received at the Hospital was confined to her bed.
In 30 days is able to sit up and walk in the ward.
Neuralgia lias left her and her other complaints are
much better.
Jan26SM&W

IMPORTED

WINES &
g-3 nil

IIQUOBS

kind*,

iu the

fi'Kl«!SAL PACKAGES,
-—K>it SALK BY

R, STANLEY & SON,

importers

(SHEW HO. FORE sriitEET, |>ORTLAND. MAINE.
Also, General Managers for Kew England,
FOB TUB CELEBRATED

Summit

Mineral Spring Water,

OFBOJH
augl

JMARRISON,

-

at

_

MAINE,

HOUSE, Court St.—W. S.

fir. KEDIWS
OFFICE,

»ug2a

&

A. Young, Pro-

BATH.

Lovejoy & Son, Proprio

BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS-W. K. Field. Proprietor
CORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—0. E. Woodbury Proprietor
CALAIS.
huusb-m. u.

uaraner, proprietor.
COBNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLNWOBTH.
HANCOCK

HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor.

EASTPOftT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H.

Proprietor.

Bucknam.

nOIILTON.
SNELL HOUSE vD. 0. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
Dewitt HOUSE—Qulnby & Mnrcb, Proprietor
JHACKIAS.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
NOBBIDGEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
01TY HOTEL, Comer of Congress and Green Sts.
J. W. Robinson Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Unloe
Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.- J. G. Perr,

Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson
Proprietor.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
PHILLIPS.!
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H, Smith, Proprietor,
SACGABAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-W. S. Pratt, Proprieto
SHOWHEGAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W, Haines, Proprietor
III RANI.

MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pngsloy.I Proprl

otor.

FISTULA AM) PILES

27® Middle St., open from Fell. 9th to

Feb. 25th.jj

DIRECTORY.

Proprietors.

Co.,

greatly, exhausted, with

and in the first

d&wly

__

BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker & Co.
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.-Stumcke & Goodwin, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice Sc Son.

month.

Mrs. Y.—Came to

JjJ JjJF

BOLSTER’S .HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

Mrs. T.—Has been treated for fifteen years by
some of the leading physicians of Boston and Maine
and many specialtfets for her troubles, lung, liver,
uterine troubles and severe rectal troubles and badly constipated; came to the hospital greatly reduced
and exhaussed, and confined to her bed; gained daily, and m thirty days was able to walk and ride
out, and was williug to leave, but will stav another
bad

instance^

BETHKL.

It is a household bottle; we use it as such, and all
do that hav e ever used it, as it will make blood faster than all preparation known, and new blood will
cleanse the system of disease.

York; Falmouth, Look,

St John, NB, 4th inst, sch Julia S, Wilson,
Portland.

midile-aged, and old. It contains 126 prescriptions for all acute and chronic diseases, eacn one of
which is iuvaluable.
So found
the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any
300
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a liner work, in
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional,
—than any other work sold in this country for $2.60,
or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Price only $1.00 by mail, post-paid.
Illustrative
sample 6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical Association, to
the officers of which he refers.
This book should be read by the young for instruc
tion, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benetit
all.—London Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfincu Street, Boston, Mass,
who may he consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all oth-TTTi IT e r
physicians a specialty. Such treat-fail ii e‘d

BETIiEL HOUSE,—W. F.
tors.

A Co.

Brondw^y and Mill Ml.
mcKesion A Bobbin*.
And all the Wholesale Healers.

une.

Cardenas Jan 25, barque Tatay, Gorman,
St Jago; sch Eben Fisher,
Reynolds, New York.
In port Jan 2(1.
barque Henry A Burnham, York,
for Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fm Halifax 3d,
brig& L F Munson,* Smith, for

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debili.
ty, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscretions or excesses. A book for every man, young,

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.

HARTFORD.
T. Mewsou & Co.
Geo. W. William* A Co.
Tal oti, Fri-hec & Co,
NEW YORK.
&

WORK

ON MANHOOD.

prietors.

19. A- J. Brewer.

Hcgemun

MEDICAL

AUBURN.

Clapp A Mon.
Chamber*, Cal ?er A Co.
fi&eusou. Mmit a & Co.
SPRINGFIELD.

New York.

sugar.
In port Dec 10, ship Alex McNeil, Sproul, from
Hiogo, ar Nov 27, for New York, takes about 4,000
bales hemp and 1,000 tons sugar.
Sld fm Iloilo Deo 1, barque Furness Abbey,Guest,
for Boston, w ith 24,320 pels sugar.
In port Dec 12th. ship Wm J Kotb, Bray, for New
York, takes about
tons sugar.
Passed Point Indio Dec 26, barque Megunticook
Hemingway, from Rosario for Boston.
At Buenos Ayres Dec 31, barques Chestina Red-

GREAT

ELM

Oti*

.11. IV.

PRICE $!.

KNOW THYSELF
A

PROVIDENCE.

3d, sch Ellen Crusoe.
HYANNIS—Ar 2d, schs HS Bridges, Littlejohn,
Calais via Portland for New York; Edw A DeHart,
Eaetport for do. (and both sailed 3d).
Passed by 3d. sch Everett Webster, for New York
PROVINCETOWN—in port 4th, schs Silver Spray
Maloney, and Telegraph, Gilchrist. Thomaston for

pels

266TH EDITION.

Embracing the leading Hotels at which the Daily
Pbsss may always be found.

PORTLAND.

Blanding.
George C. CTalln

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SP1CEK Superintendent.

octlhtf

On Trains

The Portland
[Published

i'ared without the Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM READ (M.D., Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Harvard, 1876), offlcr*.
Evasia Houmc, 9 75 Treiuout street Stowtou,
give special attention to the treatment of FISTUAIVI> ALL OB.k,fe’A»E8 OF
BECT5JM} without detention from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlet eent
on application.
O1**Houm—11 a,m, to 4 p.m.(except Sundaye)*
xeoiu

di y

every

Portland for Dexter, Bangor
and
Yanceboro, 8t John, Halifax
Provinces, 8t.A ndrews, 8t. Stephen,

County, and all
stations on It. A Pi*cataqnin K. R., 1.26
1.30
m.,
m.:
p.
$11.15
p.
m.,
p.
for
and
llelfau
1.26
Bkowbegau
1.30 p. m.,
p.
m.,
m.:
$11.16
p.
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.26 p.m,, 1.30
p. m. 11.16 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.16 p. m

TO BE HEEPFUE.
TO BE INTERESTING.
TO BE ENTERPRISING.

wick
7.00 a. in., 1.30
p. m.,
6.16,
$11.15 p. m.; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m., 6.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at li.16 p. m.
Rockland, and Knox <5L (Lincoln R. R.,

TO BE TRUSTWORTHY.
TO PROMOTE GOOD CAUSES.

7.00 a.m., 1.30
aa. Auburn and Devri*.1.25 p.m., 6,05 p.m. Lewton, 8.16 (.
iftton ▼!»
runswick 7.00 a.m., $11.16p.m.;

TO GIVE EVERY SUBSCRIBER HIS MONEY’S WORTH IN
GENEROUS MEASURE.

Winthrop,

m.

jLuiAHLaiuiug

Original

and selected

ment of the nation.

Landings

freight
Ice

permitting.

and

reforming sentiIt will discuss all political

TERMS.
DULY, by carrier $8.00
year, by mail $7.00 a year; in advance.
For the WEEKLY, $3.50 a year.

m
arriving at Boston at 10.45,
m„ 1.15, 5.10, and 7.16 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3»30, and 7.00p.ra., arriving at Portland
8.05 and 11.00
at
6.00.
1.00.
m.
r.
PORTS AND FOKSCARBOKO BEACH
AND P1N1£ POINT at 6.16, 8,45, a. m., 3.00,
5.45 p.m. (See note.) FOR OLD ORCHARD
at 6.15, 8.45 A.m., 1.00, 8.00, 5.46 p.m. (See note)
FOB SAC’© AND ItlDDEFORD at 6.15,
8.45 a. m., 1.00. 3.00, 3.30 and 5.45 p. m. FOB
KENNERCNK at 6.15. 8.45 a. m.. 1.00, 3.00
aud 5.45 p. m. FOB WELLS at 6.15, 8.46 a.
in. and 3.00 p.m.
(See note) FOB NORTH
BERWICK AND DO V Eli, at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m., 1.00. 3.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR SALMON
FALLS and GRG 4T FALLS, at 6.15, 8.45
a. m., 1.00 and 3.00 p. m.
FOB NEWMAKKET at 6.15, 8.45 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOB EXETER. HAVERHILL,
LAWRENCE
AND LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.} 1.00
and 3.30 p, m. FOB ROCHESTER, FARMINGTON. N. 19., AND ALTON BAY. at
8.46 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD* N. II.. (via
New Market Jot.) at 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. m., (via
T
_N
Q A K

in advance

paid

$3:00

a

a

If

year.

CLUBS.
In view of the fact that the present year is to be
of

one

great political importance

has been determined to

and excitement it

make experiment of offer-

Weekly Tress to clubs of new subsoribfavorable terms, With regard to the club
rates the following conditions must be understood:
1. The members of the club must be new sub
scribers.
2. The order for the number constituting the club
must bo sent at one time.
3. New names may be added to the club within
three months at .the same rate paid by the original
members.
4. The money must in all cases be forwarded w ith
the order.

ing

the

ers on

vw

If] O It NINO TRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNFKUNK at 7.26, and DOVERat8.00 ARRIVING at PORTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.06.
Note—The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland will
not stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborough. Pine Point and Wells only to take passengers
for Bcston
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.
K&^l'he 1.00 p. m, train from Portland connects with Sound Eine Steamer* for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Rail Eine* for New York
and the South and West.
Purlor Cars on all through
trains.
Seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

SPECIAL RATES.
*FOR NBW SUBSCRIBER* TO T1IE

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

copies,

3

(each $1.86)..$3.70
year, (each $1.76)...$6.2
year, (each $1.66).$6.60
year, (each 81.50) .$7,60

J4P*K,

4

1

5

1

Additional

cisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco rognlarly tor
Japan, China and Sandvrloh Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and fnrthei
information, apply to or address the General Eas
tern

rate.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. BOSTON FOB
PORTE AND at <3.00 p. m.

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passsage tickets by the White Star,
FORCunard, Anchor,
State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotter-

dam, Amsterdam and Italian Hues, all first elase
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe' to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing s.liomcs
Ac. and other information apply to J. L. FABMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

TaulOly
CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

desiring to send for friends in the Old Country will save money by bnving their prepaid
steerage ticket, at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Excbange Street, (don’t mistake; he
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at prs>
sent reduced rates by theCunard and other fast fin.
class mail steamers coming direct across tbe
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding aU
dangers from iee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00: Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiil and Galwav, $24.00; Hamburg, Autwerp, Havre, Alanheim, Amsterdam, Ro
terdam, Paris. Bremen and liar ineen. *27.00
uopennagen, Christiana, Ohristn wand, Bergen
Trondhjem, Gotoborg, Malino, 828 JO; children nn
der 12 hall fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low ratee.
jan 24dtf22 Exchange St.

ALL

ALLAN LINE
Winter Arrangements.

I
I

STEAMER
s

I

Liverpool [
HaUfax.

|

If you wish to take a live daily
paper this year, yon can do it.

PREMIUM OFFER.
To anyone who obtains THREE new subscribers to the Weekly Press at the club rate

will send the Portland Daily Press one
year for...86.
To anyone.who obtains focr new subicrib.
ers to the Weekly Press at the clnb rate
we will send the Dhily Press one year for 85.75
we

To anyone who obtains five new subscribers
to the Weekly Press at the elnb rate we
will send the Daily Press one year for... 95.50
anyone who obtains tes new subscribers
theWeekly Press at the club rate we
will send the Daily Press one year for.... 9 j.©o
To anyone who obtains twehiy new subscribers to the Weekly Press at the club
rate ($1.25 each) wo will scud the
Daily
Press one year for. 94.00
To auy oue who obtains trirt y or more new
To

to

subscribers to the

Weekly Press at the
club rate, ($1.25 each', we will send the

jan.

Polynesian..!
Parisian.1

Jan. 17
<•
24
*•
31
Feb. 7

3
10
17

"
••

PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.,
Portland, Maine.

From Portland
via. Halifax.

Gla.|OW A' Portland Fortnightly Service

|

STEAMER.

From

Austrian.
Scandinavian

|

From Portland

I

Onorabont

Glasgow.

Dec. 2b
Jan. 9
23

Hanoverian-_“
For passage apply to I .EVE
16

|

|
|

j»n. 13
“29
Eeb. 0

& ALDEN General
Passenger Agents
State St., Boston, and E. A.
WAI-DRON. 40 Exchange St. T. P IvftGOWAN
P“«8«or freight ,o H. it
42aJ?<?nAgS,S8ASt”.0r
ALLAN. Agents, No. 1 India
A.
St., Pori land.
nov24
dtf

DODD’S

-Newspaper Advertising Agency,
363 WASHINGTON NT.,
ROMTOFf
Advertisements received for erery Paper In tho
United State* and British Provinces at tho Lowe*
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully ffiv**
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Pkkss Kept for
inspection** +ny
hfitivnates furnlRfced.
Send for Circular,
*
of 100 ehoirn ncwR(?r«pen*.

T.

C.

EVANS’
and renters’

Advertising Agency

Warehouse,

106 WASHINGTON Ml.,
BOSTON
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinda of
Printer*’ Material*. Adiptlteeusckits inserted in all
or Canadas at
pai>er In the UnlWrt
publishers
Owe?t prfop*

one

year...FREE
Sample crpies will be sent on application.
Address all business communications to the

1884

THUKSftAY,

THURSDAY,
Dec. 27

...

Circassian...!

?

Daily Press

*'r!nu
via.

rate.

1 year, (each
1.45).
eSsb.OO
Additional copies at the same rale.

20

1883.

l.ivrrpool, Halifax and Pn-tland Merries

Sardinian

year, (each S1.35)...$13.60
Additional copies to nineteen at the
same

Agents,

C. Mj. BARTLETT & L'O.,
113 Minte Street, for. Brand *(., Boston
or to W. D. LITTLE A
CO.,
ebSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.

copies to nine at the same

1

10

( niM/t

C.landa, New Zealand nvA
A Batt alia,
Steamers sail from Now York for Asplnwall en
tbe 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

1 year,
1

CAUF0RN,A>

tfoadwleh

iudinii oiAiL rrtr.oD,
2

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and Qeneral Ticket Agent
1883.
febl dtf

Portland. Feb. 1,

T9

the

For

-ijp.
*JS2L-£2_a.

cni^.d:E&V,u™*A.*l''>VTlat'a'WDU
oots

every de-

questions vigorously and courageously with full liberty of opinion concerning the wisdom of measures,
the character of politicians and the merit of official
services.

__

&c.

to

L*

intelligent progressive

of the

PASNENQEKTRAIWILL LEAVE!
POKTLAAD for BOSTON
6.15,8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30
e

Ogdensburg

useful

POLITICS.

On aud after Mommy, Oct. 15, 1883,

S.U55 A.
For Fab van’e. Littleton, Lancaster,
and tdi points on B.O.M.R.R., St. Jolinsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
O. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
tf.OO p*m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Train* arrive ia Portland:
10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
10.00 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

articles

will faithfully and earnestly support
the cardinal principles of the Republican party in
the firm conviction that they have been the salvation of the country in the past and will secure its
prosperity in the future. It has little respect for
the ideas, or the statesmen, controlling the Democratic party for the last forty years, and not more
respect for those controlling it now. It believes that,
in order to successfully oppose and prevent the
malign influences fostered and organized within the
Democratic party, the Republican party must be
true to its own highest purposes and keep abreast
The Press

Boston & Maine Railroad,

18SJ, itut&l further notice Pn^cuger
Train* leave Portland: a* follow*:

of practica

A pure and wholesome tone in

STAGE CONNECTIONS
with p. ei. train for Turner, Chase Mil s, "West
Sumner, Britton’s Mills, Pern, Dixftah Mexico
and Rumford Falls.
L. L. L1NCOJ ft. Snpt,
octlo
dtf

N. V.,
AND MONTREAL.
On and niter Monday Oet. Sth,

corespon-

partment of the paper.

a. m,

OGDENSBURG,

Steamer
LEWISTON
(’apt.
i Chas. Deering, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every FriwSCTfflhirr-*1' day Evening, at 11.16, or on

>■

and distinction.

_Connections via Grand Trunk Rail
way leave Portland for Bucktleld and
‘-Canton, 7.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.15 and

BURLINGTON, VT„

urjgui.

Ml Desert & Mas

arrival of Steamboat EvnroBH Trains from
tor Rockland, Oastine, »Deer
Isle, *3edgwi»te,
(Stage from Sedgwick to Bine Hill on arrival of
Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors, Millbridge
and Machiasport.
Also with B. A B. Steamers at Rockland, going
East, for River Landings.
KETURNlIVSji.wTil leave Machiasport at 4.30
a. m. every Monday and touching at Inter mediate
Landings, connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (oomiug West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River
for Port-

Special articles by writers of authority

RAIliHOAU-,

ONLY LIKE THROUGH THE HOP.
—TO—

uy

Maine Farmers.

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. 15, ’83.

Portland & Ogdeustarg RTr!

jeiitus

“House and Home Papers”
value.

Humford Falls & Bue&iHeM

ftotll_dtf

*»I_dtf

4amnt*m

dents.

octl2dtf

T.FURBER,

stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail Roads, and Stage Ront.es.
received up to 4 p. m. and any lie
ISF Freight
formation regarding the same may he had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and farther information apply a
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HEl'BET. President, and Manager

'•aiA&K'

ests.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’i Manager.
Ticket Agt.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ton minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of I?I. E. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at I’niun
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J.
Gen. Supt"
3 «H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent. Portland.

Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock, Grand

Winter Arrangement.

Early and complete marine intelligence.
Prompt publication of all important news.
Watchful regard for Maine business inter-

__

Bangor,

«

er.
.1
tbi. Cine will
Lravr Railroad Wharf.
State
street, every Monday awl
Thursday at 0 p. m.. for Eastport and St.
Jobn, with connections for Galais, Robbinston, St.

foot

-..

and 11.14 p. m.; Bath, 6.56 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.65 p. m.
SSrunawick, 7.25 and 11.30 a. in., 4,30
p. m. 12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,8.16 a.m.,
l. 15pm, Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.16p. m. 11.20 pm.; Phillips, 6.65 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrop, 10.13 a.
m. being due in Portland
as follows :Tbo morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.
liewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
and alllntermodiato stations aud connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Watervillo, Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p.m.
The
Night Pull man Express train at 1.50 a.m.
Limited Ticket* first and second class for
8f.Joba and Halifax on s ale at reduced
rates*

—

ON AND AFTER MONDAV, DEC. 3,1, glean-

Critical and instructive book reviews.

fZnugor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m,5.10p. m. Belfast, 8.30 a. m., 3.06 p. m.;

9.45

Me.,
Calais, Die., St,
John. N. B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.

Steamboat Co.

Full and accurate market reports.
Particular attention to State news.

Skowhegan, 8.20 a. m. 3.16 p. m.; Woterville, 9.16 a. m. 1.65 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 6.15 a. m. Augusta- 8.00 a.
m. 10.00 a.
10.55 p. m.;
id., 2.45, and
lint-diner, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a. in., 3.07,

F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’i. Pass. &
Portland Oct. 12. 1883

Steamers.

Eastport,

Choice stories and poems.

1.30

—

Portland
Direct.
Thors. Jan. 10.
Tburs. Jan. 24.
Thursday Feb. 7.
From

MONTREAL, Tburs. Jan. 3.
ONTARIO, Thursday, Jan. 17.
•No cattle or sheep carried by these
CABIN—$50.00, $60.00 and $70.00.

Portland, Bangor,

FEATURES.

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; 8t. John,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton. 9.30 a.m.,
8.30 p. m.; 8t.
Stephen, 10.16 a. m.,
0/1

From Liverpool
via Halifax.
DOMINION, Tburs. Dec. 20.

Menan, Camoobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Picton, Sbedlac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Char
lottetown. Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othe*

AIMS.

Anjgn*ta,HaIlovreIl>Oar«lisierandBrunft'

1

Liverpool, Halifax and Portland Serviee

Andrews,

Fredericton, Aroostook

a.

Portland.
Jan. 17.
Jan. SI.
Feb. 14.

TWO TRIPSPER WEEK

Year with bright prospects.

the

n,

From

Thursday,

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

The Press, having been reorganized
In all departments, enters upon the >Tew

follows

1.35

Daily Press.

[Published every Thursday Morning.]

Leave

«

DIRECT SERVICE
From Liverpool.
•SARNIA, 1 hursday, Dec. 27.
Jan. 10.
•OREGON,
Jan. 24.
TORONTO,

day, except Sundays.]

The Maine State Press.

On and after MONDAY, Oct.
15th. Passenger Trains will run

Vanceboro,
K An

1884.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

HALM CENTRAL RAILROAD.

m.;

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

RETURN—$90.00, $110.00 and $130.00.
INTERMEDIATE—$40.00. Return $75.00.
STEERAGE—$24.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $20.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trank R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dec 14
dtf

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Ticket* to all Point* South and
West.
Oct. 14,1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
o ctl3dtf
Gen’l Pass’r Agent

1883.

IN

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.

9.30 p.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SaturJ. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag*t.
days at 4p.m.
dtf
sep2l

LIVERPOOL AND PORTLAND-

and all points in the

7.30, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 1.00 u. in.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 r. m
At 7.00 p m. 1 taii•,
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

lUonasonth,

dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Hew Fork.

DOMINION LINE.
Depot

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Jlilwnultee,
Cincinnati, St. Louin, llniaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco

At

as

cure a comfortable niffht.’a rent, and avoid the expens© and K convenience of arriving in Boston lat©
at night.
Pickets and Staterooms for sal© at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Tickets to New York, via the variom*
Bail and Sound Lines for sale.!
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. ( OYliE, Jr., (Jeacral Agent.

^Through

—TO—

York.

m

__dly

HOTEL'

\V. 52.

EOBEION PORTS.
At Manila Dec 15, ship Wm H Lincoln,
Daley, fin
Iloilo, ar Dec 8, for New York, to fill up with 2,000
bales hemp.
Sld fm Cebu Dec 6, barque Edward May, Johnson, New York with 4128 f els hemp and 16,000

NEW YORK.

mav30_

W. F. Phillip* Ik Co.
J. W. Pea-kiii* & Co.

4th, sch| Hyue, Fletcher,

BOSTON -Ar 3d, sch B C Cromwell, York, from
Cardenas 15 days.
Ar 4th, steamer Cleopatra, Colby, Annapolis, NS;
*
C H Hodgdon. Hall,New York.
Cld 4tn, sch Jona Bourne, Thompson, Savannah.
Ar 6th, sch Eagle, Spaulding,
Philadelphia.
SALEM—Ar 4th, sch Annie T Bailey. Bearee.
Boston for Booth hay.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 3d, sch E H Wearer, Weaver, Newport News.
BELFAST—Ar 4th, sch Daylight, Hodgdon, Portland, to load for Charleston.

18 BEAVER STREET,

food.

BOSTON.

land.
Sld

Ar at

re-

Wholesale

s

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

Geo. C. Godwin & Co.
Week* & P tter.
Carter. KX'irrls &r Hawley.
Gilman ISroH.
Mmioh, Doolit k & Mniith.
Oti* tinpp A Koa.
Cutler Bi-o*. &-■ Co.
Buwt liros.&: «ird.
T. Hold*.
B. G. & O. C. Wilaou.

VINE*ARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, barque Henry L
Gfegg, Djer, Buenos Ayres for Boston.
Sid, barque S E Spring; schs Douglas Hovey, Bertha E Glover, and E H Weaver.
Ar 3d. schs Mary Steele, Young, Virginia for Port-

Sagua.

same

follows

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

74

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

We wish to mention a few facts in relation to this
valuable preparation. Jt is one of tbe articles in
our large stock that we have not been soiicited to
purchase, as the manufacturers solicit no business
beyond what the physicians create, and the demand
is increasing all the time. Three years
ago we were
selling a few cases; now, in the same length of
time, we are selling as many hundred cases. It is
the only Raw food Extract known, and it is rendered as high as it can be retained in
solution, making
a teaspoonful equal to about one-half
pound of common food, and can be retained
by the stomach when
so weak as to refuse water. It is excellent in
fevers,
as the fruits relieve the meats of their
heating properties, and combined, supply sufficient nourishment
to sustain the system, which prevents a relapse of
the patient. It is valuable for all chronic
diseases,
as it will make blood faster than all
preparations
known, and that will cleause the system of disease.
For infants that do not thrive well on their
food, the
advice of tbe Murdock Liquid Food Company is not
to change the lood hut add five to twenty
of
drops
the Liquid Food, and the change in a few
days will
warrant the abandonment of all other food (see lahel en each bottle).
The company, to confirm its
value, have established two free hospitals, one for
infants under four mouths old of fifty beds, and
they keep them one year free of expense except
clothing. Their object is to reduce the mortality
from cholera infantum, teething and
weaning, as
there is not one ca?e known for three years of a child
having cholera infantum when fed with Liquid
Food, or dying from it when treated by a physician.
Tbe woman’s hospital contains thirty
beds, free
from one to six months for 2ny case that will not
yield to treatment of their physician by his giving a
a letter relative to tbe case.
The company do not
wish the same for publication, but for reference for
the physician/enabling them to treat other
patients
by the same treatment.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, brig Nellie Ware. Morang
au Prince; schs Benj JPabens,
Keene, Salt Cay;
Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Weehawken.
Ar 3d, sch Mattie J Alles, Crockett.
Amboy.
Ar 4th, sch Ella Frances. Aall, Newcastle.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, sch Henry
Prescott, Haskell, Apalachicola.
Sld 4th, sch Palestine, Bunker, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, sch Aliee C Jordan, Warren
Boston for Philadelphia, (and sld 3d.)
Ar 4th, sch Mary Brewer, Kenney, fm New York

Ar

Liquid Food the

of

run an

The elegant now stosmor IREMONT and farorlte
FOREST CITE will alternately lease
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’eloek p. m.
mid INDIA WHARF, Boston,at 6 o’eloek p. at.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se-

steamer

TICKET OFFICES:

attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

in the
Free Hospital of seventy beds supported by
the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston. This is confirmed by the following

Pert

^.?’:i5arml
Childs, Torrey,

use

TIME.

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m.,
3.16 and 6.50 p. m.
From Crorhant, 9.45,8.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
From Chicago, ITS outrun 1 and Quebec,
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Montreal.

Bleeping car

sults can be obtained as are obtained

4th, schs Elizabeth Arcularius,
Viualhaven; Millie Trim, Amboy

for Portsmouth.
NEW BEDFORD—Sld
New York.

Trains will

Oakland and North Annon, 1.25 p.m.*Farcuiueton, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
(The 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with

BAKING POWDER made
By the

OF

Ou and utter MONDAY, OCT. 13th, 1*83,

Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 5.30
n. m., connecting with Fall River Lino
for New

jaul-Ieod.v \v4\vnr m

Sch Eliza Ann, from Clark’s Island for New York,
which struck on Trundy’s reef Sunday night, remains in good condition and it is possible for her to

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

A a. m. Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Juncfc., KIttery,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells,North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Con way Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
At 1.00 p. m. for Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford,
Conway
Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick,
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m..
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.
At 6.00 p. in. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.

Farmington,

and Grocer*.

CHEAPEST

MEMORANDA.

PAsrjAfjnrrr.A

rer saio oy all wrnggist

ciauneu tor u.

The BEST and

New York, (or Norfolk.)
Sid fm Bordeaux 2d inst, ship R PjBuck, Carver,
New York.

dence.

9toclce.

(By Telegraph.)
San, Francisco, Feb. 5 —The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Alta.
15/8
Best,&]Belcher.
2%

Eureka.

Schiedam Aromatic

PORT OF POKTI.ANH.

EAST MACHIAS.
Hathaway, Portland.

O. G. HANCOCK.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.. Philadelphia.
II. P. BALDWIN.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt., 119 Liberty Street. New
nov2t>dtf
York.

At

*

MAHIHON. At. nl,
70 l ong Wharf, Boston.

Washington Street, Boston.

ARRIVALS:

»»

to

E. H.

■J. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.

Train* leave Portland

BEST THING KNOWN

included.

Freight or Passage apply

de3ltt

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For Rorham, 7.40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

™

Meals and Room

_

For

steam-

DEPARTURE*:

Rough, Chapped and
Greasy skin, Blackheads,
Pimples, Skin Blemishes, and Infantile Humors, use
Cuticuba Soap, a real Beautiiier.

_

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

911

Eastern Railroad.

For

...

or

.,

(One Way, 8^.50.
New York and Philadelphia, ( Excursion, 4.00.

CHANGE

Sold by all druggists. Price: Cdticuba, 50 cts;
Resolvent, SI; soap, 25 cts. Potxee Hbuu and
Chemical Co„ Boston, Mass.
Send for “flow lo l ure Skin ft incases.”

jan30WS&w2w5

sure

sailing Teasel.
West by the Penn. B. R.. and
conn®ct,"S
Ones, forwarded free of com.
mission
Pnssugc Tea Dollar., Bonnd Trip SIN
_

tJJ.t 1ht for tJle

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

fiatients

rBrV
1

l.- buy tickets (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

Be

Wharf, Boston, 8
From Fine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
m.

Philadelphia,

Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.

J. W. PETERS,'Supt.

‘ne

Your Cuticuba Remedies outsell all other medicines I keep for skin diseases.
My customers and
say that they have effected a cure in every
nstance, wheie other remedies have failed.
II. W. BROCKWAY, M. D.
Franklin Falls, JST. H.

From Long

p.

Express Trains, Double Tract Stone Ballast

Chose connections made at Westbrook Jane*
Sion with through trains of Mo. Central K. R., and
stQrandTmnk Transfer Portland, with through
trains of Orand Trunk It. K.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portlaud
& Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of Kol
11ns & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•
Does not stop at Woodford’s.

CURE IN EVERY CASE.

Erery Wednesday and Saturday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Erery Tuesday and Friday.

in.

a. m.

This Powder never varies. Amarvelo
pnrit
Strength and whoiesomenass. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and oannot be sold in
competition with the mnltitude of low
tost, short weight
alum or phosphate powders, Sold only in earn.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., lots Wall St.. N. Y.
mch6
dlyr

From BOS i'93

AND THIBD AND BERKS STS.

8hi:i,

Absolutely Pure.

PIIIEAUEEPUIA

NINTH AND UREEN STREETS,

For Rochester, Bprltsxvale, Alfred, Waterbero and Haro Rlver.7.3© a. in., 1.05
S’. in., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. ns. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a. m., 11.15
a. m., and 8.85 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m.. 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For (iorhais, UaccarappR, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s,
at7.30 a. in., 1.05, 6.‘JO and (mixed)
*8.30 p. hi.
The 1.05 p. m. tialnlrom Portland eonneets at
Aye'* Jane, with SXooskc Tunnel Route for
theWest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich lice, and all rail,
VltSpringfield, also with N. Y. & N. E. R.
H .("Steamer Maryland Routo'’) for PhiladeiRnliimore, Washington, and tho
outh and with Restcn Jr A lbany R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving ‘Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

Hundreds of letters in our possession (copies of
which may be had by return mail) are our authority for the assertion that Skin, Scalp and Blood Humors, whether Scrofulous, Inherited, or Contagious,
may NOW be permanently cured by Cuticuka Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, Diuretic and
Aperient, internally, a.id Cuticura and Cuitcura Soap, the great Skin Cures and
Beautifiers,
externally, in one half the time and atone half the
expense of any other season.

The half has not been told as to the great curitive powers of the Cuticuba Remedies.
I have
paid hundred of dollars for medicines to cure diseas
es of the blood and skin, and never found anything
yet to equal the Cuticuba Remedies.
CHAS. A. WILLIAMS.
Providence, H. I.

Stations in Philadelphia

Clinlen, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, X,owell, Windham, nnd lip,
ping at 7.3© a. ns. and 1.05 p. ns.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
For

the Cuticcra Remedies.

GREAT BLOOD MEDICINES.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST,

m.

—

Direct Steamship Line.

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Forllaud at 7.3© n. m..
and
m„ arriving at Worcester
St 3.16 p, m. and 7.80 p. ra.
leave
Returning
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 *.
ra., arriving at Portland at 1.36 p.m. and 5.40 p.

AND

—

—BET WEEN-

—a-I.O.i

Humors, Humiliating Eruptions, Itching Tortures,

Boston

Bound Brook Route.

of Trains.

__Oh and after Monday, June AS,
ISS3, Passenger Trains will leave

season

Andes.New York..Porto Rico...Feb 8
Saratoga.New York. .Havana
Feb 9
Britanie....
—New York .Liverpool ....Feb 9
Furnessia.New York..Glasgow
Feb 9
Donau.New York..Bremen
Feb 9
Zeeland.New York. .Antwerp
Feb 9
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool
Feb 12
St Laurent.New York..Havre
Feb 12
St Domingo.New York.. St.Domingo.. Feb 12
Daliia. .New York. Liverpool....Feb 13
City of Puebla.New York..Hav&VCru*.Feb 14
Toronto.Portland... Liverpool.. ..Feb 14

Clenfnegos.New York. .Cienfuegos ..Feb
Niagara.New York. .Havana.
Feb
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool... .Feb

Arrangement

are

Cuiiccra Remedies are the greatest medicines
on earth.
Had the worst case Salt ltheum in this
county. My mother had it twenty years, and in fact
died from it. I believe Cnvci i:A would have saved
her life. My arms, breast and head were covered
for three years, which
nothing relieved or cured un
til I used the Cuticora Resolvent internally, and
Cdticdba and Coticura Soap e.vternaly.
_.1. W. ADAMS, Newark, O.

NT E AHERN.

mmm heading b. i

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER E. R

g|

Orinco.New York..Bermuda
Feb
Rbaetia.New York..Hamburg •••Feb
Ontario.Portland... Liverpool... Feb
Parisian .Portland...,Liverpool....Feb
Valencia
.New York.. Laguavra.. Feb
British Empire
New York..Hav & VCruz Feb 7
..

Portland and Worcester Line.

when tlia blood and perspiraIT tionat thisloaded with
impurities, that Disfiguring

Salt Rheum

RAILROADS.
_

||
HUiyiORS.il

TO CURE

Cleared,

the Boston National Banks for the past week:

Dr. G. W. Coliins, Tipton, Ind., says: “I
used it in nervous debility, broughton by overwork in warm weather, with good results.”

FOR

Abyssin la.New York.. Liverpool.Feb

Statement.

Boston, Feb. 6-^-The following is a statement of

Debility

in

ISoMtoii Bank

the

Irani Overwork.

Ilf
fill
IIU 11

KAILliVAm

....

...

Wit and Wisdom.

I! fill! IS THE TIME

If I*' A Q

^AU.6Nfi Days op STEAMSHIPS.

...

at 8.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Collections are made on
week days at 7.0 0 and 11.00 a. m. and 4.00 and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

10 7-16c.

Mobile, Feb. 6.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands 10%c.
Savannah, Feb, 5.—Cotton dull; Middling up-

Best 4-4.... 10%@12%!Fine 6-4.16 @18
lands 10 5 16e.
Med.4-4.... 7V2@10%(Fine7-4.18 @22%
Fine 8-4......20
Light 4-4... 6 @ 7
@26
Charleston,Feb. 5,—Cotton veryJ quiet;Middling6
Fine 9-4.22y2g27%
uplands lOVac.
jFine 10-4 ...26
Feb. 5.—Cotton steady; Middling uiMemphis,
j

Denims,best

m., 12.0(

Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 7.10 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.0© a
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 6.30 a. m., 12.00 m.
4.40 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt
Desert, Jonesport, Machias, Machiasport, East Ma
chias, Millbridge and Bar liarbor, via each steame:
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. n
close at 6.CK) p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sail
ot steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive a1
2.05 a. m. .Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the nonh—
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Axrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swan ton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R. It.—Arrive at 10.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.00 a. m. Close at 2.30 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
Sc R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.35 p. m. Close at 12.30
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
Sc R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted.) in the business portion of the city at 7.00

@ 8%'Fine 10-4....26

7

Light.

12.10 6.10
a.

iFine 7-4.... 13Vb@18
7%|Fine8-4.18te21
|»
t-Wi-na Q <1
ooSnni/
8

BLEACHED COTTONS.

m.

Great Southern & Western—Arrive at
8.20 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15
m.. 6.00 and 9.00 p. m.

"■*

Feb. 6.

SPOKEN
Dec 21, lat 45 S, Ion 62 W, ship Henry Villard,
from
New York for New Tacoma.
Baker,
Jan 24, lat 31, Ion 42,
barque Jas S Stone, Watson, from New York for Sydney, NSW.

bush.

Shipments—Flour 19,000 bbls, wheat 12,000 bn,
86 000 bush, oats 41,000 bush, rye 3,000 bu,
barley 31.000 bush.
St. Loins, Feb. 6.—Flour quiet. Wheat higher;
No(2 Red Fall 1 03S/b@l 04% Lard nominally at
9 CO,
Receipts—Flour 3,000 bide, wheat 8,000 bush,
com 00,000 bush, oats
00,000 bush .barley 0000 bu,
rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 1,000 bbls, wheat 7,000 bush,
com 00,000 bush, oats
0,000 bush, rye
0,000 bush
J
barley 0000.
Detroit, Feb. 5—Wheat is dull; No 1 White fall
at 1 03, No 2 White at 9414c.
Wheat—Receipts 11,000 bu; shipments 5,000 bti.
New Orleans, Feb. 6.—Cotton ii easy; Middling
corn

Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
cars miscellaneous merchandise: for
connecting
roads, 01 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

a. m.

and 12.00

bn, barley 6,000

23

m.

a. m.

bakers at 4 50.5:5 26: patents at 6 50,'<£6 25.
Wheat lower; February at 92@92%e; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 91% @9214c; No 3 at 76o;No 2 Ked Winter at 98% cffiL 00. Corn lower at
52%@52%e.
Oats are steady at 32yac.
Kye quiet 58e. Bariev
dull at 62c.
Fork active at 17 30@17 35.
Lard
opened 20@25c higher but closed with the advance
])?trtly lost, at 9 60@9 62%. Bulk Meats—shoulders
at 7 40@7 50: short ribs 9 00; short clear 9 65.
Keceipls—Flour 21,000 bble, wheat 24,000 hush,
corn 2U0.000 bush, oats 41,000 bush,
rye 80,000
Minn,

hoops.

..Portland,

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston ana intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.1' >
p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00 m. and
9.00 r

8.15

ll%@13c.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat id steam 3%d.
Chicago, Feb. 6.—Flour 1b dull; good to choice
Winter 4 76@6 60; soft Spring Wheat
4 00@4 CO;

Kuilrond Receipts

OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m., Sundays excepted
Sun days, open for Carriers and General Deliver J

rom 9 to 10

326 bush; exports 93,535 bush; sales 134,000 on
spot; No 8 at 66@56%o; No 2 at 62ya®62% e delivered; oltl No 2 at 63%o delivered, Ontn closed
steady with a trifle more doing; receipts 16,292 bu;
sales 81,000 bush on spot; No 8 at 38% c; White do
at 4214c; No 2 at
39%@40e; do White 43@43Vi;
No 1 at 40c; White do 45%
c; Mixed Western at 40
®41c; White do 42@47c; White State at 45@47c.
Sugar Ann; reflned easy; cut loaf at 8!4c; crushed
8140; powdered at 8c; granulated at 7 11-103)7% ;
Extra 0 at 6 H-IL;White do at 6%;Yellow at 6y2@
5%, off A 6%@7c; standard A 714®78/s; Confec
turners A 7%; Cubes at
8@8%c. Petroleum—
united at 1 10%. Tallow very
Pork is
easy.
very firm: moss spet at 16 37Va@16 60;familv mess
at 1»> 75@17 00; clear back 18
00.
Reef is
60@19
steady, i-ard advanced 10@15 points at opening,
afterwards weaker, closing with reaction of
8@lo
points andjnore doing for export; Western steam
spot 9fa0®9 75; reflned for continent at 10 00:
» A at 10 00.
Butter weak; Elgin Creamery at 30.
Cheese is|flrm; State at
ll@14%c; Western flat at

Foreign Export*.
PONCE,PR. Schr C J Willard-2600&skooks and
heads 1000 pra heads 20,000 clapboards 704 bdls

post office.
Not. 30, 1883.

POKTLAND

Sclir Normandie, Havana to north of Hatteras,
sugar $3, second port 26c extra, if breakwater 26c
additional.
Scjhr Phebe J. Woodruff, Portland to Baltimore,
heads 2y2C.
Schr Prescott Hezeltine, Belfast to Jacksonville.
ice $1.60.
Schr G. H. Hclden, New York to Barrauqilla,
boilers, &c., lump sum $1600.
Schr Teazer, Portland to New York, special cargo
long lumber for immediate shipment, $2.76.
Brig Yysidora Bionda, Portland to West Coast
Africa, general cargo.
Schr Fannie Flint, Portland to New York, lumber
2 60.
Brig Ernestine, Portland to Matanzas, shooks
and heads 20c.
Schr Wm, B. Huston, Baltimore to Portland, coal
140.
Bark Ethel, Philadelphia to Havana, coal $1.20,
balance cargo cooperage
Bark Golden Sheaf, Baltimore to Sagua and back
north of Hatteras, sugar 4 60, molasses 2 76 and
port charges paid.
Sehr Fred W. Chase,Portland to Matanzas or Cardenas, shooks and heads 20c.

Rswd for

W.W. SHARPE & CO.,
Advertising A rents,

3

PARK HOW,

FfKW TOVK

.nd^Svcn"
Sech^r0Pr‘,‘te,,
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^MO
Weexly Newsusners nf tha
*•»
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THE

THE MAYORALTY Ql'EMTION.

PRESS

W EDNESDA?

MORNING.

FEB. 6.

CITY AfrP VICINITY.
NKW' ABVEKTINE.TIENTti TODAY.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Owen, Mcore &-Co.
NEW ADVEBTISEMENTS.
Another Sale Mlllett & LI tie.
Annual Mark Down Sale—

Wyer,

Wanted—Situation.

temperament,
pendent iu judgment, with broad and intelligent views on all subjects, he unites in a large

Greene & Co.

Strayed

Pair of English Pug Dogs.
Meeting—Maine Savings Bank.
Painting ami Drawing—.T. B. Hudson.

degree

Annual

make

ENTERTAINMENTS.
C. M. Association.

Great ta'e

tc-day

drawers, skirts

etc

of night robes, chemise,
at 75 cents.

Owen, Moore & Co.
IjeUf

I have been

r

from Dr. Srrre.

18 West 35tb Street,
New York, June 1,1883.
sufferer in the past with Mala-

a

ria, which finally became Chills and Fever.
Treatment by my physician failed to help me.
X used Brandreth’s Fills and was cured.
Thirteen mouths have elapsed since then, and

I have bad

all the qualities

Other members of
for the same trouble,

no recurrence.

my family used them
with the 6ame good result.

I cheerfully indorse them for that 1’iness,
and also as a pleasant laxative or purgative,
according to the number taken. They are
nouflf iiojcl
remedy with me, end I am
without them. I would gladly give the
details of the fcregoirg *o any who might
choose to call upon me for them.
now a

never

Advice to Mothers.—MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used
when children »re cuttii g teeth.
It rel < ve*
the little sufferer at once; it produces nati a\

quiet sleep by relieving the child from
and the little cherwh awakes as “bright as a
button.” It is very pleasant to taste.
It
soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all
pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and
is the bf st known remedy for diarrhoea, whether
arising from teething or other causes. Twentya

bottle.

decs

__SM&W&wly

From St. John, N. B.
Editor “Christian Visitor” writes “Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam has been frequently used in the family of the editor, aud
always with the most satisfactory results.”

patit?

important qualities in auv <ffi;e and
in uone more thau it that of mayor.
Feb. S, 1884.
Citizen.
aro

Charles Eobcs’ Muggcsted.
To the Editor of the Press',
As it seems to be the order of the day to
BUggest candidates fcr the mayoralty we beg to
present the nruns of Mr. Charles Fobes, of
Burgess, Fobes & Co. We have no panegyric
to sing as to his qualifications for the
office, as
it would be wasting powder.
The question Is,
Mr.

"Has he sufficient ability for the office?” end
"
Would he run well?” I think both
questions
oould be answered in the affirmative. He
would make a good Citizens’ candidate, and
insure a great mauy votes at the
polls from the

large class of indifferents, which is
iu this community every year. Give
square, honest, public spirited

man

Sew

iucreasiug
good,
f/trsyear.

us a

Domino.

__

Mleauiahlp

Route.

Camden, Feb. 4tb, 18S4.
To the Editor of the Press:
Iu your issue of the 2d, I notice the following article on a new steamship line:
The Pre s the other day stated that Mr. Edwin
Cushing, late general manager of the
Portland, Banger & Machias line, had plans
on hand that would soon be
known. It is now
stated that a company of capitalists are
negotiating for the fine large steamer "City of
Hanford, of the Norwioh line, which will be
put on a ronie from Boston to Rockland Mtchias, Castino and Eastport.
Mr. Cushing
will bo general
manager of this line, Capt
of the Lewiston, will command the
boat, and the present pilot of the Ciiy of Richmond will he pilot, While
Mr.Holmes, uow
second engineer of the
Richmond, Will Ira
chief engineer.

peering,

This paragraph would seem to be
given in
the Press by my advisement.
Permit me to
say, since severing my connection with the
above line, I have had some plans, and I
propose to

MW&S&w

_

to

but secure for him the support of all citizens
who regard the repuiatiou of our city or the
administration of its affairs. Integrity aud ca-

The

_M.W&F&w

live cents

{needed

are

a

J. E. SERRE, Dentibt.

fet4

that

good chief magistrate.
The marked
Contrast he presents in character and training
to the present incumbent of the office cannot

AUCTION SALES.
Household Furniture.
M.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Nomination ol' Mr. Verrill Approved.
To the Editor of the Press:
Aliow me tr express eoy approval of the sugtion made by "Business” in this morning’s
Press with reference to a candidate for mayor.
No better choice could be made, I believe,
than .Mr. Verrill. He it an able, clean and
level-headed man, who is not only a good
lawyer bat a man of experience in public al‘
fairs.
Conservative in
inde-

develop

them

manly principles.

on

I

dm t intend to mislead my friends or the
pubCoughs, Colds and Scre-Thrcat yield readilylic in regard to them.
to B. H. Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum
Cough
1 wish to say in
regard to the above paraDrops.
graph that it may be true that capitalists are
negotiating for the fine steamer City of HartREPUBLICAN
ford, and that she may be put cn the route es
The Republican Headquarters,
indicated; but I am not a party to it, nor have
I been consulted in this particular
MO. 12 MARKET SQUARE,
enterprise.
In the various projects on foot I shall be
greatwiil be open EYEKY EVENING until after the
ly surprised if some one of them does not sucmunicipal election. All interested are invited to ceed and
substantially cover Ihe points indivisit the rooms.
cated in the above article.
My own personality in theso projects is of no great importance.
SPECIAL ADVERTISING RATFS.
1 have no money bags, but I Lave
brains

HEADQUARTERS

Adueitisements appropriately coming undtr
ihe classification heads, Wants, Help Want~
Situations

ed.

Wanted,

Sale,

For

To Let,

nd Lost and Found, net exceeding five lines
in length, (forty words), will be insetted in

enough to see that the conception of such an
enterprise Is based on sound financial principles, and if inaugurated and handled with
good abilities, it caunot fail of success. If
capitalists soo this, no suggestions from me
needed.

cents, if paid in advance.

At a proper time I may have
say upon the snbjocf, which will be of
interest to the public.

When pay ment is not made in advance, regular rates will be charged.

In connection with the samo
Deeriug telegraphs as follows:

the

Daily Press

The

week for twenty-five

one

large circulation

of the Press makes it

the best medium for these advertisements.
U.

8. Diatrict Court.

BEFORE JUDGE

Tuesday—The grand jury

morning

as

WERB.

was

impannelled this

follows:

L. Dennison, foreman, Phillips.
MoLain, Phillips.
Simon L. Webber, Harpswell.
John E. Tobey, Kittery.
Daniel
James

Jesse T. Patch, Kittery.
Charles H. Dearborn, Lebanon.
Edward H. Han scorn, Lebanon.
Thomas S. Carver, Leeds.
Cyrus B. Lane, Leeds.
James G. Blossom. Monmouth.
Stillman N. Donnell, Monmouth.
John Whitman. New Gloucester.
William P. Fuller, Phillips.
Abial Carter, Portland.
Greene, Portland.
Elbridge G. Fuller. Readfield.
John H. Wyman, Skowliegan.
David Horn, Skowliegan.

Wednesday,

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.
Term.

Tuesday—The traverse jury is the
last term, as follows:
Oliver Murch, foreman, Baldwin.
Wilbur F. Berry, Gorham.
Alton C; Brackttt, Westbrook.
Loren G. Brett, Ottisfleld.
Willard C. G. Carney, Portland.
Daniel H. Cbipman, Raymond.

same as

at

Jerris.

taken apart and rtflnished. It was the dullest
season of the year and all orders can be
promptThe fifty hands will not be thrown
ly filled
out of employment as there will
be work
to

do.

The work on the now wing and
will be commenced and finished
the

insur-

RgeLcy:

Springfield

Central, $3000; Hanover.
$3,000; Loudon, $1,500; Phcenix, N. Y $3 000-

Action

suit.

Moulton for plaintiff.
Haskell and Woodman for defendant.

Municipal

scorched while tho foundry proper was not injured iu the least.
There was a large amount of stock on hand
whioh was only damaged by water and will be

«^Pr»ntiE® Losing's
$3000; American

ant, Tucker, was about to leave the St. te, etc. The
case was tried at the February term, 1882, and a
verdict was rendered for the plaintiff for $125,
which was set aside on a motion for new trial. The
plaintiff introduced substantially the same evidence as at the former trial, and the court upon motion of the counsel for the defendant ordered a non-

BEFORE

pat-

ance:

defendant, alleging that the defend-

was

The Fire at the Store Foundry.
The fire at the Portland Stove
Foundry was
dircovered by Mr E.E. Brown,who pulled the
alarm. How the fire caught is unknown.
The
watchman went through the
building between
9 end 10 p. m. Monday and there were then
no
signs oi flame or smoke.
The flames started
in the wing, containing the
and

main building
the middle of March.
The following is a correct list of

for unlawful arrest upOD an oath taken by defendant’s agent on a writ, wherein Jerris was plaintiff
and Tucker

Feb. 5, 1884.

To Portland Press:
No man has authority to use my name in
connection w ith any steamboat project.
Charles Deering.

enough

Isaac Hacker, Brunswick.
David Ran8ton, Freeport.
George A. Newell, Windham.
jGfl?ph M. Prince, Falmouth.
Lorenzo D. Reynolds, Care Elizabeth.
Charles C. Stover, Pownal.
William H.

Castine,

_

wing were entirely destroyed but the wing containing the engine and boiler was only slightly

BEFORE JUDGE 8YMOND8.

vs.

Edward Cushing.
subject, Capt.

Court.

JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday—Michael Kennedy. Larceny, two cases;
county jail on each.
Joseph Yedicot, John Choritch, Joseph Yeaton.
Intoxication; fined $5 and costs each.
James Boylan, Edmund Batchelder, Patrick Murphy, Charles Deshon, Bartley Cook, Barrett Drisko,
five months in

American, $2,500.
At Dow, Coffin & Libby’s
agency: Insurance
Company of North America, $2 500

A'SwlifKDow’. agency:
don & Globe, $2,500; Queen’s
At the agency of Wm.

Liverpool,
$2,500.

Lon-

Allen, Jr.: Gnard<an
«uaru.au

Assurance Co., $1,500.

The loss will not probably exceed
$15,000,
aud tho insurance foots
The fireup $25,500.
men worked with skill and
energy and the
flames were extinguished at 11 a. m.
A

Beautiful medal.
Jn the window of Todd & Mcrse,
on Middle street, two doors
from

jewelers,
Exchange

leff,

co-emission merchants and fish dealers on
Union wharf, for compressed cod.
On one
side of the medal is the head of
Qaeeu Victoria in profile with the words “Victoria Regina” and on the reverse side “International
Fisheries Exhibition,
1883,”
a

surrounding

representation of fish iu nets, and also English
a
turbot,
cod and other fishlobster,

costs.

The firm of Perkins
&
Shurlltff werawarded this medal for their superior
quality
of compressed cod. They pack the

Bennett, Isaac Doherty, Adam tTns worth. Intoxication; fined $3 and costs each.
Hugh McGowan. Resisting officer; lined $3 and
Hugh McGowan. Intoxication, second offence; ‘JO
days in county jai ’.
Jotting*.
Cloudy, sleet, rain and fog yesterday. Mercury 17° at sunrise, 25° at noon, 28° at sunset;
Brief

wind northeast and southeast.
Still another lodge Knights of Pythias will
be instituted.
Mr. George M. Stan wood will leave tc-day
for a trip to Texas and New Orleans.
Mr?. £. C. Gardner sailed in the Canard
steamer “Scythia” from Liverpool Feb. 2d for
New York.
Commodore Senter will probably represent
the Portland Yacht Club at the meeting of the
New England Clnb in Boston to-morrow.
The loan exhibition in aid of St. Lake’s
sewing school netted between sixty and seven-

ty dollars.
Tickets for the children’s fancy dress ball
now ready and can be obtained of the com-

are

mittee.
Ex-Gov. D. F. Davis is at the Falmouth
Hotel. He is engaged with Mr. George H.
Townshend as counsel for Bantam, the Bangor lottery dealer, whose case wi 11 come before the U. S. District Court.
The Grand Regent, with other officers of the
Supreme Council Royal Arcanum came from
Boston yesterday afternoon and last night
witnessed the exemplification of work of Atlas Council No. 776, under the direction of
Regent F. E. Chase.
The members of Washington, No. 1, and
Bramhall, No. 3, Hook and Ladder Companies
extend a vote of thanks to the Portland Stove

Foundry Company, Mr. A. J. Rich, Mr. Merrill and Mr. Laug for their kindness in furnishing refreshments at the fire yesterday morning.
Messrs. M. S. Gibson and John E. Palmer of
•his city and Mr. C. G. Totman of Fairfield,
acoompanied by their wives, left Boston last
evening on a trip to Florida, Key WeBt, and
the Bermudas. Mr. Gibson will confer with
interested parties in the matter of an elegant
hotel at a prominent point iu Florida which

promising

compressed

cod nnder the patents of J. H. Baxter, D. L.
Ferrald and C. A. Dyer, the originators of
the five-pound packages.
Great Remnant Sale.
‘-ul ■*

deeds:

Harpswell—Stephen Sumett to the inhabitants of Orr's Island, land.
Brunswick—Margaret Lemont et al. to Edward B. Mallett, land, 8500.
Margaret Lemont et al. to Alfred B. Higto

Henrietta Cnmston,

Ub

WJ1I

DiiUUUU

their fourteenth grand semi-annual
sale of remnants Thursday
morning, at 8.30
o’clock sharp. The sale includes silks,velvets*
dress goods,
hosiery, fancy goods,

woolens,
mourning goods, linens, domestics and household goods, with shawls, cloakings and winter
garments in the cloak room.
The reduction
in these remnant sales, so called, are such as
afford remarkable bargains to purchasers, and
it has always been found necessary for shoppers to be

on

hand

early.

Association.
Representatives from different towns of the
State where skating rinks are located, met at
the Preble House yesterday afternoon to form
a State Polo Association
The rinks repreState JPolo

sented were:

Portland, Saco, Biddeford, Bow-

doin, Bath, Lewiston
association waB
elected:

Waterville. The
formed and the following offiand

cars

President—Geo. E. Whitney, Portland.
Vice President—John O. Patten, Bath.
Secretary—E. W. Freeman, Bowdoin.
Directors—L. H. Kendall, Biddeford; F. L.
Dunn, Saco; Mr. Billings, Lawiston.
After the election of officers the
journed till Feb. 12tb.

meeting

ad-

Portland Light Infantry.
Co. A, (Portland Light Infantry) held a social assembly at the armory last eveuiDg. Over
a hundred persons were on the floor which was
under the management of Captain Norton.
Messrs. Burnham, RicLardson and Hall furnished the music. At eleven o’clock the entire party convened below where a bountiful
sapper was served under the direction of Mrs.
Capt. Norton, Mrs. Sergt. Allen and Mrs.
Drink water.
Everything abont the
hall and armory looked neat and inviting, and
Co. A. should be congratulated upon the success of the affair.

Corp.

A Fine

Beni Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county bave been recorded at the registry of

UlUO.

«aoviuau,

commence

future.

gins, land, 83500.
Anthony Woodard
land and buildings.

and ohoruses are pretty long. Such diaas (there is too much iu the nature of
cues for the music.
With these exceptions
“Songs of the Rebellion” is very attractive.
The various war airs, so familiar to all, which
fired the patriotic heart twenty years ago, are
given with great effect by the Weber Club of
son’s

logue

twenty voices, led by Mr. John Morgan, and a
picked chorus of one hundred voices taken
from the members and friends of the Post, accompanied by Chandler’s orchestra of ten

pieces.

Last

A

Schooner.

fine

model for a three-masted schooner
was placed on exhibition
yesterday afternoon,
at the store of
Ryan & KeKey, and was pronounced by many seafaring men to have few

equals. This craft will be built by Hutchins
& Stubbs of Yarmouth, who ueed no recommendation for turning ont
superior built vessels. The schooner will be built for
Capt.
Davis of Cape Elizabeth, and will be named
for his

daughter,

Miss Ethel M. Davis.

will register 350 tons

She

night,

as

natural

was

on

a

first

public presentation, there

was a little hesitanthe part of the choruses in responding
promptly to their cues, but that will be obviatel with a second performance. The solos by
Mrs, Alice Carle Seaver were warmly receiv*
ed and created much enthusiasm.
The new

cy

on

scenery was very pretty, all of the tableaux
and some of them very beautiful. The use of
the colored electric lights in place of the lycopodium, for illuminating the tableaux, was a
happy device, and the audience was spared the
usual 6tifling odors. The various bugle calls,
the drills, the comedy element introduced by
tbe contrabands were all excellent, and that
the piece will enjoy a great deal of popularity
we have no doubt.
NOTES.

“A Hot Night on the Roof” is the title of a
farcical and musical comedv. in three acts
Dfj. u. vviuett, which Gus Williams will
possibly prodace next season. George W. Jane
is the proprietor ol the piece.
Mr. Frank Mayo will produce at Haverly’s
Theatre, Chicago, ou May 26, his new Dlay,
"Nordeck.” The scenery will be all new,' the
costumes historically correct aud the cast the
best that he can obtain.
"Princess Ida” at the Boston iiuseum on
Monday next, and “A Trip to Africa” at the
Bijon the week after, promise enough of novelty for the musical theatre-goers in the near
fature. Both works are cast in a splendid man
new

ner.

Mr. Henry E. Abbey is reported to have
made an engagement with Sarah Bernhardt
for a tour of the principal oitieB of the United
States. The engagement covers 100 nights,
Mme. Bernhardt furnishing her own coraDany
aud receiving f1200 a night, with all costs of

About Bilking Powder.
There are practically but three general classes
of the very useful compounds
known
as

Baking Powder.
First, those composed of commercial cream
of taitar, soda, and siarch or flour. Cream of
tartar is derived from a pecolar matter that is
deposited in the casks during the fermentation of sour wines. It consists of potassa united
with tartaric acid.
is
not

The cream of tartar of

usually

as
it
pure,
from
generally contains
three
to
thirteen per cent, of tartrate of lime, besides uncertain quantities of sand,
clay, flour,
In large doses it acts as a catharchalk, etc.
tic.

Second, those composed of alum, soda aud
starch

or flour.
Alum is occasionally manufactured from the earths which contain it
ready formed, but most generally from
minerals called “alum ores.”
In small doses
it is astringeot, in large doses purgative.

Third,

those composed of the acid phosphate
of lime, soda and starch. Phosphate of lime is
a constituent of all
grains and is an important
nutritive principle and an indispensable element in the construction of the animal tissues.
Fine white flour is much inferior to the
Graham or whole wheat flour, because iu the
process of bolting, tbe phosphates are discarded with the bran.
The phosphates are
uecessary to sustain life, and fine, white flour
alone, will not sustain life, because the phosphates are not present in sufficient quantity.
This has been demonstrated by actual ex-

periment upon rabbits, dogs, etc., and it was
this fact and the several undesirable
qualities
of cream tartar for raising
bread, that induced
Prof. Horsford to seek for a method of
pro-

ducing

acid

phosphate of lime suitable for
in tbe composition of
baking powders. He
accomplished his purpose, and has succeeded
far beyond his own or his friends’
expectations,
as the
Bread Preparation (a baking
powder)
that bears liis name, fully testifies.
Baking
Powder made by this process is the
only one
that adds anything to the nntritive
qualities
of the flour.
Many baking powders contain
an

use

very

place

Porthe held at

Prof. Robinson was always popwith the students, thousands of
whom will hear of his decease with sad
regret.
He was a genial, kind hearted
gentleman, instinctively drawing around him, wherever
he moved, a wide ciroie of friends.
Among the
thousands of pupils he had nnder his care he
always commanded profound respect and sincere affection. He died as he
lived, we believe
without an enemy in the world.
Second only
to his
Rev, Dr. H. P. Torsey,
brother-in-law,
the friends of the institution
with which he
was so long
connected, are more largely indebted for the
faitqful unremunerated services as
teachers in its early days of flnanoial embarrasmenta, than to any other person.
As a publio
speaker, Prof. Robinson held a high rank.
Always cool, self-possessed and dignified, he
maintained his positions with, logical force and
ability, showing himself a foeman, worthy the
steel of our ablest public
speakers, iu the
great forum of debate.
As a friend, he was
sincere and true.
Notwithstanding
c™hLdln«.
all these brilliant
qualifications, his crowning
excellence, was his dignified consistent, unswerving Christian character, which shown
steady blaze daring his entire life.
1° jil
And he died, as he
lived, in the full possession
of his mental
faculties, perfectly resigned and
sustained to the last by the Christiau’s faith
and hope
In all his domestic relations he was remarkably happy. He leaves a widow, a niece of
late Dr.
Ibe
E. Clark, a son, a wellknown journalist, and a daughter, the wife of
Prof. Pillsbury of Springfield,Mass. J. J. P.

Judgment

—

Adjourns

THURSDAY,

place

injurious ingredients.
RAILROAD

MATTERS.

merchandise, $195,876; total, $293,404; week
eDding Jan. 12, merchandise, $155,894; total,
$252,436; week endikg Jan. 5, merchandise,
$143,267; total, $249,777; week ending Dec. 29,
merchandise, $178,347; total, $302,625.
Last
year the returns showed for the week ending
Jan. 26, merchandise, $204,163; total,
$297,963;
Jan. 19, merchandise, $244,353; total,
$340,663;
January 12, merchandise, $245,081; total,$344,626; January 5, merchandise, $228,855; total,
$339,421; December 29, 1882, merchandise,
$260,443; total, $382,639. For the week ending Jan. 26 there was a decrease in everything
but mails and express, which showed an increase of $1132.
The decrease in passenger receipts amounted to $5887: merchandise, $20,The aggregate statement
237; total, $26,124.
for the past fonr weeks shows a decrease in

passenger traffio to the extent of $15,126, an increase in mails and express of
$4529, and a decrease iu merchandise of $243,489.
The total
decrease was $254,086.
SUBURBAN NOTES.

Ferry Village.
Quite-a large number assembled

at the remeeting in the M. K. Church vestry, Monday evening, for the express purpose
of hearing the public discussion on the constitutional amendment. C. A. Tilton led in the
discussion, and was followed by A. J. Robinson, T. G Hutchins, W. H. Whttemore, Dr.
J. W. Lowell, G. G. Henley, T. B. Curran, N.
B. Knight and Rev. Collins. The subject will
be open for general discussion at the meeting
next Monday evening when it is expected that
nearly all ol the leadiug members of the club
will be interested participant!.
The reform
club has, and is accomplishing a great deal of
the
ill
as
its
records
will
good
village,
testify.

form club

Faithful Old Ned.
A very valuable family horse belonging to
Rev. W. H. Haskell of the Second Church,

Falmouth, died last week of epidemic oatarrb.
He was a gift from the parish eleven years ago.
His gentle and noble presence has been asso
dated with so many seasons of joy and sorrow,
his death will awaken a multitude of tender
memories.
Professor Vrnncis A.

Bobinsen,

Ph. D.

Prof. F. A. Robinson, was born in Sydney,
Maine, Dec. 22,1827. He was the son of Rev,
Ezekiel Robinson, who for half a century was

leading clergyman in the M. E. Church in
Maine. Young Robinson from his boyhood bad
a studious, enquiring mind, and after fitting
for college, entered the Wesleyan University,
at Middleton, Conn., where be graduated with
high honors in 1849.
In 1850 he was ejected a professor In the
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female Cola

lege at Kent’s Hill, which position he held
twenty successive years excepting one year
spent as pastor of the M. E. church at Wilton
and Skowhegan, maintaining daring all this
time a high rank in his profession and a popu-

larity second to none, among the many able
teachers who have held positions in that institution of learning.
In 1871 he was elected a
professor in the Pennsylvania State Agricultural College, which place he held three years,
when he resigned on account of ill health.
After recuperating awhile, he aocepted the
position of principal of a young ladies’ seminary—a school of high grade at Goshen, N. Y.,
where be remained with marked sucoess for
two years, when he again broke down in health
and was obliged to resign. For several months
afteF, it was greatly feared by his friends that
his sickness wonld prove fatal, but he again
rallied and found himself able to engage in his
old profession.
In 1879 he was again elected to a frofessorship in the seminary and college at Kent's
Hill, where be taught until the close of the
Spring term, 1883, when again feeling symptoms of his old disease, he again retired from
the school.
For many years he was a member of the
board of trustees aud a long time secretary of
the board. He was a momber of the Maine

Representatives from the
Readfield in the Legislature of 1881,
House of

chairman of the committee

on

town of
and was

education.

He

(TO. liO Wp. I),
St.,
213 Cumberland

POUTLASD, MAINE.
OFFICE HOURS 8 to 10
tan 30

2 to 3 p.

Street.

dlw*

539

d3t*

fabfl__

STEPHEN BERRY.

Away Up Head.
Benson’8 Capcine Porous Plasters are easily first,

matter what
hon, N. Y.

may

come

next.”—J.

T.

—

No. 93

New, Elegant and Tasteful Designs for

as follows:
And now after a plea of guilty and
finding
thereon of the degree comes Oscar E.
Blaney
and moves that the judgment thereon be arrested for the reasons following, to wit:
(1) Because the indictment aforesaid was never returned into court by the grand jurors. (2) Because the said indictment was never filed in
said court. (3) Because the said indictment
was never ordered by the coart
aforesaid, to be
filed therein.
(4) Because the said indictment is not otherwise legally authenticated.
(5) Because the indictment does not charge
the manner iu whioh the killing therein alleged was effected. (6) Because the said indictment and the proceedings had m court
thereupon and the record made thereof are in
many other respects manifestly iiregular, defective and insufficient.
The motive was overruled by Judge
Virgin
and exceptions to such ruling were filed and

188 MIDDLE
GaualBank

STREET,
Building,
PORTLAND, ME.

See it in Our Window

nov24

—2880—

J. T.
593
feb2

FOR

&TUBBS,
Congress St.

dtf

PITRE

FINE,

—

C. 0.

ATTENTION

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Mabshal’s Office, I
Jan. 17, 1884.
J

Coasting

—

ON
on

designated,

viz:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade,
Turner to Eastern Promenade,
Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down the hill to the Portland Co.,
Hancock to Fore,
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay,
Boyd from Cumberland to Lincoln,

OLF.OMAR&ER0E
OF

Xi.
Portland,

BEIST,

Sole agent In Maine for Hammond’s celebrated
creamery brand. Bottom prices to the! wholesale
trade.
janlBdtf

business

experience.

Wanted.
a now business at their
an hour.
No peddling. 10 cts. to 60 cts. an hour made daytime or
evening. Send 10 cts. for 20 Samples to commence
work on. Address H. G..FAY, Rutland, Vermont,
febl
dim

and Women to start

MENhomes, easily learned in

Wanted.
Young Men, Boys or Girls can have employment at their own homes in a new ousiness, strictly honorable and free from anything of a
catch penny nature. You can easily earn from $3
to $ 10 a day wiihoat kinderance to present occupation, no canvassing or peddling, full particulars, and
15 samples to commence work on by return mail
free, send 10 cents, silver or .stamps, to pay postage,
advertising, &c., and address H. M. CHENERY &
CO., Manufacturers, Waltham, Mass.
jan21dlm

Boy Wanted.
APPLY TO

SHAW. HAMMOND & CARNET,
303 4'ommrrcial Nt.

dec5

Congressand Preble Sts.
OPEN ALL NIGHT.
eodtf

FIKTE

City.

CALL

AT

Give your orders early,

some

as we

WANTED.
Three good Lasters on Ladies’ Kid goods.
SHAW, (xODINO & t’O.

fcb4_
young

493

—

Congress

plaia
WANTED.—A
hand, aud is careful at figures, for light work
office.

an
Wage $4.00 to $6.00 per week. Address, with age aud previous experience, Box 675,
Portland, Me.febSdlw*

CO.,

A

St.
dtf

CJMOT

near

easy.

feb5dlw*

dtf

large

and

elegant

assortment

PIANO COVERS,
astonishinarlv

at

low

the

prices

Assets

and Silverin the State.

lower than any other dealer
Amcricon Watches in Coin Silver
Cases only $8.50.
Nickel Alarm Clocks, warranted,
ware

jan22

WANTED—A
work. A lady with

Watches Cleansed and warranted only $1.00.
mainsprings, the best, only $1.00.
LARGEST
PRICES.

JLET.

TO

To JLel*
27 Free Street, having

Inouire of
HOUSE

547 Congress St.,

near

Oak.

W. D.

at

Co.,

VOItK.

JLET.

in the Thompson block, No*. 117, 119
121 ami 123 Middle street, a few doors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street, Portland, Me.
Janl4dtf

STORES

TET.—Rooms
Apply at No. 106

TO
feb5

CHEW

Warerooms of

Samuel Thurston
WILL ¥013 CALL

»r26

Ten
ium

new

eodlf

Pigs for Sale.
and

prices.
ton,

W. B.

WHITTIER, Laudholm Farm, New-

Mass._jan22dlm

SAWMILL,

waterpower, residence, outbuildings and
WITH
about 10
of land, for sale. Situated
acres

the Piscataqua River at West Falmouth, Me.,
R. R. Station. For particulars inquire of

FOR

run-

NtLE BV

Pupils received In Drawing

Mr.

Aug. P. Fuller & Co.,
declS

433 Fore Street.

_dtf

DB. F. B.

RFFD,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician has
opened rooms at No. 592 Congress St.,
Portland, Maine, where he is prepared
to treat all diseases ot the Blood, aente

and chronic. Office hours from 9 a. m.,
to 12 in., and 1 to 9 p. m. Free examination every Wednesday in each week.
Examination at a distance the fee will

be $2.00.

INSTESUCTIOKl

ART

febSdtf

To Let,

or

COPARTNERSHIP

NOTH'

—————————

—““.

Notice.

NASH retired from the firm of MORWILLIAM
GAN, BUTLER St CO. Jan. 1, 1884,

MORGAN, BUTLER St CO.
Portland, Feb. 4, 1884.febSdJt*
Dissolution.

NOTIgEil

that the firm of CUSHING & JOYCE is tins day dissolved by mu»
tual consent.
The business of the late firm will be settled
by
either of the undersigned at No. 16 Portland Pier.

Portland, Feb. 1st,

1884.

EMERY CUSHING,
H. B. JOYCE.

a

f^hll_dlw*

dtf

H.

and

Gr.

Painting, by

Hewes,

567 1-2 Congress Street,
Classes from the living model.
12 and 2 till 6.

Honrs from 0 till

janl2eod2m*

raottaisoivs

1883-4

1883-4

LECTURE aud MUSICAL AGENCY
A

For

BUBEAU OF

INTELLIGENCE

Entertainment Committees
and musical Artists

Circulars, etc., address AHTHUR B. MORRISON, Manager, »43 Congress Street, W. M.
Furbush & Son’s New Piano Warerooins, Box 1476
For

Portland Me

uov24dlwtM,W&3tf

Copartnership

THE

Elm

Street.
dtf

Is the finest hand-made, long-filled Five
Cent Cigar in the market; packed in new
an ; attractive style; fora mild, pleasant
smoke it stands easily at the head and
can not fail to increase your Cigar trade
For sale at wholesale, only, by

C. W.SS MORTON & CO.
ebl

Cor. Fore & Union Sts.

eodtf

jan25d2w*

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Price*.

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest Marke

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s Wharf,

Portland,;®**.

Orders reoelTed by Telephone, No. 644

»"*?_

dtf

Mo HARD

KILN

—

AND

WOOD

—

Southern Pine Flooring.
We make
ing Kinks.

a

Specialty of Flooring for Roller Skat-

S. H. & A. Jt.
LUMBER

494

STREET.

2d HAND

SAFES!

large

and

nearly Dew office safes of best
makers, with powder proof locks; will be sold
good bargaio, on application to

TWO
at

DOTEft,

DEALERS.

FORE

W. D. LITTLE &
31

THE TRAVELER
CIGAR

rnr.ua. »UKK.

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

(Iren,

faIrweather,

Notice.

undersigned have

this day formed a Copartnership under the firm name of J. S. YORK St
SON, for the purpose of carrying on the Sail Making business, at the old stand of YORK WAITE
A CO., No. 4 Central Wharf.
J. S. YORK

Stamping, Designing, nml Lessons in Embroidery.

Janl

our

..

Garments of all kinds made to order from measure.
Combinnion Flannels, Stockings, supComfort
porters,
Corsets,
Dress Reform Waists, amt
Corded Waists for Chit-

8

on
near

EDWARD MERRILL,
Jan. 3,1884.
West Falmouth. Me.
jandeodtf

LITTLE, Agent.

m\ e,

stylish light and medupholstered in

SLEIGHS

Plu'-h.
Also two 2 seated traverse
ner GROCER! SLEIGHS,

|

or

CHESTER WHITES; thorTORKSHIRE
oughbreds and grades; all sizes at reasonable

Portland, January 24,1884.

DRESS REFORM !

BOSS LUMP
TUBACCU.

(No. 8.

|

dtf

unfurnished.
ParkRreet, Portland.
dlw*
furnished

FOR -SAI.E.

$100,000,000.

janl2

PIANO and ORGAN

Exchange St.

93

TO

small stable.

a

WATK&HOUSE,

F. S.

Jan31dtt

of insurance for 20 years at much less than the
usual cost of Endowments.
At this time it is well to enquire before you insure.
All desirable information
cheerfully furnished upon application to

febS__dtf

musical

some knowledge of music
preferred. Address MUSIC, Box 1035, City.
*eb4dlw*

f«bl_dlw*

Do not be deceived by Tontines, or any other
gambling scheme.
This Company now issues a new form of Policy,the
Semi-Endowmknt, which is a highly popular form

STOCK._LOWEST
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,

new

Partnership Notice.

The experience of Forty Years has shown the
most satisfactory results to all its Policy Holders
as hundreds can testify.
Its RATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, its DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any
other Life Company in the WORLD; its Policies are
continually increasing in value.
A Policy of $3,BOO on a well-known citizen of
Portland, is now 88,<8110; and another of $8,000
is now $£0,800. No other Company in the world

only $1.50.
Rogers' Triple Plate Knives ouly
$3.00 per doz.

a

H. DYER is member of
firm from
JAMES
S. C. DYER A CO.
January 1st, 1884.

Office, 31 EXCHANGE STREET;

S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

for

canvasser

MISTAKE!

Life Insurance
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry

at
to

"ATiuiuiJCx

Auareaa

a

OE NEW

male

is dead. Perall respects
feb6dlw*

MAIjE.—House and lot with stable,
FOR
Knightvilie: advantageously situated,
xerrni
unuge.
Press Office.

If you insure with tne Old

Cow Prices.

A

HENRY FOX, Clerk.
jan28dtd

Mechanic Association will be held in the library room, Mechanic building, Thursday evening
Feb. 7th, at 7.30 o’clock. R. 8. SWIFT, Recording
febod3t
Secretary.

YOU

I will sell you

healthy

a

months old, of exeel-

THE

MUTUAL

C. O. HUDSON

adopt

3 story brick house No. 10 Gray street, near
Park, furnished with all the modern conveniences Also for sale, if desired, the Carpets and
part of Furniture in said house. Inquire of J. F.
RANDALL St CO., 119 Commercial street.
nov27
dtf

IS. C. HI. Association.
STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable

—

MIN’ f FI1RGFT THF PIACF.

to

family connections, whose mother
sons applying must be
satisfactory in
Apply at 14 BROWN STREET.

BENJ. F. ANDREWS, City Marshal.

January 28, 1884.

a

in

THE

HUDSON’S,

WHERE YOU WILL FIND

dlw*

who writes

man

no27_

annual meeting of the Maine Steamship
Company for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them, will be held at their office,
Franklin wharf, on Wednesday, the 6th day of
February, 1884, at 10 a. m.

always engaged

are

time ahead.

Install

or

ANNUAL MEETING.

I

OBBOB

on

ments.
salary or commiaion paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MART IS, Manager,
a tig 3035 Temple Street.

Rooms to Let.

MEETINGS.

^^B/l

dtf

Wanted.
to sell Eagle Wringers
f'CANVASSERS
Good

or

Cedar from Oxford to, Lincoln,
Alder from Portland to Kennebec,
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec,
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland,
Avon from Deering to Cumberland,
New State from Cumberland to Portland,
Mellen from Congress to Portland,
Congress from Vaughn to St. John,
Weymouth from Congres to Portland,
Hampshire FromMiddle to Fore,
Cotton from Free to Fore,
Pleasant from High to Sugar House,
Winter from Gray to Danforth,
Clark from Danforth to Beach,
Beach from Clark to West Commercial,
Danforth from Vaughn to West Commercial,
It is unlawful to coast with a sled, on any other
street, or part thereof, and all persons found coasting on any street except those herein named, will
be prosecuted for violation of the Ordinances of the

Freshly made,

Lowell hoard the verdict unmoved.
Mrs. Barrows likewise heard the verdict unmoved. The similarity in the two cases is certainly remarkable.
Thanhs of the newspaper men preeent at
this trial are due to the offioers of the court
for their courteous and constant attention. The
clerk of the court, Mr. Hewey, has
repeatedly
given them interesting items of news, while
the sheriff and his polite deputies, have seen
that their convenience should be
strictly attended to.

Buy YOI K

man ot 6
Have bad exThe best references givAddress, W. E. C.,
feb2dlw*P. O Box 1883, City.

By years

in suites,furnished
rooms, Blngle
DESIRABLE
unfurnished at 173 STATE ST.

Poarl frr»m f.nmhflrland tn Rank Rau

Best (woods.

degree.”

BOSTON.

Situation Wanted,
energetic and reliable young

an

Streets.

in

and after this date permissio n is hereby
granted for persons to COAST with a SLED
the following streets, or portions thereof, hereby

No. 13 market Square,

the events
connected
Mrs. Barrows’ trial form an ex-ct parallel with the
case of James M. Lowell, who was tried for
wife murder iu Aubur ia 1874. In his case
the judge’s charge occupied about au hour and
a half
in delivery.
Judse Viroin’a rharrra
consumed about an hour and a half.
Iu
Lowell’s case the jury retired at 6.35. The
jury retired in Mrs. Barrows’ case at 6.35. In
Lowell’s case the jury had agreed at 10.20
p.
m.
In Mrs. Barrows’ case the
jury agreed
upon a verdict at 10.20. In both cases the
verdict brought in was “guilty in the first

fa

19, 1883.}

occupant* and owners of building* or lots, regarding Snow und Ice on
Sidewalks.
is hereby called to the Ordinances
of the City, requiring Snow and Ice to be refrom
the
moved
footways and sidewalks within the
city. I shall instruct the police to note all violaof
said
tions
ordinances, and shall prosecute all persons willfully neglecting to comply with the same.
BENJ. F. ANDREWS, City Marshal.
dec20tf

C. H. Guppy & Co.

iau25

singular fact is that
with the closing hours of

Kilby St.,

chance. Address BUSINESS, Press Office.
Portland, Feb. 4,1884.
dlw*

To tenant*,

we have
sold at retail over 6480 bottles
of this favorite Cough Rein
edy, and propose during
the coming year to
double the sale.

jan23

Wanted.

seven

Marshal’s Office, )

December

_

CHARLES CUSTIS k

CANDIES

A somewhat

58

Partner

.,

required 35000. Business established
CIAPITAI,
16 years.
Bookkeeper preferred.
Good

lent

of Portland.
City

Norm.

gfe
VI Nil

MANUFACTURER,

party
WANTED.—A
child (American)

ADVEBTISEU1E1VTS.

City

v

Barrows is hanged, and the chances at present
seem iavorable to this issue, she will
be
the first womau ever hanged in our State.

James & Abbot,

m

CITY

Two Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty
Bottles of

Cor.

*

IN PORT I< Aft TO TO TAKE
nt a mannfactr
AN OFFICE and repr«
to
secure
er,
agents aud sell tin? trade an entire
new line of goods that meet with ready sale.
to $50 per week can bo made. Small capital T0
quired. Address
Box JOS, W
Acton, Mass.
feb4d3t

For Sale

weeks hence.
The doable trial is ended.
The result is as
was expected attar hearing the
government
Another
testimony.
guilty patty. Mrs.
is
to
be
Blaney, yet
tried; she will probably be
convicted though it will be more diflicult to
show her complicity io tbe crim than it has
been iu the case of Mrs. Barrows.
If Mrs.

a ah

WANTED

janl7dlmo

the Law
up for sen-

&c., of all thicknesses,
widths and qualities.

Law,

Counsellor und Attorney at

All work done in the most thor.

Counsel for Mrs. Barrows will file a motion
for a new trial when the court comes In two

H

Me.

C. ANDREWS,

codim

ongh manner by skilled workmen,
Special attention to the appropriate mounting of every picture.

tence should his exceptions be overruled, before the September term, 1884.

Bar

Exchange St, Portland,

faithfully

THREE MONTHS’ SUPPLY.

PICTURE FRAMES

judgment

—

Kp*AU business relating to Patents promptly and
executed.
1ul2dtf

PAINTING & DRAWING.
Painting

Blocls.,
iwuttf

iH SljIUM.

OF

American A Foreign Pat«si»,

Macma

WSdfcw

J. B. HUDSON, will give instructions in
and Drawing. Studio No. 63 Preble St.
febG

•

fraud,

uo

make

m.

no

the

LADIES,

COUffl BALSAM.

Congress Street,

I Brown’s
ffMMf

raplies

i on mooring,
y
STp JuB n B

ft/

A pair < f small English Pug Dogs—
male, the other female. The Under
will be liberally rewarded by returning
them to No. 569 1-2 CONURESS ST.

During the past year ’83,

the Court were made in a whisper that was
scarcely audible tsn feet away, and his whole
appearance was the picture of a lonely desolate
man, bowed down by a heavy weight of woe.
And each be is.
Mr. Yeaton then filed a motion in arrest of

The enterprise of the Biddeford papers has
afforded occasion for much favorable comment. The Journal has been ore-eminent in
this line, publishing engravings of the Barrows’ house and neighborhood, and also a likeness of Blaney during the progress of the trial.
Every day it has had a large amount of matter
on
the case, and its large sales in the two
cities have evidenced the appreciation by the
citizens of their enterprise.

T L A

one

BOTAWIt?

his chair with an air of utter dejection.
His
struggles to restrain his emotions were of little
avail. Tears filled hia eyes, his lips quivered
and his flushed face bore evidence of great
mental suffering and torture.
His
to

allowed. This takes the case to
Court and the prisoner cannot come

dlw*

jan31
£ r* ^

new

perience in book-keeping;
en if required.

Nitrous Oxide Gas administered
l'or tlie Paiuless Extrac-

d3t

as

origut

celebrated Sewing Machine Castors.
but a rare chance for smart
money. Complete outfit only $2.
For particulars address with stamp, General Agent,
Saccarappa, Maine, Box 244.
feb5d2w*

TO to

in.

DR. COLEMAN

ADAMSON’S

Blaney was visibly affected when he was
brought in by one of the deputies, and fell into

JOHSff

m.,

as

Agenls Wanted.
sell

on

From now until March
shall give our customers
We
benefit in Boots and Shoes.
have thrown out all broken lots in
Ladies’ Kid, Goat and Glove Boots
and liues that we intend to discontinue and shall sell them at cost or
less. Ladies’ flannel lined Button Congress and Bals, Ladies’
warm Slippers of all kinds going
Men’s Beaver
cheap to close.
Boots, Men’s Grain Bals and Creedmores, Men’s Grain Leg Boots,
Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’ Kip
It would be
Boots must go.
useless to enumerate prices.
But
suffice it to say we shall surpass
all former endeavors.

uunty.

I ll

a.

reuuisueu

w oe

gwuB,

will occupy his office on aud after Jan. 31

..■I

Clerk—What say you uow to this indictment, are you.guilty thereof or not guilty?

I

dim

janl4

Blaney—Yes.

The stenographer then read to the Court the
testimony of Blaney in the case o Mrs. Barrows in order for the Court to
determine the
degree.
Tbe Court—Mr. BJauey.
By your plea iu
open court of guilty of the crime of murder, I
have determined from testimony which has
been introduced, that you are guilty of murder
of the first degree and so order it to be entered

y-pv/

moderate prices, st the Portland Bird store, 410
feb5dlw*
Congress St.
at

AMAH

Portland, Me.

MAINE SAVINGS BAJ_ 198 Middle Street Book, Card and Job Printer,
annual meeting of this Corporation will be
No. 37 Plum Street
THEheld at tbeir
Banking Room
Wednesday,
the 13th day of February next, at 3 o’clock p.
tith, we SAMUEL ROLFE,
ALPHEUS G. ROGERS,
Herbert G. Briggs,
President.
Secretary & Treasurer.
a grand
feb6
dtd
ATTORNEY at law and solicitor

gence to ascertain and investigate the facts
and consider tbe law applicable to them.
I
have watched with a degree of closeness alalmost painful to me,tbe strength of the State's
case as it was developed step by
step against
him in the evidence which was given hpon the
trial which has now closed.
I was compelled
to listen to what dropped from his own
lips, to the minutely detailed statement
which he had given to Mr. Wood, afterwards
iterated to others, reiterated in pr yate to
me,
and published to the world within these
walls,
and in your Honor’s presence and
hearing—almost every matt rial part of which the government was alEo able, as I think, to establish
by
independent evidence, certainly to corroborate.
Of the substantial truth of that narration I can
enterlain no doubt.
I conceive it neither my
duty nor my privilege to attempt in the presence of the jury to pervert facts which
I cannot controvert, at large expense to the public,
at much expenditure and vexatious waste of
jour Honor’s precious time, and no benefit to
him. In view of this, and with the consciousness of
the solemn significance of the step, 1
have advised him to retract the plea of not
1 ought to
guilty and enter a plea of guilty.
add, I think, that the plea of not guilty was
entered at my request and under my advice,
after his earnest and repeated protestations to
me that he must tell the truth.
Is was mine,
I have endeavored to explain to
scarcely his.
him the awful import the change in the
plea
involves.
I know he acts advisedly, and 1
think he acts intelligently. He is now, may it
please the court, ready to make the change.
Clerk—Oscar E. Blaney, you may stand up.
Do you wish to retract your plea of not
guilty
to this indictment taat you made on the 16th
day of Jaunarj?

|

Merchant,

So. 1 Union Wharf,

STR4YED.

ANNUAL IRK 001 SALE.

BRASS bird cage, and all kinds of brass

\

This is

General Shipping and Commission

Congress

May it phase your Honor, since I was assigned by the court as counsel for Mr. Blaney
I have endeavored with some degree of dili-

|

-""

GEORGE H. STARR,

pieces Bias Hamburgs.

GREENE’S

Wanted.
ruu

on

tion of Teeth.

who is iudicted with Mrs. Barrows for the
murder of Thomas Barrows, is now in court,
and I am advised that he wishes to withdraw
his plea of not guilty and plead guilty to the
indictment.
Geo. C. Yeaton, oonusel for Blaney, then
said :

—

applicajanlTdtf

AVANTEO.-Byamanwitha

fair education, temperate in habits, and not
afraid to work. Citv references furnished.
Any
business Arm in netu of hslp would do well to address P. U. Bos 47, West Scarboro. Me. febOdlw*

men

follows:

jLjiauny

French School for Young
Ladies and Children.

BUSINESS CARDS.

millettTlittle,

Attorney General Cleaves then addressed the

SITUATION

and

will also be formed. Circulars obtained
tion at No. 61 HIGH STREET.

We call the attention of all in need of Hamburgs, to the above nsmel article, it
being superior to any other in til market, and being woven on bias . ioth, instead
of plain, it is consequently much stronger and better to wear an l will not tear from
tin bottom in washing; we have the exclusive sale of these Hamburgs in this city.

516
febb

r

WANTS.

The Second Term begins Feb. 4. A class in Botany will be formed to which special students will
be admitted. Tbih study will be illustrated by the
miscroscope, original drawings, and plants in various stages of growth.
New classes in the Primary and Grammar grades

10 pieces Black aud Colored Nonpareil Velveteeas at $1.50 per yard, marked
down from $2.50.

nounced. Everybody had a listless, disinterested look, and the officers strolled about as If
their occupation bad gone forever.

rnlturoand Genera Merchandise every IAtnrda
ooramenolng at 10 o'olock a *
m.
Consignments solicited
octSdtf

MRS-THROOP’S

Velveteens.

600

0. V.ilXSS

Regular sale of

143 Pearl Street.

We will sell the remnants left over from our Monday’s Sale of Satins and Silks
at reduced prices; also one lot of Remnants of Striped Plushes at 75 cents 1per yard,
1
that sold in the piece for $3.00 per yard.

for

Sateereona IS Kiel sage Hi.

Jan24_
English

f

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant
». O. BAIL9Y,

C01X0RD,

..."-

Two

Spun Silk, Marble Top Centre and Bouqnet Table*,
Carpets, Shades, Painted Chamber Seta, Spring
Bed? and Mattresses, Chamber Crockery, Eitenaion
Table, and Dining-room Chairs, Crockery and Glassware, Hat-tree, Hall Lump, Cook Stove, together
with the entire Kitchen Furniture.
F. o. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
febO
d6t

private pupils by tbs subscriber

to

J. W.

25 pieces Fancy Checks Summer Silk in Colors and Black at 50 cents, sold last season for 75 rents.
5 pieces Double Faced Satin Surah in Black at 1.25 former price 1.75.
at
1.87 1-2 former price 2.00.
8 pieces
“
“
2 pieces at 150
2.25.
“
“
2 pieces at 2.00
2.75.
This is a Superior Fabric very soft ar.d heavy and the best to wear of any silk
material and reference to above prices show a great reduction.
10 pieces Black Gro Grain Silk at 08 cents, worth 1.25.
5 pieces Black Sicilian Brocade silk, same as sold at 1.25 for 50 cents.
We have but these few pieces left which is all we shall offer at this price.

upon the docket.

Grand Trunk.
The traffic on the Grand Trunk Railway continues diminishing, and the road at present is
doing less business than it has for some time
The traffic returns for the week ending
past.
January 26th showed merchandise receipts of
$183,926; total, $272,971; week ending Jan. 19,

ical Studies
given

Silks.

had much the appearance of a polliog
half an hour after the result has been an-

court as

and Class

English

Instruction in

7.

25 dozen more of those celebrated Shirts at 56 cents, worth 88 cents.

The Frees.)
Saco, Feb 5.
At tbe opening of the court this
morning
there were but fifteen women in the spectators’
seats, and the entire assemblage barely sufficed
to fill half the seat?. Iu comparison with what
it has been daring the past week, the court
room

Two terms per year. The Second Term will be1884. For circulars and information apply at 96 Park street from one to three
o’clock p. m.
janl7dtf

Shirts.

Plea

for

at bouse 156

wo

gin February 1,

Call attention to the B irgains offered for

FEBRUARY

—

YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

MILLETT & LITTLE

Weeks.

(Specially Reported

TUESDAY, Feb. 12. at 10
m.,
ON Clark
shall sell Parlor Furniture in
street,
a.

motion iu Arrest of

n

Court

Household Furniture by Auction.

FOB

—

THE END.

His Counsel Files

MRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL

Remnants.

Blaney Retracts His Former
and Pleads Guilty.

*UCTION HAI-EH.

KDCCATIONAL.

advertisements.

As a teacher,
ular, especially

May it please your Honor, Oscar E. Blaney,

Carious Facts

commerce

new

position in the

a

land Custom House, which
the time of his death.

transportation.

street, is displayed the certificate of award and
the silver medal awarded to Perkins &
Shurt-

John

has a

Mr. A. M. Sawyer has conceived a good
in his “Songs of the Rebellion,” which
was produced by Bosworth Post at City Hall
last evening, and in many respects the piece is
What it licks is action. There
very pleasing
is too much standing round on the part of
the members or the dramatic personae waiting
for the songs aud choruses, and'some of these

thing

adjoining

Tuesday-Court adjourned until
Feb. 20, at 10 o’clock a. m.

S. Tucker

to

tern department and were quicklv communing.
ted to the large three storied
building which
contains the ware rooms, nickel works end office. The firemen worked hard to 6ave the adjoining buildings and their e£fotrs were successful. The warerooms and the

Supreme Judicial Court.

Frank

more

workshop

Wyer

February Civil

are

subsequently accepted

SONGS OF TEE REBELLION.

Exchange

CO.,

Street.

J«nlZ__dtf
PURE IRIUK !
facilities for furnishing this
MY unsurpassed
and I respectfully

trial.

The

citizens

are

the
mendation.
janlOeodtf

entered

Koriiug’s
For

rticle are
solicit a

fact that a largo number of leading
my customers and have been since I
busim s* should bo a sufficient recomAddress
V. 11. SOULE,

Woodford’s.

Universal

Injector

feeding boilers. Will

F. The best boiler
Warranted. For sale by

lilt hot water at l a no
feeder iu tlio market
market

JARVIS EXGIAEEKSAG CO.
71 Union street.
dtf

**

